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Abstract
Visual scene understanding studies the task of representing a captured scene in a manner
emulating human-like understanding of that space. Considering indoor scenes are designed
for human use and are utilised everyday, attaining this understanding is crucial for applications
such as robotic mapping and navigation, smart home and security systems, and home
healthcare and assisted living. However, although we as humans utilise such spaces in our
day-to-day lives, analysis of human activity is not commonly applied towards enhancing
indoor scene-level understanding. As such, the work presented in this thesis investigates the
benefits of including human activity information in indoor scene understanding challenges,
aiming to demonstrate its potential contributions, applications, and versatility.
The first contribution of this thesis utilises human activity to reveal scene regions occluded
behind objects and clutter. Human poses recognised from a static sensor are projected
into a top-down scene representation recording belief of human activity over time. This
representation is applied to carve a volumetric scene map, initialised on captured depth,
to expose the occupancy of hidden scene regions. An object detection approach exploits
the revealed occluded scene occupancy to localise self-, partially-, and, significantly, fully-
occluded objects. The second contribution extends the top-down activity representation
to predict the functionality of major scene surfaces from human activity recognised in
360◦ video. A convolutional network is trained on simulated human activity to segment
walkable, sittable, and interactable surfaces from the top-down perspective. This prediction
is applied to construct a complete scene 3D approximation, with results showing scene
structure and surface functionality are predicted well from human activity alone. Finally,
this thesis investigates an association between the top-down functionality prediction and
the captured visual scene. A new dataset capturing long-term human activity is introduced
to train a model on combined activity and visual scene information. The model is trained
to segment functional scene surfaces from the capture sensor perspective, with evaluation
establishing that the introduction of human activity information can improve functional
surface segmentation performance.
Overall, the work presented in this thesis demonstrates that analysis of human activity
can be applied to enhance indoor scene understanding across various challenges, sensors,
and representations. Assorted datasets are introduced alongside the major contributions to
motivate further investigation into its application.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Background and Motivation
J. J. Gibson originally posited affordance as “the complementarity of the animal and the
environment” [39], recognising the relationship between the animal, such as a human, and the
scene. Within modern scene understanding, this is commonly interpreted as how a scene and
its objects support humans or robots and any actions they perform within that space. Whilst
not commonly recognised, modern environments - particularly indoor scenes - are largely
designed around this principle: bedrooms allow a human to sleep comfortably, kitchens
support cooking and dining actions, and offices encourage a good working environment.
However, whilst existence of an acting human is integral to this definition and the designed
use of these environments, few scene understanding approaches to date consider perceived
human activity as a potential source of information.
Scene understanding has been studied in many facets since the early stages of computer
vision research. Concerned with gaining knowledge of a scene - its composition, configura-
tion, and classification - many innovative and unique solutions have been investigated. Scene
classification, layout estimation, object recognition, scene reconstruction, and semantic seg-
mentation all fall within scene understanding and have each been thoroughly explored over
the years. Each task pursues the understanding we as humans instinctively build of a scene:
we are immediately aware of the size, structure, and layout of a space, quickly recognising
the objects present and our ability to move between and interact with them. To emulate this
human-like understanding, computer vision researchers predict various representations from
visual information to depict a scene. Scene objects are detected through 2D and 3D bounding
boxes or object model fitting, object and structure categories are recognised through region
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classification or pixel-wise segmentations, and 3D scene geometry is expressed through
point clouds, structured mesh models or volumetric occupancy grids. Inference of such
understanding representations is important towards many applications, and has been applied
to tasks such as autonomous driving and robot navigation through to augmented reality and
spatial audio rendering.
However, there are numerous challenges towards understanding indoor scenes, par-
ticularly from the perspective of static visual sensors as utilised in many understanding
applications. Current and past approaches often consider the pixel labelling problem, seg-
menting semantic regions of captured scene images to understand the scene contents. These
approaches regularly introduce novel attempts to improve the pixel labelling task, but such a
representation does not replicate the way we as humans understand a 3D space. With the
introduction of commodity depth sensors and now the proliferation of deep learning technol-
ogy, structural scene understanding has seen a rise in prominence, often attempting to predict
3D scene geometry through room layout estimation and object detection algorithms applied
to visual information of the visible scene. However, indoor scenes regularly suffer cluttered
miscellaneous and furniture objects distributed throughout the space that obstruct sensor
vision and occlude certain scene regions. Whilst recent studies investigate 3D object model
fitting and occupancy prediction approaches to overcome such occlusions, this problem is
inherent to indoor scenes and is challenging to solve. Further works investigate functional
understanding, recognising the affordance relationship between humans and the objects they
interact with. Yet, as function prediction is an ongoing and open problem, this is commonly
studied on a per-human per-object basis towards applications in robot learning and action
recognition, rather than towards indoor scene-level understanding.
Given that indoor spaces are naturally designed toward human use and that understanding
approaches aim to achieve human-like understanding, analysis of human activity within
indoor scenes has seen surprisingly minimal investigation towards understanding the make-
up of indoor spaces and solving these challenges. Cues from human behaviour have been
considered, recognising the potential benefits to semantic, functional, and structural under-
standing provided by human activity, but such studies have been isolated and intermittent.
The predominant body of work towards this goal have exploited simulated or hallucinated
human poses in captured scene images and synthetic scene models to predict a functional
understanding, but few adapt such ideas to incorporate real human activity or to enhance
structural scene understanding. There are two distinct but related reasons for this: until recent
advances, human pose estimation techniques have been inconsistent, providing no reliable
manner to extract human activity from images; this has resulted in a shortage of relevant
and applicable datasets, increasing the difficulty of studying the problem. The relatively
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recent exploration and uptake of deep and convolutional neural networks has rectified the
first issue, providing reliable, accurate and adaptable pose prediction models. Appropriate
human activity datasets towards indoor scene understanding still remain an issue though, as
the modern pose prediction models have yet to revitalise interest in the topic.
1.2 Objectives
The work within this thesis hopes to reinvigorate study of human activity analysis towards
scene understanding solutions by demonstrating the utility of such cues. State-of-the-art
approaches have studied visual scene information to improve performance and determine
new representations for semantic, functional, and structural scene understanding challenges.
Humans naturally act as active scene sensors when they utilise indoor spaces, exploring the
extent of the scene and interacting with scene objects. However, recognising human activity
is a challenging problem in itself, impeding significant investigation of human activity for
indoor scene understanding tasks up to this point. In response to this scarcity of study,
the work within this thesis proposes to exploit recent advances in human pose prediction
to examine human activity analysis as a cue. Towards this end, the primary goal of this
thesis is to explore the potential applications of human activity information within indoor
understanding challenges to indicate the potential contribution, novelty, and versatility of
such analysis. This is achieved through three main objectives:
• to enhance state-of-the-art visual indoor scene understanding performance through
introduction of human activity monitoring. State-of-the-art scene understanding
approaches primarily exploit visual scene information captured from varying sensors
to achieve their goal. The work within this thesis aims to motivate the implementation
of activity analysis to enhance these approaches by demonstrating the potential benefits
human activity cues can provide.
• to introduce novel applications of human activity information to indoor scene un-
derstanding solutions. Rather than solely enhancing current techniques, the potential
utility of human activity towards new and unique scene understanding representations
has not been fully explored. The work in this thesis aims to introduce novel under-
standing knowledge from human activity analysis that is inaccessible from static visual
scene information alone.
• to promote the versatility of human activity analysis across varying understand-
ing challenges and differing capture devices. Through exploring applications utilis-
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ing human activity monitored by different sensors and applied to different tasks, the
work in this thesis aims to demonstrate that its analysis can provide utility to many
applications and understanding solutions.
1.3 Contributions
The contributions of this thesis include:
• An approach utilising human activity to reveal partial- and full-occlusions from the
perspective of a static depth sensor is introduced in Chapter 3. This is achieved
through manifestation of monitored human activity into a human-centric top-down
scene activity representation that is applied to carve occluded regions of a volumetric
occupancy map initialised from a single depth frame. An object detection solution
exploiting the revealed scene occupancy contributes recognition of the full extent of
self- and partially-occluded objects and the unique ability to localise fully occluded
objects.
• A novel complete scene affordance representation is predicted from human activity
monitored in 360◦ video in Chapter 4. A deep convolutional network is trained on
a new dataset of simulated human activity to predict structural affordances from a
top-down scene perspective. The trained model is applied to human activity captured
in real scenes to contribute complete scene affordance prediction and 3D structure
approximation from human activity alone.
• Human activity is monitored over long-term general scene captures and combined with
visual scene information to enhance affordance surface prediction in Chapter 5. A
new dataset of long-term human activity captures with ground truth affordance surface
annotations is introduced, allowing cues towards affordance prediction from human
activity to be directly learnt by a convolutional neural network.
• Three human activity datasets across monocular, depth, and 360◦ sensor captures are
contributed throughout this thesis to realise and evaluate the potential of human activity
analysis towards indoor scene understanding. A synthetic dataset of simulated activity
and ground truth affordance from a top-down scene perspective is also introduced.
These datasets are released to the research community to stimulate study of human
activity analysis in scene understanding works.
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1.4 Thesis Outline
• Chapter 1: Introduction. This chapter presents the motivation and background
of the research problem, an overview of the main objectives, a summary of thesis
contributions and a list of publications originating from this research.
• Chapter 2: Related Work. A review of relevant literature is presented in Chapter 2,
giving an overview of indoor scene understanding approaches with particular study of
how analysis of human activity has been applied to the topic. An overview of relevant
captured sensors and understanding datasets is also presented.
• Chapter 3: Occluded Scene Reconstruction from Single-View Depth and Human
Activity. Chapter 3 presents the application of human activity recorded from a single
static depth sensor to reveal the occupancy of occluded scene regions. An object
detection framework exploiting the revealed occluded scene information is introduced
to contribute detection of partially- and fully-occluded scene objects. The approach
is applied to a dataset of 3D scene models to validate the technique and to a captured
real-scene dataset to demonstrate its utility; both applications are qualitatively and
quantitatively evaluated.
• Chapter 4: Complete Scene Affordance Prediction from Single View 360 Video.
An approach contributing the ability to predict complete scene affordance from human
activity analysis in 360 degree video is presented in Chapter 4. The approach geomet-
rically estimates relative pose depth throughout a capture to record human activity in
a top-down scene activity map. A segmentation model trained on a synthetic dataset
is applied to this activity representation to predict affordance surfaces across the full
field of view and to provide an approximation of 3D scene structure. The approach
is evaluated on the synthetic dataset and on a dataset of human activity in 360◦ video
captures.
• Chapter 5: Affordance Surface Segmentation from Video of Human Activity in
Indoor Scenes. In Chapter 5 human activity is recognised over long-term general
indoor scene captures to augment the segmentation of pixel-wise affordance surface
predictions from the capture sensor perspective. A dataset of time-lapse human activity
capture is introduced with ground truth affordance surface annotations to train a
segmentation model on combined visual scene and human activity information towards
affordance surface prediction. The approach is evaluated on this dataset to investigate
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the capability of such activity analysis to enhance segmentation performance over
visual cues alone.
• Chapter 6: Conclusions and Future Work. Conclusions of the work presented in
this thesis, including limitations and suggested directions for future work, are recorded
in Chapter 6.
1.5 Publications
The work described in this thesis is partially presented in the following publications:
• S. Fowler, H. Kim, A. Hilton; Towards Complete Scene Reconstruction from
Single-View Depth and Human Motion; British Machine Vision Conference (BMVC)
2017; Poster presentation. (Based on the work presented in Chapter 3) [36]
• S. Fowler, H. Kim, A. Hilton; Human-Centric Scene Understanding from Single
View 360◦ Video; International Conference on 3D Vision (3DV) 2018; Spotlight
presentation. (Based on the work presented in Chapter 4) [37]
1.6 Data
The datasets presented in this thesis are available at [33–35].
Chapter 2
Related Work
Understanding an indoor scene allows questions to be asked of that space: where can I
walk, sit or work? Can a robot move under this table? How would a sofa look in this
corner? David Marr [80] describes the aspects that allow us, as humans, to understand a
scene at the level required to answer these questions. He proposes a three stage system for the
human-visual system, from an initial edge and boundary sketch to a 2.5D sketch representing
surfaces and depth discontinuities and finally to a 3D model representation that encodes
spatial understanding of a scene. This final stage is how we, as humans, monitor a room:
we are instinctively aware of how objects fit within the bounds of a room, how much space
we have to move through and what could block our path. We can quickly recognise objects,
evaluating their shape and function and localising their position in 3D space. Instinctively
reasoning the structure, semantics, and functionality of a scene and its objects provides the
insight necessary to perform tasks within the space and so answer the questions posed above.
For many years, computer vision approaches have attempted to gain a human-like under-
standing similar to that proposed by Marr. These innumerable systems each fall under the
“scene understanding” body of work, an umbrella term comprising the broad array of scene
types, data formats, understanding algorithms, and scene representations applied to the task.
However, whilst these approaches attempt to gain a human-like understanding of a scene
as defined by Marr, humans themselves are rarely considered as cues towards gaining that
understanding. Given that indoor scenes are generally designed to be utilised by humans, it is
surprising that limited works utilise humans to understand those spaces. In line with the goal
of this thesis, this review primarily studies the understanding works that do utilise human
activity analysis towards the goal of enhancing visual scene understanding performance.
8 Related Work
An overview of relevant capture sensors is presented in Section 2.1. An overview of
visual scene understanding approaches, with particular interest in applications of human
activity analysis towards such understanding, is described in Section 2.2. A discussion of
relevant datasets is also presented in Section 2.3.
2.1 Relevant Capture Sensors
Whilst varying sensors including acoustic [8, 59] and event cameras [58] have been applied
to scene understanding tasks, and active sensing devices such as wearable technology and
appliance monitors have been applied to analyse human behaviour [27], visual sensors com-
monly provide the primary data modality towards both these tasks. Perspective monocular
sensors have been commonly utilised since early computer vision, capturing RGB colour
image and video towards visual scene understanding tasks.
Range sensing systems have also been employed to generate scene depth maps for many
years and for many applications, utilising disparity estimation or active light sensing to
determine depth at sampled instances. Light detection and ranging (LiDAR) devices have
been regularly applied to produce this depth map, scanning a static scene point by point or
line by line to capture scene depth. The depth output of these scans has been utilised to
model both indoor [10] and outdoor [122] environments, with computer vision algorithms
designed to detect 3D scene structure from the static output. Significantly though, in the past
these sensors could not capture moving objects such as people due to their scanning nature
and were often high cost, making them impractical for day-to-day dynamic scene analysis.
However, recent advances in technology have introduced scannerless LiDAR methods,
leading to low-cost commodity depth sensing devices that support dynamic 3D scene capture.
These devices use structured light or Time-of-Flight technology to capture real-time aligned
colour and depth of the visible scene surface, a 2.5D representation commonly referred to
as RGBD or RGB+Depth. The Kinect and updated Kinect v2 depth sensors [81] are an
example of this, with their introduction motivating a large body of research contributing
advances in computer vision and graphics applications. These devices have seen usage in
real-time Simultaneous Localisation and Mapping (SLAM) systems [22, 61], fusing captured
scene geometry into a single point cloud representation and localising the sensor within
this representation towards robotics applications. Real-time static scene surface mapping,
famously introduced by KinectFusion [83], is also studied, where a mobile RGBD device
scans an indoor scene to generate a fused volumetric Truncated Signed Distance Function
representation [20]. Significantly though, geometric reconstruction approaches such as these
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require user or robot interaction to scan the scene and, whilst recovering the geometric shape
of the scene, do not detect objects or recognise semantic information. Structured scene
reconstruction systems [46, 86, 115], discussed further in Section 2.2.2, generally utilise a
static sensor, predicting the scene pose of geometric primitives and object mesh models to
recover a more semantically meaningful 3D reconstruction. These approaches do not require
user interaction, but do suffer the challenge of scene surface occlusions due to the static
sensor.
Similar technological advances have supported the uptake of 360◦ sensors, capturing
panoramic image and video that overcomes the limited field of view suffered by standard
perspective and depth sensors. These spherical sensors provide omnidirectional capture of a
scene which understanding approaches have exploited to predict scene structure [130, 136,
142] and semantics [116, 137] throughout the complete visible scene. As these 360◦ sensors
become increasingly available to consumers though reduced size and cost, their impact
towards understanding approaches is enhanced as they provide accessible complete field of
view vision without requiring multi or moving sensor systems. Such modern sensors [94]
also allow video capture, supporting dynamic scene analysis where previous panoramic scan
or single-shot image devices could only capture a static scene.
2.2 Overview of Visual Scene Understanding Approaches
Scene understanding has been studied in many ways since the early days of computer
vision towards realising applications such as robot navigation, interior design, assisted
living, and home security. Nowadays, understanding a scene covers a broad range of
computer vision tasks including scene classification [123], layout estimation [51, 142], object
detection [54, 92], scene reconstruction [3, 115], semantic segmentation [4, 76] and functional
segmentation [97]. These tasks, developed from how we as humans understand the space of a
scene, can be broadly categorised into three understanding components: semantic, structural
and functional understanding. Semantic understanding approaches aim to discern the class of
structure and objects visible within a scene, often through recognition and segmentation tasks
that delineate object boundaries. Structural understanding approaches attempt to determine
a spatial understanding of the scene through 2.5D surface and object detections and 3D
scene geometry and structure reconstructions. Functional understanding approaches aim
to comprehend the usability of the scene and its objects, realising the potential interactions
between the scene and those using it. Whilst sophisticated understanding approaches regularly
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combine aspects of each component, the underlying vision challenges can be classed under
each category.
2.2.1 Semantic Scene Understanding
Semantic segmentation [4, 76], instance segmentation [139], object recognition [48, 113],
and scene classification [128] all fall within semantic scene understanding. The primary task
of semantic understanding is to determine the objects and object types that are present within
a scene. This is commonly achieved through semantic segmentation, aiming to classify each
pixel of a captured scene image into a predefined object class label. Instance segmentation is
a specific form of semantic segmentation that detaches the foreground from the background
of the scene and delineates individual objects from each other. Object recognition similarly
aims to determine the objects within a scene, commonly utilising bounding box predictions
rather than the dense pixel labels of the segmentation tasks. Scene classification attempts to
determine single or multiple semantic labels that represent the captured scene as a whole,
without focus on the individual objects within the scene.
Of interest to the work in this thesis, this study of semantic scene understanding primarily
focuses on semantic scene segmentation. Semantic segmentation methods have received
considerable interest throughout computer vision research due to their applications such as
autonomous driving where they outline critical road objects and medical imagery where they
segment biological regions to assist diagnosis. Semantic segmentations predict a class label
for each image pixel, representing an input image by the types of objects and object regions
within it. In recent years, advances in deep learning technology have stimulated the creation
of innumerable segmentation frameworks and novel deep network architectures that tackle
this task in either the 2D and 3D domain.
Before recent advances, segmentation approaches evolved from colour-based edge detec-
tion and region identification techniques [52] to models such as Conditional Random Fields
trained on varying image features [9, 77, 106]. With the introduction of commodity depth
sensors [81], many indoor segmentation approaches incorporate depth data [19, 90, 109]
after its benefit was demonstrated by Silberman and Fergus [108]. Their benchmark work
introduced the NYU Depth dataset of indoor scenes which was later improved [109], provid-
ing a dataset that is still utilised across many indoor scene understanding tasks. This indoor
scene dataset provides semantic class labels covering scene objects and structure, and has
been augmented with annotations to support learning for other understanding tasks [44, 97].
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In recent years, deep learning frameworks trained on such datasets have dominated the se-
mantic segmentation task, providing end-to-end learning across many different architectures.
Long et al. [76] introduced the first fully convolutional architecture designed for end-to-end
image segmentation tasks. The approach modified well known classification and detection
architectures [65, 111, 119], replacing fully connected layers with convolutional layers and
allowing arbitrary input image size. Since its introduction, many segmentation networks
have been introduced utilising fully convolutional [75], pyramid [72, 138], encoder-decoder
[4, 14, 95] and region proposal architectures [50]. As utilised in this work, the SegNet [4]
encoder-decoder architecture provides efficient segmentation prediction through learnt low
resolution feature maps which are mapped back to the input resolution. Nowadays these mod-
ern segmentation architectures perform exceptionally well across varying datasets, with new
approaches introducing variations that continuously enhance state-of-the-art performance.
Of interest to this thesis, limited works have studied human-scene interactions towards
semantic scene-level understanding. Jiang et al. [55] hallucinate human poses in point cloud
scene captures to recognise scene level human-object context towards learning meaningful
object affordances. Their approach then exploits the object affordance to object class
characteristic, applying recognised object affordance as a cue to a scene-wide object labelling
task. This technique successfully demonstrates the application of human interaction analysis
towards both functional and semantic tasks, but does not consider real human activity towards
this goal. Delaitre et al. [23] introduce an approach considering captured human activity
towards the semantic segmentation task. Their approach extracts image superpixels from a
video frame and describes each by predicted 2D human poses co-occurring within that region
over time, utilising the distribution of human pose locations with respect to each region over
time as a prior. They train a Support Vector Machine (SVM) classifier to categorise superpixel
regions by object label on such human-object interaction features combined with appearance
and locations cues. Evaluation demonstrates that incorporating the human-object interaction
priors improved semantic object labelling over baselines of that time; whilst significantly
under-performing modern convolutional network based segmentation approaches, Delaitre
et al. introduce an application of human-scene interactions towards enhancing semantic
understanding techniques.
2.2.2 Structural Scene Understanding
Structural scene understanding is concerned with determining the 3D geometry of a scene to
gain a spatial understanding of that space. Within indoor scenes, this generally consists of
two main elements: estimating the layout of the scene [51, 142] and detecting the position
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and size of objects within the scene [71, 118]. Though generally considered as two distinct
components of the room, some approaches predict both simultaneously to reconstruct the
complete scene and determine an estimation of structurally free and occupied space [38, 143].
Whilst these two components can be performed in the 2D scene image domain, structural
understanding commonly interprets scene geometry through a 3D reconstruction of that space.
Fully modelling an indoor scene through the estimation of structure and object elements
in 3D produces a sense of the scene to its full extent, recognising occluded regions and
providing a detailed representation of the whole space. Attaining this spatial representation
within an indoor scene is important for many applications including augmented reality, smart
homes, robot navigation, and interior design.
Many representations have been utilised to infer from and depict reconstructed 3D indoor
scene geometry. Point clouds representing a collection of points in 3D scene space are
commonly captured by depth sensing devices [81] and provide 2.5D information about the
visible depth surface of a scene. Understanding approaches predict 3D object labels and
geometry from this representation, attempting to determine full scene structure from the
visible surface alone [38, 66, 71]. Volumetric representations depict 3D scene reconstructions
as voxels, with each scene voxel representing the occupancy of a 3D scene region as occupied
or free space. This representation is commonly utilised for object and scene completion
tasks, aiming to infer the occupancy of scene regions occluded by the captured visible surface
[31, 47, 115]. Polygonal mesh representations define the 3D surface of an object in terms
of its edges, vertices, and faces; this representation is commonly utilised to record object
structure in a computationally efficient manner, and datasets of mesh object models are often
applied to train object recognition and completion methods [3, 46, 143].
Estimating the layout of a scene separates the geometry of the space from its contents,
building a model of the walls, ceiling, and floor as if the room were empty. Early works
investigating this challenge often utilised a parameterised box model introduced by Hedau et
al. [51]. This model applies the Manhattan world or box model assumption [18] to the scene,
restricting layout shape to three orthogonal room directions that has lead the room structure
estimation process in many approaches [11, 38, 56].
Object detection frameworks localise 3D scene regions that represent likely object
instances to determine the structure within a room. Cuboid matching approaches detect and
delineate objects as coarse object bounding boxes to provide semantically uncategorised
3D object localisations [54, 66, 71, 91]. To determine precise 3D object representations,
repositories of 3D object or scene models are often exploited to match visible scene regions
to object models rendered at explicit orientations and scales [3, 53, 143].
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The prolific application of deep neural networks has again seen large performance
enhancements across both layout estimation [21, 135, 142] and object detection tasks
[24, 86, 114]; these deep architectures have also motivated the introduction of novel structural
understanding solutions. Of particular note, convolutional neural networks utilising volumet-
ric scene representations have been trained on large synthetic indoor scene datasets to predict
the free space and occupancy of occluded scene regions [31, 47, 115], a task commonly
referred to as scene completion. Completion approaches have demonstrated exceptional
performance on the challenging task, intrinsically learning the mapping between a captured
depth surface and the full extent of objects and structure within the scene.
As with semantic understanding, limited work has studied human activity within an
indoor scene towards gaining a structural understanding of that space. In their recent
work, Chen et al. [15] note that there exists an inherent functional link between humans
and indoors scenes through the design of such spaces to support human action, and that
whilst impressive 3D scene understanding and human pose estimation techniques have been
proposed individually, this association has not been widely exploited; whilst human context
and human-object interactions have been studied, they have not been applied towards indoor
scene reconstruction. They introduce an approach that jointly solves 3D scene reconstruction
and 3D human pose estimation, demonstrating significant performance improvement on both
tasks.
Fouhey et al. [32] also undertake the task of improving indoor 3D geometry estimation
through analysis of human-scene interactions. Treating each person as an active sensor
within the scene, they use recognised human poses and actions to estimate scene layout
and predict a coarse reconstruction. First, the constraint that each actor must lie within the
room boundaries is applied to improve the scoring function of Hedau et al.’s [51] layout
estimation approach. Then, functional scene regions detected from recognised human poses
and the reasoning that a person cannot occupy the same space as an object is used to
remove free scene space, producing a coarse representation of 3D scene structure. Through
this approach, they demonstrate that inclusion of geometric human activity cues can assist
structural understanding tasks, noting that the challenges of pose and action recognition tasks
limit the potential of the proposed work.
2.2.3 Functional Scene Understanding
Understanding scene geometry and semantics does not immediately allow some real world
applications to be realised. As seen above, significant progress has been made in recognis-
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ing and localising objects with less concentration on how those objects can be used. To
gain functional scene understanding, efforts must be made to localise usable scene regions
and so realise potential interactions between the scene and those using it. Where seman-
tic understanding tasks hope to localise “sofa” and “chair” individually, functional scene
understanding attempts to localise sittable regions.
Recognising the opportunity for a scene element to permit an action, commonly referred
to as its affordance [39], covers two major forms: object level and scene level. Object
level affordance predictions localise interactable object features such as graspable or liftable,
receiving particular interest from the robotics community. Attaining an object level functional
understanding allows robots to reason how they can use and apply objects to certain tasks,
often through recognition of interactable object regions. Techniques towards this goal have
been implemented utilising image-based object detection frameworks [25, 84, 101], but
analysis of human-object interactions has been of particular interest to recognise functional
relationships that exist between human actions and scene objects [30, 40, 60, 63, 64, 102,
141]. However, such approaches largely consider these human-object interactions towards
predicting the occurring human action or determining potential robotic actions; they do not
detect functional object affordance towards scene understanding tasks.
Of interest for this thesis, scene level functionality predictions consider how structural
scene objects such as sittable and walkable supporting surfaces afford human activity. Whilst
characterising how a human may interact with the scene, this scene level approach provides
an understanding of the scene that extends semantic and structural understanding. Such
functional understanding has been shown to enhance object detection and localisation [42]
and could be applied to enhance pose or action recognition processes [15]. Scene-wide
detection of object supporting surfaces - the horizontal planar surfaces of scene furniture
such as chairs and tables - links closely to scene-level affordance, contributing an initial
understanding of the function of those objects and the scene as a whole [43, 92, 109].
Approaches considering more explicit scene level affordance prediction have adapted
semantic segmentation based architectures, predicting pixel-wise affordance labels in relevant
scene image regions [78, 97]. Roy and Todorovic [97] apply convolutional neural networks
to predict depth and surface normals from RGB images; these are merged in a multi-scale
network that predicts affordance surfaces such as sittable and walkable regions. Lüddecke
and Wörgötter [78] adapt an object recognition network, introducing a cost function that
overcomes the sparse nature of affordance labels as compared to dense semantic scene
segmentations. Deep learning architectures have also been applied to 3D scene affordance
prediction, with Ruiz and Mayol-Cuevas exploiting compact and efficient interaction ten-
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sors [98] to predict the location and pose of objects that afford human interactions within
unseen indoor scenes [99].
However, considering that affordance prediction recognises the relationship between the
scene and the human, surprisingly few works recognise captured human activity as a cue
towards scene-level functional understanding. As discussed, human-object interactions are
often analysed towards object-level affordance prediction and human action recognition.
Towards scene level functional understanding, many approaches have manipulated simulated
human poses within a scene to achieve scene level affordance prediction [42, 45, 55, 85, 140].
Recently, Li et al. [69] simulate human poses in scene images using a trained pose synthesiser
to predict 3D scene affordance. Approaches such as this recognise the affordance of the
synthesised pose and project that affordance into scene level affordance through the predicted
localisation of the synthesised poses. They utilise a dataset of sparse affordance labelled
poses across numerous indoor scenes [124] to train their approach. Also of note, Gupta et
al. [45] predict a human “workspace” by hallucinating human poses in indoor scene images
to localise human action areas. Their human-centric geometry model predicts planes that
afford sitting, laying, and reaching actions through two constraints: that 3D space occupied
by a pose cannot intersect any scene structure and that the surfaces needed to support each
pose must exist. Although their approach is not applied to any specific task, Gupta et al.
recognise that this human-centric scene understanding approach could provide priors for
object and action recognition and improve 3D geometry estimation.
2.3 Relevant Datasets
Many datasets capture 2D or 3D data of indoor scenes towards scene understanding tasks.
Presented in Table 2.1, NYU v2 [109], SUNCG [115], and SUN RGB-D [112] are commonly
applied (amongst many others) to semantic and structural understanding tasks, utilising their
large collections of annotated visual scene information to train and evaluate understanding
prediction models. These datasets generally include semantic or structural ground truth
annotations, but critically do not include any form of human activity information that can be
applied as an additional source of information to understanding tasks. As shown in Table
2.1, datasets introduced towards the goals of human-object interaction (HOI) recognition,
affordance prediction, and human action recognition do include some form of human pose
information. However, human activity recorded for such datasets is often restricted to short
captures recording specific human actions to be utilised in action or interaction recognition
frameworks. Due to the short captures, the actions performed are limited to small areas of
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the scene, causing limited applicability towards realising scene-level understanding where
approaches aim to understand the whole visible scene. Towards recognising human-object
interactions, the PiGraph [100] and CAD120 [74] datasets capture longer sequences of
human actions within indoor scenes, but these are still limited to specific actions performed
over longer time frames. Of most relevance to the work presented in this thesis is the
PeopleWatching dataset [32], presenting time-lapse captures of people naturally performing
day-to-day activities within indoor scenes over long time periods. Created towards predicting
semantic segmentation and 2D scene structure, this dataset includes semantic annotations
and so cannot be adapted to train or evaluate 3D structural understanding approaches.
2.4 Conclusions
Scene understanding literature has explored many avenues utilising visual sensors includ-
ing monocular, depth, and 360◦ devices towards solving the challenges across semantic,
functional, and structural tasks. The goal of these approaches is to attain a human-like under-
standing of a space, at either a 2D or 3D level. As indoor scenes are commonly designed
towards and exploited by humans, an understanding of these spaces is particularly studied to
realise applications such as security, health, robotics and smart home systems.
Given the obvious relationship between humans and indoor scenes, analysis of human
activity has been primarily exploited to explore functional prediction, recognising the af-
fordance of synthetic poses or detecting fine-grained functional object regions. However,
to the best of the author’s knowledge, analysis of captured human activity has not been
thoroughly investigated in scene-level functional, semantic, or structural understanding tasks.
Delaitre et al. [23], Fouhey et al. [32] and recently Chen et al. [15] have published interesting
studies towards enhancing semantic and structural understanding from activity analysis,
but further investigation has been minimal. This absence of study has caused a deficiency
in relevant or adaptable human activity datasets across the varying sensor types, further
impeding investigation into the topic. The work presented in this thesis aims to expand
study in this area and demonstrate the potential benefits human activity analysis can provide,
hoping to motivate further study of its application.

Chapter 3
Occluded Scene Reconstruction from Single-
View Depth and Human Activity
3.1 Introduction
As shown in the literature review, understanding scenes, particularly from monocular imagery,
has been a important topic within computer vision for many years. The introduction of com-
modity depth sensors has had a profound impact in this area, establishing cost effective depth
capture that has pushed the performance of understanding tasks. In particular, indoor scene
understanding has benefited greatly from the high precision, low range sensors that have been
shown to improve upon monocular benchmarks across detection [109] and reconstruction
[54] tasks, providing localisation of 3D joint positions within a captured scene [105].
When investigating understanding tasks, fixed position monocular and depth based
systems both suffer the common issues of limited field of view and both self- and scene-
occlusions. The issue of limited field of view is common across many computer vision
challenges, but it particularly restrains scene understanding tasks from understanding the
complete scene with a single static sensor. Multi-sensor systems and increasingly more
accessible panoramic and 360◦ sensors are often considered to investigate this challenge.
Moving sensor systems also provide an approach to understanding scenes: KinectFusion [83]
famously introduced real-time surface mapping of static indoor scenes from a single moving
sensor to understand scene regions not visible from a static sensor. Whilst such moving
sensor approaches require significant and continuous user interaction to aid understanding
across a larger field of view, they simultaneously help overcome the challenge of scene
occlusions.
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Occlusions caused by scene objects and structure are common within indoor scenes due
to the cluttered nature of such spaces. Objects within these spaces, particularly common
furniture items such as chairs, tables and sofas, create occlusions when viewed from a
fixed sensor, concealing certain scene regions from the sensors view. These occlusions can
conceal further scene objects, either partially or fully, as well as obscuring areas of scene
structure such as the walls and floor. Alongside creating these scene occlusions, scene objects
inevitably create self-occlusions, where the front facing visible surfaces of an object mask the
hidden object structure. This self occlusion hides the full extent of these objects, obscuring
the object shape, details and boundaries. Together, self and scene occlusions are capable of
obscuring large regions of an indoor scene, hiding information that is difficult or impossible
to predict and creating an additional challenge to already complex scene understanding tasks.
The study of solving this challenge is known as scene completion.
In this chapter, a novel approach to occluded object localisation is introduced that analyses
human motion within a scene to reveal hidden scene regions. Whilst methods have been
proposed to estimate the occupancy of occluded scene regions [110, 115], they rely on
prediction from similar training data to anticipate the region occupancy. The work in this
chapter utilises humans as active sensors within a scene: we as humans naturally reveal the
extent and layout of an indoor environment as we utilise it in our day-to-day lives. Tracking
human movement in this way reduces the requirement for free space prediction frameworks
and helps to overcome the limitations of single sensor systems attempting to understand a
complete scene.
An overview of related literature is studied in Section 3.2; the proposed occluded region
reconstruction approach is introduced in Section 3.3 and evaluated in Section 3.4; conclusions
are presented in Section 3.5.
3.2 Background
Many works have studied geometric registration [28, 16, 83] and structure prediction [71,
91, 54, 114, 62] 3D reconstruction approaches. Geometric registration approaches such
as the numerous SLAM variants [67] scan a scene to produce a complete reconstruction,
requiring user interaction to manoeuvre the capture sensor. Whilst recovering the geometric
shape of the scene, objects are not localised and semantic information is not predicted.
Structured systems utilise geometric primitives such as planes and cuboids [54, 92, 66],
and more recently object mesh models [38, 62, 143], to recover semantically meaningful
3D reconstructions. However, these structured approaches perform on static sensor input,
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providing only the visible surface to match scene geometry to; in cluttered indoor scenes,
occlusions are common which can mask the full extent of visible scene objects and completely
obscure areas of scene geometry.
Interest in reconstruction of unobserved geometry has induced work investigating scene
extent completion through planar surface completion [43, 110] and supervised volumetric
estimation models [31, 115, 47]. The former works utilise spatial and 3D structure priors
to infer the extent that planes are extended beyond observed data. These approaches suffer
when planar surfaces are hard to detect due to heavy occlusion, small sensor to plane angle
or being above camera height. The voxel completion approaches leverage trained models
to map observed data to unobserved scene regions. Song et al. [115] famously coupled the
often separated tasks of scene completion and semantic labelling to employ the object extent
information implicit in object recognition. This supplies precise voxel predictions around
visible objects, but can suffer from confusion between similar objects and can not recognise
fully occluded objects. The work presented in this chapter is analogous to this task, but
solves it in a significantly different manner. Human activity recorded in the visible scene
is applied to reveal the occluded scene regions, rather than relying on trained completion
models.
As discussed in the main literature review, analysing human activity within a scene
has commonly been applied to recognising object affordance, with limited approaches
considering human activity towards 3D scene reconstruction. Gupta et al. [45] introduce
constraints on hallucinated human poses that 3D space occupied by a pose cannot intersect
scene structure, and that surfaces require to support a pose must be available. As the most
closely related approach to the work proposed in this chapter, Fouhey et al. [32] extend
this concept to 3D scene reconstruction, monitoring human activity in time-lapse video to
improve room layout estimation and reconstruct a coarse and incomplete estimation of 3D
scene geometry. The work presented in this chapter extends their approach and constraints to
consider occluded scene regions, contributing the potential to detect fully occluded object
regions.
Scene reconstruction from single-view depth suffers from complete-, partial- and self-
occlusion constraints inherent to the depth surface. State-of-the-art reconstruction approaches
naturally estimate self-occlusions through object model fitting, and unobserved region com-
pletion frameworks are pursuing occlusion estimation using trained models. The work
introduced in this chapter investigates how cues from human activity captured in single-
view depth sequences can be applied to overcome these occlusion challenges, allowing
reconstruction of fully unobserved scene regions to enhance scene understanding tasks.
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(a) (b) (c)
Fig. 3.1 Proposed approach. (a) A scene capture is recorded with a Kinect v2 sensor,
providing RGB+Depth frames (top) and a 3D prediction of human pose joints throughout the
capture (bot.). (b) Skeleton joint data from each predicted 3D pose is projected into top-down
scene “activity maps”; poses are categorised into standing (top) or sitting (bot.) activity maps
which record belief of human occupancy about the scene. (c) The compiled activity maps are
applied to carve a volumetric occupancy map initialised on captured depth data (top; teal
voxels represent captured depth, grey voxels represent occluded scene regions). A linear
optimisation is applied to cuboid candidates estimated from the carved 3D occupancy map to
detect visible and occluded objects (bot.). Notice how the proposed approach contributes the
detection of a fully occluded chair behind the visible chair (red circle).
3.3 Detecting Unobserved Scene Regions
Given an RGB+Depth video sequence of human movement about an indoor scene, captured
from a single static depth sensor, the approach proposed in this chapter fits aligned 3D object
bounding boxes to visible and occluded scene objects. Many approaches have considered
the detection of non-occluded objects from a single RGB or RGBD frame [54, 113, 92] but
few have the capability of detecting or inferring occluded scene information. Indoor scenes
suffer many occlusions due to their generally cluttered nature; any object within the scene
will occlude the space behind it when captured from a single static sensor.
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The proposed approach, visualised in Figure 3.1, applies human activity recorded over
a scene capture to reveal previously unavailable information about occluded scene regions.
Utilising human activity in this manner provides unique insight into the regions occluded by
the nature of recording from a single static image sensor. Requiring no direct user interaction,
the approach has the ability to reveal and detect fully occluded and unseen scene objects.
The depth recording of each scene is applied to initialise a 3D voxel occupancy map
representation of the scene, representing areas of structurally free and occupied space. Human
activity recognised throughout the scene is categorised into functional action classes to be
mapped onto separate human activity maps. This activity map representation projects each
action of recorded human activity into a top-down scene perspective, recording the belief of
human occupancy in each scene region. This allows observed human-scene interactions to be
applied to carve occluded objects and scene regions from the initialised 3D occupancy map.
An object detection technique that incorporates the now available occluded scene information
is applied to produce a bounding box representation of the visible and occluded scene.
The activity map representation is introduced in Section 3.3.1. Human activity is recog-
nised and projected into the activity map representation to carve the 3D scene occupancy
map in Section 3.3.2. Cuboid candidates are proposed from the 3D occupancy map to allow
prediction of visible and occluded objects in Section 3.3.3.
3.3.1 Definition of Activity Map Representation
To determine the occupancy of occluded scene regions, human body occupancy constraints
are applied to recognised human activity to carve free space from a 3D scene representation.
Human activity is recognised by estimating human body poses which present body joints as
2D image coordinates and 3D scene coordinates; these recognised joints reference points
distributed in space, not the complete human body shape, and so cannot be applied directly
to carve the 3D scene. Additionally, whilst the human pose estimation framework is capable
of predicting occluded joint localisations, these estimations are inaccurate and imprecise
and so cannot be directly utilised to carve occluded 3D space. As such, to allow human
activity to be applied with the body occupancy constraints to carve occluded scene regions,
monitored activity is formulated in an “activity map” representation which is aligned with
the representation of the 3D scene.
The activity map representation projects human activity monitored throughout a scene
capture into a top-down scene perspective as seen in Figure 3.2. Over the duration of a
recording, each scene activity map records belief of occupancy for different human actions
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Fig. 3.2 Activity map representation. Human activity is recognised over time and projected
into top-down scene activity maps Mstand and Msit , representing belief of occupancy for
standing and sitting actions about the scene respectively. As the capture continues, a more
detailed picture of believed human occupancy about the scene is determined.
from this plan-view perspective. Each pixel of an activity map represents a top-down scene
region of size sv2 m2, recording the belief of human occupancy in the range [0,1], initialised
to 0. In this format, as humans are recognised to explore and interact with different scene
regions, the belief of occupancy in the pixels representing those scene regions will increase.
Top-down spatial co-occurrences of human actions are additively applied to the activity map
representation, cumulatively increasing belief of occupancy in those regions over the capture
duration.
Each activity map, termed M throughout this thesis, is formulated as a array of size
nx×nz. For each scene, nact activity maps are created to record belief of human occupancy
for nact functional actions. In this chapter, walking and sitting actions are considered, so
nact = 2 activity maps are formed for each scene, denoted as Mstand and Msit for clarity;
each map records belief of occupancy about the scene for that particular action. The activity
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Fig. 3.3 Captured scenes. Example of the scenes captured with the Kinect v2 sensor. The
depth sensor provides access to RGB scene images, depth frames, 3D point clouds, and 2D
and 3D pose estimations.
map dimensions nx (scene width) and nz (scene depth) are determined on a scene by scene
basis from the estimated boundaries of each space. In this chapter, each activity map pixel
Mi,k at coordinates mi,k represents a scene area of sv2 = 0.05m2, where i = [1, ...,nx] and
k = [1, ...,nz].
3.3.2 Determining Occluded 3D Scene Occupancy
The input to the occluded region reconstruction approach proposed in this chapter is an
RGB+Depth (RGBD) video capture recorded from a single static Kinect v2 sensor [81]. The
sensor is situated towards the outskirts of an indoor scene to capture the recording, simulating
the potential applications of such static sensors which monitor a scene over an extended
period of time. A human actor is instructed to fully explore the scene within the sensor’s field
of view in a 2 minute capture at 30 frames per second. This exploration involves walking
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Fig. 3.4 Initialised volumetric occupancy map. The volumetric occupancy map V (right)
is initialised from a single frame of the depth capture projected into 3D space (left). In the
volumetric occupancy map, teal voxels represent scene regions visible at the captured depth
surface (Vi, j,k = ιvis) and grey voxels represent scene regions unknown and occluded by the
captured depth surface (Vi, j,k = ιoccluded).
across all walkable scene surfaces and sitting upon any functionally sittable surfaces until the
whole scene has been traversed, simulating the long-term exploration of a scene by residing
inhabitants naturally traversing the space in their day-to-day lives. As seen in Figure 3.3, the
captures provide an RGB image, depth map, and predicted skeleton joint localisations for
each recorded frame; full details of the dataset can be found in Section 3.4.1.2.
Each scene captured by the static depth sensor is projected into a 3D voxel occupancy
map representation, initialised from a single RGBD frame containing no recognised human
activity. The volumetric occupancy map, termed V , represents the estimated 3D occupancy
of the captured scene as observed by the static depth sensor, specifically delineating visible,
occluded, and unoccupied 3D scene regions as seen in Figure 3.4. Each voxel Vi, j,k adopts an
integer label describing: scene regions at the captured depth surface with Vi, j,k = ιvis; regions
occluded by the depth surface with Vi, j,k = ιoccluded; and unoccupied (i.e. free space) scene
regions with Vi, j,k = ι f ree. To permit the proposed occluded region carving approach, the 3D
occupancy map is aligned and correlated to the activity map representation introduced in
Section 3.3.1 and so is formulated as a 3D matrix of size nx×ny×nz, where nx represents
the scene width, ny the scene height, and nz the scene depth. The magnitudes nx, ny, nz,
calculated on a scene by scene basic, represent the number of voxels in each scene direction.
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Fig. 3.5 Manhattan scene alignment. The principle scene directions are determined from
surface normals and straight surface edges to rotate the captured 3D point cloud (left) to an
aligned point cloud (right).
Each scene voxel then represents a scene volume of sv3m3 and is at voxel coordinates vi, j,k
where i= [1, ...,nx], j = [1, ...,ny] and k = [1, ...,nz]. In this work, sv = 0.05m.
3.3.2.1 3D Occupancy Map Initialisation
To initialise the 3D occupancy map V , an RGBD frame containing no human activity is
projected to a point cloud in 3D scene space. This is aligned to an orthogonal Manhattan
world coordinate system and the scene boundaries are estimated to extract scene magnitudes
nx, ny, and nz. A frame with no human poses predicted by the process described in Section
3.3.2.2 is selected to ensure the absence of human activity.
Manhattan World Alignment
Indoor scenes are known to typically consist of orthogonally aligned major surfaces such as
walls, floor, furniture, and supporting surfaces. This is commonly known as the Manhattan
world or Manhattan box model [18]. Initially aligning the captured 3D scene data to this
common orthogonal axis is necessary to permit further scene processing. After alignment,
the y-axis should be normal to the scene floor plane and perpendicular scene walls should be
directed along the x and z axes. As furniture and object surfaces are often inherently aligned
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Incrementally shifted
planes
Estimated layout Scene boundaries
Fig. 3.6 Scene boundary estimation. Incrementally shifted planes (left) are used to estimate
layout surfaces (middle) and visible scene boundaries (right). Note the colour weighting on
shifted planes (left) representing classifier score.
to these structural components, they too will generally fall into alignment with the Manhattan
model.
Scene alignment follows the process introduced by Silberman et al. [109]. The captured
depth map is projected from the image plane to the 3D world to produce a 3D scene point
cloud; surface normals are calculated by fitting localised least squares planes to each pixel
and their neighbours within a depth threshold. Candidates for principle scene directions are
estimated from straight lines extracted from the RGB image and mode surface normals. Each
candidate is paired with two orthogonal candidates and a score is computed based on its
correspondence to scene surface normals and straight surface edges. The maximum scoring
triple is selected as the principle scene axis which the 3D point cloud is rotated to as seen in
Figure 3.5.
Room Boundary Estimation
The major layout surfaces within a scene are estimated in 3D space to determine the size of
the scene bounds nx, ny, nz. The surfaces - the floor, walls and ceiling - inherently represent
the outer bounds of the visible scene; now that the scene is orthogonally aligned, they can be
predicted as seen in Figure 3.6.
Boundary estimation is performed by the approach of Chuhang et al. [143]. Planes aligned
to the principle scene axis are incrementally shifted along each aligned axis direction. Five
linear SVM classifiers trained on four features aggregating depth, location, and appearance
cues [109] are applied at each plane increment, classifying each plane into one of five
structural categories: floor, ceiling, left wall, right wall, or front wall. The maximally scoring
plane in each aligned scene direction is selected as the scene boundary; selected planes
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are extended orthogonally to meet each other and the sensor at origin [0,0,0] to produce a
complete scene boundary.
3D Occupancy Initialisation
With the camera position set as the origin [0,0,0] and the outer scene bounds estimated, the
extent of the visible scene is known. To determine the number of voxels nx, ny, and nz in
each principle axis aligned x, y, z scene direction, the orthogonal distance d from the origin
sensor to the predicted structural plane along each axis is taken. Scene dimensions nx, ny, nz
are then determined by:
nx = floor(
dx
sv
) (3.1)
where nx is the scene magnitude, sv is the voxel size in metres, floor() rounds negatively to
the nearest integer, and dx is the orthogonal scene space distance of the estimated structural
plane from the origin sensor along the x axis. This is performed in each scene direction x, y,
z to determine nx, ny or nz. The value is ‘floored’ as the already detected scene boundary is
assumed to occupy the scene edge.
The 3D occupancy map V is initialised to the determined scene sizes, making it an
nx×ny×nz sized matrix of voxels sized sv3. As shown in Figure 3.7, V is initialised from
a captured depth surface when the scene does not contain people. Given a depth surface
captured by the depth sensor: voxels between the sensor and the depth surface are known to
be unoccupied; voxels at the depth surface are known to be occupied; and the occupancy of
voxels behind the depth surface are unknown. As such, to initialise V , voxels in front of the
depth surface are set to unoccupied, Vi, j,k = ι f ree, and voxels at the depth surface are set to
occupied, Vi, j,k = ιvis. The occupancy of the remaining voxels, those occluded by the depth
surface, is unknown; the fundamental challenge this work is trying to solve is to estimate the
occupancy of these unseen occluded voxels. To enable the proposed solution, these unknown
voxels are initialised to occupied, Vi, j,k = ιoccluded , to allow free space to be revealed by the
captured human activity. The volumetric initialisation is shown in Figures 3.4 and 3.8.
3.3.2.2 Projecting Human Activity to Scene Activity Maps
To apply human activity as a cue towards occluded region reconstruction, human activity
occurring within a scene is recognised and projected into the activity map representation
introduced in Section 3.3.1. Human skeletal poses are predicted directly from the RGBD
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Fig. 3.7 Occupancy initialisation from captured depth surface. Both the captured depth
surface (teal) and the occluded scene regions (grey) are initialised to occupied in V . The
occluded chair is outlined for visualisation purposes. C is the static depth sensor.
Scene regions visible at
the captured depth surface
Scene regions occluded by
the captured depth surface
Fig. 3.8 Volumetric occupancy initialisation. Scene regions visible at the captured depth
surface are initialised as occupied (left; teal). Scene regions occluded by the depth surface
are also initialised as occupied (right, grey).
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Human activity recognised
throughout a capture M
stand Msit
Fig. 3.9 Human activity over time. As a capture progresses, recognised human poses (left)
are projected and accumulated in the activity map representation (middle and right). Over
the capture duration, the representation records belief of human occupancy for each action,
providing a clearer picture of human activity as time progresses.
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Fig. 3.10 Skeletal pose prediction. Skeletal joints are predicted per frame, estimating the
3D position of head, neck, torso, shoulder, arm, elbow, wrist, hand, leg, knee, ankle and foot
joints. Visible (green) and occluded (red) joints are predicted; notice how the chair occludes
the lower body (right).
capture providing 3D joint localisations for each pose. However, as the predicted 3D joint
coordinates reference points distributed in space and not the complete shape of the recognised
human body, they cannot be directly applied to reveal hidden scene regions. Additionally,
as indoor scenes commonly contain cluttered scene objects, body extremities and lower
body parts such as hips and knees are often occluded from the sensor’s field of view. These
occluded joints can be estimated by the pose prediction model but the estimation is imprecise
and susceptible to jitter between frames due to the inherent ambiguity in unobserved joint
locations.
The activity map representation is introduced to circumvent direct use of these sparse and
unreliable joint localisations in the 3D scene carving process. The representation supports
the use of body occupancy constraints, based upon the physical space a human body can
assume, to carve the 3D scene. Defined in Section 3.3.2.3, these constraints require only the
prediction of less regularly occluded body parts to determine the occupancy of occluded 3D
scene regions. In this section, these less occluded body joints are predicted and projected
into the top-down perspective of the scene activity maps Mstand and Msit , recording belief
of occupancy for human walking and sitting actions throughout the scene. An example of
human activity progressing over time is visualised on the activity map representation in
Figure 3.9.
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Human Pose Prediction
Humans active within captured scenes are tracked using a pose prediction model trained from
depth image features on a large dataset of human body parts [105]. The approach is applied
per frame to estimate 3D skeletal joint positions px,y,z over long-term observations of human
movement. The joints recognised by the framework are: head, neck, torso, and left and right
shoulders, arms, elbows, wrists, hands, legs, knees, ankles, and feet. Each set of 25 predicted
skeletal joints J are combined into a set of skeletal poses P predicted over the whole capture.
Utilising training on known annotated data, the approach is capable of estimating the position
of joints fully occluded from the depth sensor by exploiting the predicted localisations of
known joints; this can be seen in Figure 3.10. However, as previously stated, the estimation
of these occluded body parts is inherently inaccurate, producing imprecise occluded joint
localisations that jitter between frames. As such, these occluded joint localisations are not
utilised in this work.
Activity Categorisation
The activity map representation projects human activity occurring over time within an indoor
scene into a top-down scene perspective. Recording human activity in this manner provides
the unique opportunity to recognise actions occurring in both visible and occluded scene
regions: the 2D top-down perspective records activity about the 3D scene within the sensor’s
field of view without requiring occluded joint predictions. In this work, two activity maps
Mstand and Msit are generated for each scene capture, localising belief of walking and sitting
actions respectively. To project standing and sitting poses into the relevant map, the action of
each pose is identified.
Whilst modern action recognition frameworks are presenting impressive performance
with the introduction and advancement of convolutional neural networks, they are generally
trained to predict a large selection of fine-grained actions [107, 74] without focus on the
actions selected in this work to reveal occluded scene space. As such, to realise the proposed
approach, a binary action categorisation procedure is performed categorising each pose as a
standing or sitting pose based upon the recognised pose height. Given all poses P across
the whole capture, the predicted head heights pheady ∈ J are applied to a histogram with bins
equivalent to sv as seen in Figure 3.11. Due to scene alignment and to the acted nature of
the RGBD captures utilised in this work, there is uniformity to the pose heights seen across
the capture; peaks are seen for clustered standing heights and various sitting heights (Figure
3.11a). Histogram peak maxima are determined and the two most frequent selected; the
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(a) Histogram of recognised head heights (b) Determined maxima peaks and hact
Fig. 3.11 Action categorisation. Pose actions are categorised into standing or sitting actions
based on their pose heights. The height of all predicted poses are plot in a histogram to
determine frequently visited scene heights (a); the two maximum peaks are found and the
action cut-off height hact is determined between them (b).
mid-point between these two peaks is established as a cut-off height hact between standing
and sitting poses (Figure 3.11b). Standing and sitting poses are then determined by:
{Pstanding ⊂P |pheady > hact},
{Psitting ⊂P |pheady ⩽ hact}.
This action categorisation allows poses to be projected to the activity map relevant to the
pose action. In Chapter 4, an action classifier is trained as a more elegant solution to this
challenge.
Pose to Activity Map Projection
At this point, each frame of each scene capture has the poses of any present humans recognised
through the pose estimation framework and each pose categorised into the sitting or standing
action classes. Through observation of human activity captured within indoor scenes and
due to the general use and layout of such scenes, it is hypothesised that the upper body parts
are the most reliably localised for any given pose. Clutter and furniture not placed at the
walls of indoor scenes tend to be at around hip height or lower, readily occluding the lower
body joints of any passing human from a sensor’s field of view whilst leaving the upper body
visible. Given that many applications place their sensors in unobtrusive positions, placed
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Recognised poses Mstand Msit
Fig. 3.12 Projection to activity map representation. Human poses are recognised (left;
green represents visible joints, red represents estimated occluded joints) and categorised into
action classes to be projected onto activity maps Mstand (middle) and Msit (right). An upper
body joint centroid is clustered to apply a Gaussian distribution representing belief of human
occupancy around the pose.
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low and at the edge or corner of a room pointing inwards, lower body joints are additionally
likely to be obscured by scene objects whilst upper body joints remain visible. An example
of this can be seen in Figure 3.10. Due to these factors, the upper body joints - the head, neck
and left and right shoulders - are exploited to project each recognised pose into the top-down
activity maps Mstand and Msit ; this process is visualised in Figure 3.12.
From the applied pose prediction framework, poses P across all capture frames each
have a set of 3D skeleton joint coordinates J . The upper body joints applied to the activity
map projection procedure are averaged to produce a single 3D point representing the 3D
centroid of the upper body:
pupperx,y,z = mean(p
head
x,y,z , p
neck
x,y,z, p
Lshoulder
x,y,z , p
Rshoulder
x,y,z ). (3.2)
As the captured depth, 3D occupancy map, and activity maps are aligned to a common
principle axis, the pupperx,y,z centroid localised in 3D space is represented at a voxel coordinate
vupperi, j,k in volumetric occupancy space. This voxel coordinate then correlates to a pixel
coordinate mupperi,k in the aligned activity maps. This projection to voxel space is determined
by:
vupperi, j,k = round(
pupperx,y,z
sv
) (3.3)
where sv is the size of each voxel and round() rounds to the nearest integer.
This voxel position vupperi, j,k represents the single voxel that the upper body centroid is
determined to exist within. That such an estimated pose coordinate represents only a single
voxel in volumetric space is the reason why the activity map representation is introduced:
the single point in space can not be effectively utilised to carve 3D space, even if all 25
predicted joints are utilised. Due to the correspondence between the activity maps and the
3D occupancy map, the voxel coordinate vupperi, j,k , representing the predicted pose, is projected
onto the activity maps M at pixel mupperi,k .
When the pose is projected onto M, a Gaussian distribution is applied to represent belief
of occupancy around the clustered upper body joint position; this distribution represents
the size of the human and their motion such as the width of their shoulders and areas their
extremities can potentially move into. The mean µ of this distribution is positioned at activity
map pixel mupperi,k with a standard deviation σ derived from the average neck to shoulder
distance across all poses P by:
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Activity recognised over time Top-down scene perspective
Mstand Msit
Fig. 3.13 Projected activity maps. Activity recognised throughout the scene is projected into
top-down activity maps Mstand and Msit , applying a Gaussian distribution at each projected
point to represent belief of occupancy around that region.
σ = mean
P
(mean( || pneckx,z −pLshoulderx,z || , || pneckx,z −pRshoulderx,z || )).
The Gaussian distribution is projected into either Mstand or Msit dependent on categorised
pose action to enhance belief of occupancy for that action at that localisation. As seen in
Figure 3.13, over the duration of the capture each recognised pose is projected to accumulate
human occupancy belief over time.
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3.3.2.3 3D Scene Carving
To resolve the occupancy of occluded scene regions, scene activity maps capturing cumulative
belief of human activity are applied to modify the 3D occupancy map V . The process utilises
the concept that free 3D space must exist in areas where a human body is believed to have
existed; if a human has occupied a space, no solid object may also exist in that space. This
concept and the carving process are visualised in Figure 3.14.
In practise, free space is carved from the initialised 3D volume by applying body oc-
cupancy constraints with the compiled activity map; this carving process is why unknown
regions of V are initialised as occupied space. The occupancy constraints are based upon the
physical space a human body can assume and require only localisation of the less regularly
occluded body parts. They utilise the assumption that human bodies are generally upright
and so the floor space covered by the more easily localised upper body is similar to that
covered by the lower body.
By applying occupancy constraints in this manner, the occupancy of occluded scene
regions can be determined through observation of non-occluded body joints and the captured
depth surface alone. As the occluded scene regions remain completely unobserved, this pro-
cess produces a reconstruction of the occluded scene that is unobtainable without considering
human motion.
Definition of Body Occupancy Constraints
Applying the compiled activity maps to the scene carving process relies on body occupancy
constraints which are based upon the physical space of the human body. The body occupancy
constraints visualised in Figure 3.14 are defined dependent on the action occurring in regions
of believed occupancy; this is why sitting and standing actions are separated into Msit and
Mstand . Utilising the assumption that the horizontal scene region occupied by the lower body
is similar to that occupied by the more easily localised upper body parts, the constraints are
defined as:
• in regions where occupancy of standing poses is believed, the space between the
standing surface (i.e. the floor) height, h f loor, and the maximum height of standing
humans, hstanding, is assumed to be free (Figure 3.14a);
• in regions where occupancy of sitting poses is believed, the space between the heights
of the sitting surfaces (e.g. the seats of chairs), Hseat , and the maximum height of the
sitting humans, hsitting is assumed to be free (Figure 3.14b).
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(a) Carving occluded scene regions with Mstand
(b) Carving occluded scene regions with Msit
Fig. 3.14 Body occupancy constraints applied with activity maps for occluded scene
carving. Scene regions occluded from the depth sensor (grey) are carved from recognised
human activity. In activity map regions where human activity is believed (yellow), the
occluded 3D space is carved (red) between the floor height h f loor and the standing height
hstand for Mstand and between the seat heights Hseat and sitting height hsitting for Msit ; green
lines represent these heights. Blue activity map regions represent regions not believed to have
been occupied by a human, so these regions are not carved. The occluded chair is outlined
for visualisation purposes.
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Scene Carving Process
Three heights are specified within these constraints: h f loor, hstanding, and hsitting; Hseat is an
nx×nz sized map recording seat heights about the scene. These heights represent distances
up the y-axis of V in the range [1, ...,ny], and are used to remove free space in regions of
recognised human activity. Each height is defined as follows:
• h f loor is the height of the floor within a captured scene and is taken directly as the
floor/ground plane from the estimated scene layout. As all scenes are aligned to the
Manhattan frame before processing, the floor plane is also aligned to it and has a height
of h f loor = 0.
• hstanding is the maximum height of the head joint over all standing poses predicted
throughout a capture. The head joint is particularly robust to occlusions from scene
clutter as it is the highest joint and is generally visible throughout an entire scene
capture. Given the set of standing poses Pstanding predicted throughout a capture, each
with a predicted 3D head height pheady , the standing height is taken as:
hstanding = maxPstanding
(pheady ). (3.4)
• hsitting is the maximum height of the head coordinate over all sitting poses throughout
the capture and is determine similarly to hstanding. Given the set of sitting poses Psitting
predicted throughout a capture, each with a predicted 3D head height pheady , the sitting
height is taken as:
hsitting = maxPsitting
(pheady ). (3.5)
• Hseat is aligned to Msit and is a map which records the height of seats about the scene.
The height recorded in each Hseat pixel is the average hip height of all sitting poses
predicted in that region. Given the set of sitting poses Psitting predicted throughout a
capture, each with an average hip height phipy and estimated upper body coordinate
pupperx,z , the height of the region at each coordinate hi,k within Hseat is determined by:
Hseati,k = meanPsat
(phipy ) where {Psat ⊂Psitting| hi,k ≡ pupperx,z }). (3.6)
If all hip joints within Psat are occluded, Hseati,k is copied from the closest Hseat pixel
with a determined height to avoid the use of unreliably predicted occluded joints.
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The heights h f loor, hstanding, hsitting, and all estimated heights within Hseat are projected
from 3D scene space into volumetric space by the Equation 3.3. After all captured poses
have been projected into activity maps Mstand and Msit and the defined heights have been
determined for a scene capture, each scene has:
• a 3D scene occupancy map V with voxels representing the captured depth surface
(Vi, j,k = ιvis) and the occluded scene regions (Vi, j,k = ιoccluded);
• activity maps Mstand and Msit recording belief of standing and sitting actions respec-
tively throughout the scene; each activity map pixel Mi,k is in the range [0,1];
• heights h f loor, hstanding, hsitting representing the floor height, maximum standing pose
height and maximum sitting pose height respectively and Hseat representing seat
heights throughout the scene; all heights are in the volumetric range [1, ...,ny].
These components are applied to carve free space from the 3D volumetric occupancy
map V using occupancy belief compiled in activity maps Mstand and Msit by the following
process:
Vi, j,k = ι f ree, for all {i, j,k} that Vi, j,k = ιoccluded, Mstandi,k > t and h f loor ≤ j ≤ hstanding,
Vi, j,k = ι f ree, for all {i, j,k} that Vi, j,k = ιoccluded, Msiti,k > t and Hseati,k ≤ j ≤ hsitting.
(3.7)
where i, j,k represent the 3D coordinates of a scene voxel and so i,k represents corresponding
coordinates on the top-down activity maps M and height map H, and t is a threshold value
applied to the activity belief map.
The threshold value is applied to the activity maps so that only action occupancy recog-
nised over a belief threshold t is considered in the scene carving process. The threshold
removes noise from the outer extremes of Gaussian distributions applied during the activity
projection process; if the additively applied Gaussians do not cumulatively produce enough
human occupancy belief in a scene region, that region is not carved from the 3D occupancy
map. Through experimentation, for this work the threshold is set at t = 0.15, though slight
variations in this value did not significantly impact reconstruction results.
The scene carving process, visualised in Figure 3.15, is applied only to scene voxels
occluded by the depth surface, setting their occupancy to free space if the voxel matches the
criteria defined in Equation 3.7. As the visible voxels are captured by the depth sensor, they
are assumed to be known occupied. As unknown occluded scene regions are initialised to
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Initialised 3D occupancy map Carved 3D occupancy map
Mstand Msit
Voxels removed due to
belief of standing occupancy
Voxels removed due to
belief of sitting occupancy
Fig. 3.15 Occluded scene carving. The activity maps Mstand and Msit are applied to carve
the volumetric occupancy V as defined in Equation 3.7. The red voxels removed by this
process can be seen bottom; teal represents known occupied voxels and grey represents
occluded voxels of previously undetermined occupancy.
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occupied in the 3D occupancy map, this process removes undetermined voxels and carves
free space based on the recognised occupancy of human activity. The application of the
activity maps to this process allows the occluded scene carving process to be achieved
without utilising estimation of occluded joints and without requiring any visual capture of the
hidden regions. After this process is performed, the scene occupancy map V represents a 3D
reconstruction of the visible and occluded scene within the sensor’s field of view, determined
from a static capture and recorded human activity alone.
3.3.3 Detecting Visible and Occluded Objects
This section introduces an integer programming optimisation that selects a best set of
object cuboid candidates to fit the occupancy map carved to reveal occluded 3D scene
regions in Section 3.3.2. Determining the outer bounds of an object through bounding box
cuboid candidates provides a coarse but accurate estimation of the overall scene structure.
The approach is inspired by previous work applied to colour and depth data [54] which
is adapted to function on the carved 3D occupancy map representation. This adaption
allows the occluded information revealed by the scene carving process to be included in the
optimisation, applying information that was unavailable to the previous depth-surface based
approach to support detection of fully- and partially-occluded objects. An over-complete set
of cuboid candidates is proposed from the occupancy map as detailed in Section 3.3.3.1 and
the optimisation is applied to find the best cuboid set as described in Section 3.3.3.2.
3.3.3.1 Cuboid Candidate Creation
An over-complete set of cuboid candidates is proposed from the carved volumetric occupancy
mapV to employ in the object detection optimisation. Each cuboid candidate represents a 3D
scene region that has potential to contain a scene object, regardless of whether it was visible
or occluded in the initial depth capture. Following the Manhattan world model for indoor
scenes and to simplify the optimisation problem, each candidate is aligned to the Manhattan
frame. By providing an over-complete set to the system, the optimisation can attempt to
determine the best set of cuboid candidates to match the scene as seen in Figure 3.16.
Planar Scene Representation
The complete set of aligned cuboid candidates for a specific scene is derived from a Manhattan
frame planar approximation of the scene; this process is visualised in Figure 3.17. The coarse
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occupancy
Over-complete set of
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Desired object
detection
Fig. 3.16 Cuboid candidates. An over-complete set of cuboid candidates (middle) is derived
from the carved occupancy map (left). An optimisation is applied to the over-complete set to
find the best set of cuboids to fit the visible and occluded scene (right).
planar model represents planar edges of the carved volumetric occupancy map V as planes in
3D space aligned to the scene’s Manhattan frame. In this setup, each plane ideally portrays
the outer surface of objects within the scene.
To determine the planar approximation of the scene, 3D surface edges are found by
determining gradients between occupied and free space in each axis direction (Fig. 3.17a).
For each aligned scene direction, the determined surface edges are stored in a new, empty
voxel occupancy map; when a transition from free to occupied space is found, a voxel is
placed in the surface edge map at that position. To approximate planes within the scene, the
RANSAC algorithm [103] is applied to the 3D edge map in each scene direction (Fig. 3.17b).
To provide cuboid candidates aligned to the Manhattan frame, only planes aligned to the
Manhattan world are considered. Planes within a 20° angle of the Manhattan axis are
approximated to the closest axis aligned plane; all other planes are discarded (Fig. 3.17c).
To determine planes that fit tightly to the 3D scene occupancy, planes that extend far into
regions where their determined inliers do not exist are split into smaller planes that better
match the surface edge inliers (Fig. 3.17d). To avoid detecting small objects, planes with
any dimensions under 3× sv m are removed (Fig. 3.17e) before non-maximum suppression
is performed and similar planes are clustered into a single plane (Fig. 3.17f). As the scene
boundaries are already estimated, planes within 3× sv m distance from the structural surfaces
are removed (Fig. 3.17g). Through these processes, the scene and its objects are represented
by an over-complete set of aligned planes that fit the carved occupancy map.
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(a) Occupancy edges (b) RANSAC planes (c) Aligned planes
(d) Split planes (e) Remove small planes (f) Cluster planes
(g) Remove scene structure (h) Extend planes (i) Cuboid candidates
Fig. 3.17 Planar scene approximation and cuboid candidate creation. A principle scene
axis aligned planar approximation of the 3D scene is constructed (b)-(g) from determined
3D occupancy edges (a). Established planes are extended (h) and intersections identified to
construct the over-complete set of cuboid candidates (i).
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Constructing Object Candidates
The over-complete set of cuboid candidates Ccomplete is constructed from the planar ap-
proximation of the scene (Fig. 3.17i). Each determined plane is extended by 20% in each
direction to compensate for imprecision in locating the planar region boundaries during plane
fitting (Fig. 3.17h). Cuboids are determined from intersections between two perpendicular
planes: when any intersection is found between two extended planes, their non-extended
outer bounds are taken as an object cuboid candidate. Only the maximum outer bounds in
each scene direction are considered; any inner elements are discarded if the planes extend
past an intersection. Additional candidates are created from detected planes running parallel
to the scene floor. These detections often represent the top supporting surface of scene
objects such as tables and chairs, and can be overlooked in candidate creation if there is no
intersecting plane (e.g. there is no side to a table as it is mostly empty space underneath). As
such, these additional candidates are created by extending the detected horizontal planes to
the floor surface.
3.3.3.2 Optimisation
The goal of the optimisation is to select a set of object cuboids {C ⊂ Ccomplete} that best
represent the volumetric occupancy map V and the human activity maps Mstand and Msit
without redundancy such as overlapping cuboids. The optimisation function is constructed to
overcome depth occlusion with terms designed to account for the complete 3D scene repre-
sentation carved in Section 3.3.2. The optimisation function consists of three components: a
unary potential U for each cuboid candidate, a pairwise overlap term O, and a coverage term
G; these are visualised in Figure 3.18.
The unary potential U provides a cost for each cuboid candidate, incorporating the
solidness (completeness) of the cuboid, a penalty for protrusion of the cuboid into known
free space, and a cost reduction when a cuboid aligns with believed sitting occupancy. The
pairwise overlap O defines a cost between each pair of cuboid candidates, ensuring that any
two cuboids do not excessively overlap each other in the scene and so cannot represent the
same object region. The coverage term G describes a cost for the whole scene, establishing
how well the currently selected cuboid candidates represent the occupied voxels in both
visible and occluded regions of the carved occupancy map V .
The minimisation function is defined as:
min
C
{U(C)+λO(C)− γ G(C)}, (3.8)
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(a) Cuboid candidates (b) Unary potentials (c) 3D Coverage
(d) Pairwise overlaps (opq = 0, 0.25, 0.62 from left to right)
Fig. 3.18 Optimisation costs. Three cost components are applied to the cuboid candidates (a)
minimisation to determine the best set. The unary potential describes a cost for each cuboid
based on conformity to 3D occupancy and believed human occupancy (b; lighter colour
means lower (better) unary cost). The coverage term ensures the selected cuboid set covers
the 3D occupancy map well (c). The pairwise overlap ensures cuboids do not excessively
overlap each other in a selected set (d; lighter colour means lower (better) pairwise cost;
cuboid sets with a pairwise cost > 0.3 are discarded).
where C is a set of object cuboids selected from the over-complete set Ccomplete and λ and
γ are weight values. The cost function optimises the set of cuboids to represent the visible
and occluded scene, favouring cuboid sets with low individual cuboid costs whilst ensuring
cuboids cover much of the occupied space, have small overlap with other cuboids, and do
not exist in empty space.
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Unary potential
The unary term U(C) defines the individual cost for each cuboid candidate c within the
cuboid set C. The unary cuboid cost consists of three terms:
U(C) = ∑
∀c∈C
( µ1Solidness(c)+µ2FreeSpace(c)+µ3Support(c) ). (3.9)
where µ1,µ2,µ3 are weight terms and:
• The solidness term accounts for the accuracy of 3D occupancy of each cuboid candi-
date c. Within the boundary of the cuboid candidate, the number of occupied (visible
and occluded) voxels in the carved occupancy map is counted and termed noccc . The
total number of voxels (i.e. occupied and free space) within the cuboid candidate
boundaries is counted in nallc . As the cuboid candidate represents a scene region ex-
pected to be occupied, a perfect candidate would consist of nallc occupied voxels (i.e.
ideally noccc = n
all
c ). As such, the ratio of n
occ
c to n
all
c represents how closely the cuboid
candidate represents the occupancy map. The solidness term is then defined as:
Solidness(c) = 1− n
occ
c
nallc
(3.10)
From this definition, a cuboid candidate covering an area of complete volumetric
occupancy in V will have a cost of 0, and an area of empty occupancy will have a cost
of 1.
• The freespace term applies a penalty when a cuboid is found to extend into space
determined to be free space due to the presence of human activity. This applies the
constraint that scene geometry cannot exist in space where humans are believed to have
occupied. Whilst this performs a task similar to the solidness term, it is more strict
about the candidate covering known human occupied regions. Each cuboid candidate
c is projected into an overhead view and its overlap with believed standing occupancy
from Mstand is found; the number of pixels representing regions of believed occupancy
(i.e. Mstand > t) within this boundary are counted and termed nbc and the total number
of pixels within the cuboid boundary is termed npixc . The free space term is then defined
by:
FreeSpace(c) =
nbc
npixc
, (3.11)
penalising cuboids that extend into human occupied space.
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• The support term reduces the unary cost if the cuboid is found to enclose regions of
believed sitting occupancy. This applies the constraint that the action of sitting requires
a supporting surface which is likely to come from a scene object that the cuboid could
represent. Following the FreeSpace term, each cuboid candidate c is projected into
an overhead view and its overlap with the believed sitting occupancy from Msit is
found. The number of pixels within the cuboid boundary representing believed sitting
occupancy (i.e. Msit > t) are counted and termed nbc and the total number of pixels
within the region is termed npixc . The support term is then defined as:
Support(c) =− n
b
c
npixc
, (3.12)
supporting cuboids that overlap with believed sitting occupancy.
Pairwise overlap
As the cuboid candidates are generated from a planar reconstruction of the scene, the scene
space each candidate represents can often overlap with other candidates. If two candidates are
created from one of the same planes, some of the space that exists inside them has potential
to be the same. The optimisation solution predicts a coarse representation of the scene with
cuboids representing the major scene objects; as only one candidate is needed to represent a
scene object, overlapping object candidates are penalised.
Thus, the pairwise overlap term is designed to ensure that any two cuboid candidates
cp and cq in a selected set C do not excessively overlap each other. The pairwise overlap
opq between the two cuboids is defined as their voxel-level 3D intersection over union (IoU)
which measures the overlap between two bounding boxes and is described by:
opq = o(cp,cq) =
nallcp ∩nallcq
nallcp ∪nallcq
(3.13)
where nallcp is the set of all voxels within cuboid candidate cp and n
all
cq the set of all voxels
within candidate cq.
If any pair of cuboids in candidate set C are found to have opq ≥ 0.3, the cuboid set is
discarded due to too much object overlap present. Allowing an overlap up to 0.3 recognises
the difficulty of the 3D object detection task: errors propagrating from the scene carving and
planar estimation processes will lead to some cuboid candidates being slightly disfigured
from ideal. It also considers that the coarse scene estimation provided by the aligned 3D
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bounding boxes does not accurately represent real-world scenes, leading to potential overlap
between the coarse detections. As such, the pairwise overlap term becomes:
O(C) = ∑
∀ {cp∈C, cq∈C | opq<0.3}
opq (3.14)
Coverage term
Designed to determine how much of the complete scene is covered by a selected set of cuboid
candidates C, the coverage term ensures that the optimisation must attempt to fit cuboids to
the scene. Without this term, the optimal solution would be to select no cuboids as the lowest
cost to the optimisation.
The complete scene coverage is determined using the carved volumetric occupancy map
V , defining the volumetric coverage of a cuboid c as:
g(c) =
noccc
nallV
(3.15)
where noccc is the number of occupied voxels within cuboid c and n
all
V is the total number of
voxels within the scene. For any given set of cuboids C, the coverage term then becomes:
G(C) = ∑
∀ c∈ C
g(c) (3.16)
Minimisation
The optimisation, determined as a mixed integer linear program, is solved via branch and
bound as detailed by Jiang and Xiao [54]. The linear programming relaxation is applied to
remove integer constraints and determine the lower bound. Low unary cost cuboids that do
not excessively overlap each other are sequentially selected to determine the upper bound.
The search tree is expanded at the branch with the lowest lower bound cost for c; the new
branches set c to 0 and 1 and the lowest lower bound and highest upper bound are updated. A
branch is removed if the lower bound is greater than the current upper bound or if no solution
exists. All active lower bounds are searched until the process converges to determine optimal
cuboid set C.
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The weight terms µ1,µ2,µ3,λ , and γ are determined through exhaustive search on the
evaluation dataset; the weights providing the best object detection accuracy across all scenes
are selected. In this work, µ1 = 0.5, µ2 = 0.5, µ3 = 0.05, λ = 0.1 and γ = 2 were determined.
3.4 Experiments
In this section the proposed system is assessed to evaluate the performance of monitoring
human activity towards volumetric occupancy carving and visible and occluded object
detection. A synthetic dataset and a real scene dataset are introduced in Section 3.4.1 to
permit this evaluation, with qualitative results presented in Section 3.4.2.
Detailed in Section 3.4.3, the concept behind the scene carving approach is quantitatively
validated on a dataset of synthetic activity maps constructed from the NYU Depth v2
dataset [109]. This experiment investigates the applicability of the proposed approach given
ground truth activity information, determining how well occluded scene regions can be
estimated from human activity and static depth capture.
The proposed approach is then applied to a dataset of human activity captures to evaluate
object detection from carved volumetric occupancy maps against an object detection approach
utilising the depth surface alone. The evaluation, detailed in Section 3.4.4, demonstrates
the novel reconstruction of fully occluded scene objects using the proposed activity analysis
approach.
3.4.1 Evaluation Datasets
To evaluate the proposed approach, a synthetic dataset of human activity maps and a dataset
of real scene captures is created.
3.4.1.1 Synthetic Activity Map Dataset
To determine the validity of the proposed scene carving approach, a synthetic dataset of
human activity maps is derived from ground truth annotated 3D scene models. The activity
maps are synthesised from the NYU RGBD dataset [109] from ground truth 3D object
model annotations provided by Guo et al. [44]. An example of the 3D scene models and the
synthesised activity maps can be seen in the qualitative results in Figures 3.20-3.22. These
annotations contribute ground truth 3D geometry for each scene within the dataset, supplying
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3D scene planes, bounding boxes and object models that are annotated directly from the
RGBD frame. This allows each RGBD scene capture to be presented as a scene model with
3D detail of the visible and partially- and self-occluded scene regions; any fully occluded
objects are not annotated as there is no information about them.
To synthesise human activity within the visible and occluded scene, each 3D scene model
is voxelised [82] to create a ground truth volumetric occupancy map VGT for each scene.
Each 3D occupancy map is projected into an overhead view so that each vertical column of
voxels represents one cell of the synthesised ground-plane activity map. Scene regions that
permit standing actions are estimated to be voxel columns where no scene object annotations
exist; as this is assumed to be free, walkable space, belief of walking human occupancy is
naturally present. All voxel columns containing no object annotations are projected into the
top-down view to synthesise belief of standing activity in Mstand . Scene regions that support
belief of human sitting occupancy are determined from included ground truth support surface
annotations. These annotations, detailing sittable surfaces about the scene, are projected into
the scene plan-view perspective to synthesise the sitting activity map Msit . Examples of the
RGBD scenes, the 3D and voxelised models, and the synthesised activity maps can be seen
in Figures 3.20, 3.21, and 3.22 and in Appendix A.
3.4.1.2 RGBD Human Activity Dataset
Existing publicly available RGBD datasets for evaluating object detection are largely limited
to sets of single RGBD images. Critically, to the best of the author’s knowledge, no existing
datasets record human activity occurring throughout an indoor scene captured from a single
static depth sensor with ground truth 3D object annotations towards the goal of scene
understanding. Action recognition datasets such as NTU RGB+D [104] provide some level
of human activity within a scene, but consist only of short clips of humans that do not explore
the full scene extent and do not include 3D object annotations.
As such, a new dataset, visualised in Figure 3.19, is captured for evaluation of the
proposed occluded and visible region object detection technique. The dataset captures five
indoor scenes from a single static RGBD sensor, monitoring the scene and human activity
within it. The scene space is explored by one human actor moving throughout the scene
within the sensor’s field of view for 2 minutes. The exploration includes walking across
readily walkable surfaces and sitting on available sittable surfaces until the whole scene has
been explored. This exploration is performed to simulate longer-term capture where a person
or persons would ultimately completely explore a scene over many hours of incidental daily
life activity. Before each scene is explored, the scene is captured without human activity to
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RGB+D scene image
Predicted human
activity
Initialised volumetric
occupancy map
Ground truth 3D
object annotations
Fig. 3.19 RGBD Human Activity Dataset. The dataset provides an RGBD frame when no
human activity is occurring (left) and 2D and 3D skeletal joint positions predicted throughout
the capture (mid-left). Ground truth 3D bounding box object annotations are also provided
(right).
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# scenes captured 5
# frames of recognised human activity 12740
# predicted joints 251139 visible, 67361 occluded
# annotated 3D objects
22 (incl. 3 fully-, 8 partially-,
and 3 self-occluded objects)
avg. annotated object size 1.049m×1.008m×1.013m
avg. scene dimensions 3.653m×2.360m×3.209m
avg. # depth surface voxels 9767
avg. # occluded region voxels 42414
Table 3.1 RGBD Human Activity Dataset statistics
provide a baseline RGBD capture. Five scenes are captured in this manner to be applied to
evaluating the detection of visible and fully-, partially-, and self-occluded scene objects.
Each scene is captured to present an example of how objects can be occluded in indoor
scenes to emphasise the novel advantages of the the proposed approach. This includes placing
objects in occluded regions behind other scene objects so as they are not visible from the
static depth sensor. Self-occlusions are also presented in the dataset, capturing object edges
so that the full extent of the object is not known from the captured depth surface. Ground
truth manually measured 3D object annotations allow detections of these fully, partially
and self-occluded objects to be evaluated; these annotations take the form of bounding box
approximations as is commonly used in 3D object detection challenges. The major scene
objects such as chairs, tables, cabinets and shelves are annotated in this way. Statistics of the
introduced dataset are presented in Table 3.1.
3.4.2 Qualitative Results
Qualitative results on the synthetic and the RGBD Human Activity dataset are presented to
provide visualisation of the proposed approach.
The proposed occluded scene carving approach is applied to the synthetic dataset; results
are visualised in Figures 3.20, 3.21, and 3.22. Further results are presented in Appendix A.
The proposed volumetric carving and visible and occluded region object detection ap-
proaches are applied to the captured real scenes; results are visualised in Figures 3.23, 3.24,
3.25, and 3.26. A further scene is presented in Appendix A.
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Scene image Captured depth Proposed-Volu-nonCarved
Annotated 3D model Rendered depth Ground truth
Voxelised scene 3D point cloud Proposed-Volu-Carved
Synthesised Mstand Synthesised Msit Proposed-Volu-Carved-ero4
Fig. 3.20 Volumetric carving of occluded office scene regions on synthesised data. The
proposed carving approach is applied to the initialised volumetric occupancy map (Proposed-
Volu-nonCarved) with synthesised activity maps (Mstand and Msit) to reveal occluded scene
information (Proposed-Volu-Carved). The activity maps are also eroded by four pixels before
carving to replicate inaccuracies in human activity recognition (Proposed-Volu-Carved-ero4).
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Scene image Captured depth Proposed-Volu-nonCarved
Annotated 3D model Rendered depth Ground truth
Voxelised scene Point cloud Proposed-Volu-Carved
Synthesised Mstand Synthesised Msit Proposed-Volu-Carved-ero4
Fig. 3.21 Volumetric carving of occluded classroom scene regions on synthesised data.
The proposed carving approach is applied to the initialised volumetric occupancy map
(Proposed-Volu-nonCarved) with synthesised activity maps (Mstand and Msit) to reveal
occluded scene information (Proposed-Volu-Carved). The activity maps are also eroded by
four pixels before carving to replicate inaccuracies in human activity recognition (Proposed-
Volu-Carved-ero4).
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Scene image Captured depth Proposed-Volu-nonCarved
Annotated 3D model Rendered depth Ground truth
Voxelised scene 3D point cloud Proposed-Volu-Carved
Synthesised Mstand Synthesised Msit Proposed-Volu-Carved-ero4
Fig. 3.22 Volumetric carving of occluded kitchen scene regions on synthesised data. The
proposed carving approach is applied to the initialised volumetric occupancy map (Proposed-
Volu-nonCarved) with synthesised activity maps (Mstand and Msit) to reveal occluded scene
information (Proposed-Volu-Carved). The activity maps are also eroded by four pixels before
carving to replicate inaccuracies in human activity recognition (Proposed-Volu-Carved-ero4).
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Scene image Mstand Msit
Captured point cloud Non-carved V Carved V
Ground truth
object annotation ObjDet-RGBD [54] Proposed-ObjDet-Carved
Fig. 3.23 Reconstruction and detection of visible and occluded objects. A fully-occluded
chair, a self-occluded table, and partially-occluded sofas are reconstructed by the proposed
approach. The previous work detecting objects from the depth surface alone (ObjDet-
RGBD [72]) and the proposed approach detecting objects from the revealed occluded scene
information (Proposed-ObjDet-Carved) are presented.
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Scene image Mstand Msit
Captured point cloud Non-carved V Carved V
Ground truth
object annotation ObjDet-RGBD [54] Proposed-ObjDet-Carved
Fig. 3.24 Reconstruction and detection of visible and occluded objects. A sofa fully
occludes another sofa and a table behind it; the structure of these objects is detected through
the application of human activity carving. The previous work detecting objects from the
depth surface alone (ObjDet-RGBD [72]) and the proposed approach detecting objects from
the revealed occluded scene information (Proposed-ObjDet-Carved) are presented.
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Scene image Mstand Msit
Captured point cloud Non-carved V Carved V
Ground truth
object annotation ObjDet-RGBD [54] Proposed-ObjDet-Carved
Fig. 3.25 Reconstruction and detection of visible and occluded objects. A self-occluding
table is reconstructed from limited depth information. The previous work detecting objects
from the depth surface alone (ObjDet-RGBD [72]) and the proposed approach detecting
objects from the revealed occluded scene information (Proposed-ObjDet-Carved) are pre-
sented.
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Scene image Mstand Msit
Captured point cloud Non-carved V Carved V
Ground truth
object annotation ObjDet-RGBD [54] Proposed-ObjDet-Carved
Fig. 3.26 Reconstruction and detection of visible and occluded objects. Four chairs
occluded behind the table are detected by the proposed carving technique. The previous
work detecting objects from the depth surface alone (ObjDet-RGBD [72]) and the proposed
approach detecting objects from the revealed occluded scene information (Proposed-ObjDet-
Carved) are presented.
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3.4.3 Volumetric Occupancy Estimation
To determine the validity of the proposed volumetric carving approach, the technique is
applied to synthetic activity maps derived from 3D scene annotations. By applying the
approach with synthetic activity maps, the potential effectiveness of revealing occluded scene
regions from monitored human activity can be determined.
The volumetric carving process is designed to reveal areas of occluded scene regions,
providing a reconstruction of the visible and hidden scene that is not available directly
from the depth surface alone. Firman et al. [31] and Song et al. [115] attempt to infer a
similar representation of a complete scene from a single RGBD image of each scene. They
utilise prediction models trained on large datasets of 3D object annotations to predict the
occluded scene structure. Whilst approaching the occluded region reconstruction challenge
in a significantly different manner, their approaches perform the same task as the proposed
approach allowing validation against them. As they evaluate upon the NYU Depth v2 dataset
[109], synthesising human activity from this dataset allows direct comparison of occluded
region reconstruction performance against state-of-the-art approaches without the need to
collect a large dataset of RGBD captures containing long-term human activity.
3.4.3.1 Methodology
To perform the evaluation, the proposed occluded region carving approach introduced
in Section 3.3.2 is performed with the activity maps synthesised from the NYU RGBD
dataset [109] in Section 3.4.1.
The activity maps synthesised during the creation of the evaluation dataset represent
an ideal recording and projection of human activity about the synthesised scenes: each
scene region that is annotated as walkable or sittable space is represented entirely in the
relevant activity map. As such, evaluating upon these activity maps provides a baseline
validation of the proposed volumetric carving when the activity information is known to be
perfect, with no propagation of error from the pose or action prediction framework. However,
to replicate some real-world inconsistencies and reduce the exactness of the synthesised
data, an additional evaluation is performed on synthesised activity maps which have been
morphologically eroded by four pixels; this is compared in the results.
During the evaluation, the volumetric occupancy map for each scene is initialised on a
depth map rendered from the 3D ground truth scene model rather than the captured scene
depth image; this overcomes errors due to the difficulty and inexactness of the ground truth
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3D annotations and is consistent with the evaluation of the previous approaches [31, 115].
However, due to the nature of the ground truth 3D scene annotations, some of the rendered
depth maps contain significant depth holes; these holes introduce artefacts into the volumetric
occupancy initialisation procedure and so such scenes are not utilised during the evaluation;
this provides a dataset of about 400 scenes for evaluation. Finally, only scene regions
occluded by the depth surface are considered when determining the evaluation metrics; the
captured visible scene components are not considered in the reconstruction results, again
consistent with previous approaches.
The proposed scene carving approach is applied with the ideal and eroded activity maps
to carve the volumetric occupancy maps V initialised from the rendered depth map. Results
of these reconstructions are directly compared against the state-of-the-art approaches by
Firman et al. [31] and Song et al. [115].
3.4.3.2 Evaluation Metrics
To determine the accuracy of the proposed occupancy carving approach, the occupancy
of carved occluded scene regions is compared with ground truth 3D annotations on the
NYU Depth v2 dataset. To determine the predicted occupancy to ground truth similarity,
the Intersection of Union (IoU) of voxels predicting free and occupied space is determined
against the ground truth annotations. Consistent with previous approaches [31, 115], only
voxels occluded by the depth surface are considered in the evaluation. As a baseline, the IoU
of the initialised volumetric occupancy map V init , representing all occluded scene regions
as fully occupied, and the ground truth volumetric occupancy VGT , displaying ideal scene
occupancy, is calculated:
IoUbaseline =
V init ∩VGT
V init ∪VGT (3.17)
Then, given the volumetric occupancy map V carved carved by human activity in the
proposed approach, the occluded region reconstruction is evaluated by:
IoUcarved =
V carved ∩VGT
V carved ∪VGT (3.18)
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Method Precision Recall IoU
Firman et al. [31] 0.6650 0.6970 0.5080
Song et al. [115] 0.6630 0.9690 0.6480
Proposed-Volu-nonCarved 0.4366 1 0.4366
Proposed-Volu-Carved-ero4 0.5061 0.9942 0.5044
Proposed-Volu-Carved 0.6210 0.9883 0.6170
Table 3.2 Voxel-level scene completion on rendered NYU annotations
3.4.3.3 Results
Quantitative results are presented in Table 3.2. Qualitative results of the proposed approach
applied to the synthesised scenes are presented in Figures 3.20-3.22, with further results
presented in Appendix A.
In the results and discussion, the baseline results utilising the non-carved volumetric
occupancy map is termed Proposed-Volu-nonCarved and the approaches utilising ideal and
eroded synthesised activity maps for occluded region carving are termed Proposed-Volu-
Carved and Proposed-Volu-Carved-ero4 respectively.
3.4.3.4 Discussion
Results presented in Table 3.2 show that the proposed occluded region carving approach is
capable of performing equivalently to the state-of-the-art occluded region prediction models.
As the previous approaches are trained on a large dataset of scenes with 3D object model
annotations, they contribute the ability to precisely predict occluded occupancy immediately
surrounding self- or partially- occluded scene objects; the trained models inherently learn a
mapping of visible object surface to complete object structure. This inference differs from
the approach proposed in this chapter which, from observation of human activity, is capable
of revealing large regions of occluded free space. This is demonstrated clearly in Figures 3.20
and 3.21, where the true extent of several scene objects is revealed by the carving technique.
However, when considering smaller scenes with less structural objects within such as in
Figure 3.22, less occluded region reconstruction is achieved by the carving procedure. In this
case, the models trained to predict partially occluded occupancy around visible scene objects
provide a more precise reconstruction of the occluded scene; this is reflected in the enhanced
precision performance of these previous approaches in Table 3.2.
The utility of the proposed carving process (Proposed-Volu-Carved) is demonstrated
by the Intersection over Union performance against the baseline approach (Proposed-Volu-
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nonCarved) and against the state-of-the-art (Firman et al. [31], Song et al. [115]). This result
shows that the potential application of human activity to carve large areas of occluded scene
regions can provide a good reconstruction of those regions. It is likely that the inclusion
of fully occluded objects in the synthesised dataset would enhance performance over the
previous approaches; whilst the trained models have no ability to determine the occupancy
of these fully occluded regions, the application of human activity provides the unique ability
to do so without requiring direct human interaction. Due to the differing approaches taken to
the occluded region reconstruction challenge, the proposed and previous approaches have
potential to augment each other to provide an improved scene understanding over use of one
technique alone.
As expected, the Proposed-Volu-Carved approach performs best out of the baseline
Proposed-Volu-nonCarved and eroded activity Proposed-Volu-Carved-ero4 approaches. This
demonstrates both that the application of human activity provides benefit over the initialised
occupancy map representation alone, and that more accurate recognition of human activity
provides a better scene reconstruction. Detecting human activity is a challenge in itself and
errors can propagate from pose prediction and action recognition techniques into the occluded
region reconstruction. However, recent activity recognition techniques are presenting strong
performance with the introduction of convolution neural network architectures; it is hoped
that these improved prediction approaches will motivate further work investigating the
application of human activity towards scene understanding tasks.
3.4.4 Detecting Visible and Occluded Object
To evaluate the effectiveness of applying monitored human activity to the task of 3D object
detection and occluded region reconstruction, the object detection approach proposed in
Section 3.3 is evaluated on the dataset of RGBD captures of human activity within indoor
scenes introduced in Section 3.4.1. The object detection performance is compared against an
approach detecting objects from the captured depth surface alone [54]. It is hypothesised that
the introduction of occluded region reconstruction from human activity analysis will improve
object detection performance and uniquely allow detection of partially and fully occluded
scene objects.
3.4.4.1 Methodology
The proposed visible and occluded object detection approach is applied on the dataset of
indoors scenes captured with monitored human activity. Each dataset scene is processed by
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the steps described in Section 3.3.2 to carve a 3D occupancy map initialised on depth data to
reveal occluded scene structure. The object detection framework introduced in Section 3.3.3
is applied to this carved map to predict visible and occluded objects about the scene.
To demonstrate how the human activity utilised by the proposed approach can improve
occluded object detection and reconstruction, the approach is validated against the approach
of Jiang and Xiao [54] which utilises only information from a single RGBD frame with no
activity information. Their approach similarly constructs cuboid candidates to determine their
prediction from, but constructs these from the RGBD surface alone; the optimisation terms
applied during object detection are similarly constricted to the RGBD information alone. An
additional baseline is also evaluated against, applying the proposed object detection approach
to the non-carved volumetric occupancy map; this validates the potential performance
enhancements provided by the introduction of human activity separately from the introduction
of the volumetric occupancy map representation.
3.4.4.2 Evaluation Metrics
To evaluate object detection performance, the precision and recall of objects detected by the
proposed approach against ground truth 3D annotations is computed. To account for 3D
detection sensitivities and to follow the practice of previous approaches [54], a predicted
scene object is considered recognised if its 3D intersection over union is greater than 0.3
with a ground truth scene bounding box annotation; this is calculated as in the pairwise
overlap term in Equation 3.13. If a ground truth bounding box is detected by a predicted
cuboid candidate, it is removed from the annotated set so that an object cannot be considered
detected by more than one prediction.
3.4.4.3 Results
Quantitative results of the evaluation are presented in Table 3.3. Qualitative results are
presented in Figures 3.23-3.26; a further scene is presented in Appendix A.
In the results and discussion, the full implementation of the proposed approach is termed
Proposed-ObjDet-Carved, the baseline implementation utilising just the initialised occupancy
map is termed Proposed-ObjDet-nonCarved, and the previous depth surface only approach
is termed ObjDet-RGBD [54].
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Method Precision Recall
ObjDet-RGBD [54] 0.738 0.526
Proposed-ObjDet-nonCarved 0.801 0.500
Proposed-ObjDet-Carved 0.881 0.802
Table 3.3 3D object detection on the RGBD Human Activity Dataset
3.4.4.4 Discussion
The results in Table 3.3 present that 3D object detection performance is enhanced when cap-
tured human activity is introduced to reconstruct occluded scene regions. Both the precision
and recall of cuboids representing ground truth annotations show significant improvement
with the implementation of human activity. Given the nature of the dataset, designed to
evaluate the prediction of occluded scene regions, this is unsurprising when evaluating against
approaches considering only the captured depth surface. The novel volumetric occupancy
carving approach helps to provide a better understanding of the occluded scene regions,
allowing the detection framework to predict objects where previously it could not.
The introduction of the volumetric occupancy map representation (Proposed-ObjDet-
nonCarved) demonstrates initial prediction benefits over the RGBD based approach (ObjDet-
RGBD [54]), providing higher prediction precision than the previous work. However, the
object recall is simultaneously reduced when utilising this representation: as the initialised
volumetric map and RGBD approaches both suffer the same lack of occluded region knowl-
edge, the introduced representation does not assist the prediction of occluded scene objects.
However, when the carving process is applied (Proposed-ObjDet-Carved), both the preci-
sion and recall of cuboid predictions representing ground truth 3D object annotations show
significant improvement. As demonstrated in the previous experiment (Section 3.4.3), oc-
cluded regions can be effectively reconstructed through application of the introduced carving
procedure. When utilising real human activity in this experiment, whilst the resultant carved
occupancy map is not comprehensive in its reconstruction, it does provide novel information
about the occluded scene as demonstrated by the improved object detection performance.
Examining the qualitative results in Figures 3.23-3.26, it can be seen that the approach
proposed in this chapter provides the unique ability to detect fully-, partially-, and self-
occluded objects from a static sensor perspective. Many approaches apply moving sensor
systems, such as in robot applications, to fully scan a scene and reveal any occlusions; the
approach proposed in this work applies humans as active sensors within the scene, without
requiring their knowledge of involvement, to reconstruct the occluded scene.
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Figure 3.23 demonstrates the localisation of a fully occluded chair that is impossible
to reconstruct from the depth surface data alone; the sittable surface of the chair is also
reconstructed through the scene carving procedure. The proposed approach additionally
improves detection over the previous work by contributing full detection of the partially-
occluded sofas and of a self-occluded table; the ObjDet-RGBD [54] approach detects the
partially visible sofa regions but cannot detect the table as its surface is hardly visible from
the depth sensor perspective. This is challenge is additionally presented in Figure 3.25.
Figure 3.24 presents a challenging scene with a sofa fully occluding a large portion
of the scene in which another sofa and a table reside. The application of human activity
carving permits detection of the scene structure in these occluded regions, but cannot provide
fine detail of the specific scene objects. However, the proposed object detection approach
(Proposed-ObjDet-Carved) also incorrectly reconstructs the partially-occluded drawers
which are detected by the ObjDet-RGBD approach. Finally, application of the proposed
approach in Figure 3.26 presents the reconstruction of chairs partially occluded behind a
table. The detection of the chairs is imprecise due to the difficulty in accurately projecting
the human activity information, but the carving process does allow them to be predicted
where the ObjDet-RGBD approach cannot. Note that there was major surface reflection from
the table in this scene causing the depth capture to be limited; the volumetric occupancy map
representation helps overcome this potential issue.
3.5 Conclusions
In this chapter an approach was introduced to overcome object occlusions in indoor scenes
by utilising monitored human activity to reconstruct hidden scene regions. The approach
captures human activity from a single static depth sensor, estimating 3D human joint lo-
calisations and projecting these onto a human activity scene representation. This activity
map representation records belief of human occupancy about the scene from a top-down
perspective; separate activity maps compile belief of standing and sitting actions occurring
throughout the scene. The captured depth surface is utilised to initialise a volumetric scene
occupancy map representation to which the monitored human activity is applied with body
occupancy constraints to reveal hidden scene objects and structure. An object detection
system designed to exploit this representation of visible and revealed-occluded scene regions
is introduced, contributing detection of visible and fully-, partially-, and self-occluded scene
objects.
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The approach is evaluated on a dataset of synthetic activity constructed from the NYU v2
dataset and a captured dataset of recorded human activity. The RGBD scenes in the captured
dataset are designed with specific scene occlusion challenges in mind so that solutions to
the difficult task can be compared. As the first approach applying human activity towards
occlusion reconstruction, the captured dataset is introduced and provided for research use,
hoping to motivate investigation of cues from human activity towards scene understanding
challenges.
Evaluation upon the synthetic activity information validates the applicability of the
proposed approach to reveal occluded scene regions. Whilst determining occluded scene
regions in a significantly different manner, the proposed approach demonstrates similar
reconstruction performance to state-of-the-art techniques utilising prediction models trained
on large datasets of 3D scene annotations. The presented occluded region reconstruction
approach exposes the unique cues provided by human activity towards scene understanding
tasks without requiring large training datasets; in future work, these human activity cues
could be united with trained models to augment understanding performance.
Evaluation on the captured dataset demonstrates the applicability of analysing human
activity within indoor scenes to help understand those spaces. The novel application of
monitored human activity to carve occluded scene regions contributes information about
those regions that is otherwise unavailable to a static sensor. The application of humans
as active sensors allows partial reconstruction of these hidden scene regions, providing
a representation from which the proposed object detection solution can predict occluded
objects. Demonstration against a state-of-the-art approach which utilises only the captured
depth surface presents the benefits of the proposed solution: whilst the previous approach
provides good reconstruction of the visible scene, it is blind to any of the occluded regions
without the proposed introduction of human activity.
However, the approach proposed in this chapter is limited in its current implementation.
Only two pose actions - sitting and standing - are considered at this time; whilst evaluation
demonstrates the utility of these coarse actions towards revealing occluded scene structure,
various other human actions may provide additional information about the scene, its use, and
its structure. However, the simple height threshold action classification method introduced
to help realise the proposed approach would not adapt to the inclusion of additional human
pose actions, and would likely fail on more general captures of non-acted human activity. To
enhance this work, further pose actions could be studied through the use of improved action
recognition approaches; this is partially investigated in Chapter 4.
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Additionally, whilst the introduced solution is capable of revealing occluded scene
information, it suffers the same limited field of view that most static monocular and depth
sensor reconstruction approaches experience. The introduction of modern 360◦ sensors
provides an avenue to overcome this limited vision, but these sensors still suffer scene
occlusions caused by objects present within cluttered indoor scenes. If the cues from human
activity presented in this chapter can be adapted to this capture device, visible and occluded
scene regions can potentially be reconstructed across a full field of view. Additionally,
examining a functional understanding of the scene from the introduced human activity
representation may provide enhanced reconstruction cues. These ideas are explored in
Chapter 4.
Chapter 4
Complete Scene Affordance Prediction from
Single View 360 Video
4.1 Introduction
The 360◦ field of view provided by spherical sensors has been exploited in previous works
to understand the structure and layout of indoor scenes from static imagery [133, 136]. As
recent advances reduce the size and cost of these spherical 360◦ sensors, their importance
towards understanding complete indoor scenes increases. Modern sensors provide image and
video capture from small capture devices, allowing unobtrusive placement and monitoring
within a scene. Whilst studies have tracked human movement and activity from ceiling
mounted infrared and fisheye sensors [120, 131, 134] and static 360◦ images have been
applied to reconstruct 3D scene geometry and objects [130, 136], to the best of the author’s
knowledge no methods have combined the two to analyse dynamic human activity towards
scene understanding from a 360◦ sensor. Video capture from modern 360◦ sensors record a
complete field of view, providing a unique opportunity to examine human activity over a full
scene and investigate its application towards indoor scene understanding.
This chapter investigates the application of a 360◦ sensor located centrally within an
indoor scene to analyse human activity towards solving scene understanding tasks. As demon-
strated in Chapter 3, exploiting observation of human activity within an indoor scene has been
shown to help reconstruct 3D scenes, with particular applicability to occluded scene region
reconstruction. However, limited works apply human activity to recognise the scene-level
functionality or affordance of such a scene. Affordance defines the functionality provided by
an environment, commonly referring to what a scene offers any humans interacting with it;
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objects and structure such as chairs, tables and floors offer an affordance or functionality to
the environment; in this case the chair may offer a sittable affordance, the table could offer
an interactable affordance, and the floor provides a walkable affordance. As affordance is
defined by this human-scene relationship, understanding how humans behave and interact
with a scene provides valuable insight into the functional regions of the space.
In this chapter, omnidirectional capture from a 360◦ sensor allows localisation of people
and the actions they perform to predict the structure and affordance of the full scene. The pro-
posed approach provides novel and unique cues towards complete scene understanding which
are determined solely from 360◦ human activity analysis and are otherwise unobtainable
from visual scene analysis. Whilst developed solutions largely utilise standard perspective or
depth cameras to investigate indoor scene understanding tasks, these sensors are inherently
restricted to a limited field of view which surrenders valuable information about the complete
scene. Approaches utilising user interaction [83] and direct inference [110] implement
attempts to overcome this limitation, but each suffer their own disadvantages. The work in
this chapter demonstrates that analysis of human behaviour alone, from a single stationary
360◦ sensor, can approximate 3D scene geometry and predict complete scene affordance,
using human activity to help overcome scene occlusions whilst not suffering the relatively
narrow field of view of standard perspective or depth cameras.
Literature related to this task is reviewed in Section 4.2; the proposed complete scene
reconstruction and affordance prediction approach is detailed in Section 4.3; the approach is
evaluated in Section 4.4; and conclusions are discussed in Section 4.5.
4.2 Background
As introduced in the main literature review, functional understanding can be considered at an
object- and scene-level. Scene level predictions consider the functional surfaces provided by
structural scene objects such as the sittable surface of a chair [42] or the interactable surface
of a table. Towards this understanding, simulated human poses have been manipulated
within 3D scene reconstructions to estimate scene affordances [42, 45, 55, 85, 140] and
convolutional semantic segmentation architectures have been adapted to predict pixel-wise
affordance labels [78, 97]. As previously noted, analysis of non-simulated human activity
towards both indoor scene reconstruction and scene-level affordance labelling is notably
scarce. Real-person analysis has been applied outside, in applications such as surveillance
monitoring: Rother et al. [96] demonstrate deriving 3D information from tracked people to
determine scene geometry whilst Ballen et al. [7] learn navigation paths to predict future
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activities and semantically segment scenes. Indoors, Rhinehart and Kitani [93] exploit
egocentric human activity capture to learn an action map representation modelling the
relationship between actions, objects, and the scene for large scale environments; their work
combines sparsely captured human activity information with semantic scene and object
classification to infer a functional understanding of unobserved scenes. Delaitre et al. [23]
and Fouhey et al. [32] also exploit long-term observation of human activity - from monocular
perspective sensors - to enhance semantic segmentation and 3D reconstruction performance
of their times, but are restricted by imprecision in human pose estimation technology. Due
to this limited application of real human activity towards indoor scene understanding, to
the best of the author’s knowledge no approaches have considered human activity captured
by 360◦ sensors as a cue towards structural or functional scene understanding. The unique
ability to monitor human activity over a full field of view is exploited in this work to achieve
such a goal.
Continuing research investigates perspective monocular [1, 129], stereo [68, 89] and
depth [66, 115] based approaches to 3D scene reconstruction. However, the devices used to
capture these input representations each suffer a limited field of view. An increasing volume
of research explores 3D reconstruction from panoramic and 360◦ imagery, exploiting the
full field of view to reconstruct complete indoor scenes directly [56, 57, 130, 132, 133, 136].
Zhang et al. [136] generate 3D object hypotheses from geometric and semantic contextual
constraints, sampling the hypotheses to create a 3D scene model. Kim et al. [57] utilise
spherical sensors in a stereo pair to estimate scene depth, fitting planes and cuboids to
construct a 3D room and object layout estimation. Xu et al. [130] apply estimated surface
orientations and 2D object detections to predict 360◦ 3D room geometry and object pose,
utilising context priors from a top-down perspective to sample refined object locations
and orientations. The functional scene segmentation predicted in this chapter is applied to
approximate a comparable full field of view scene reconstruction, differing from previous
approaches through the utilisation of 360◦ human activity monitoring alone as compared to
visual scene inference methods.
4.3 Understanding Complete Scene Affordance
Given a single static 360◦ sensor recording human activity from a central position within an
indoor scene, the approach proposed in this chapter predicts functional scene regions in an
affordance labelled plan-view scene map. This map of scene affordance is predicted from an
activity map recording belief of human activity recognised throughout the scene as introduced
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Fig. 4.1 Proposed complete scene 3D approximation and affordance prediction ap-
proach. Human poses are estimated over long-term 360◦ captures (a) to determine human
activity over the full field of view. Actions performed over time are recorded in a top-down
map of scene activity (b; blue=walking, purple=sitting, green=interacting), applying the
geometry of the 360◦ sensor to estimate the 3D position of poses within the scene. An
encoder-decoder network is trained on a synthetic dataset of such activity maps to predict
a scene affordance segmentation from the activity map, localising regions of affordance
throughout the scene (c; blue=walkable, teal=sittable, yellow=interactable, red=structure).
A complete scene approximation (d) is composed from the activity and affordance maps,
contributing 3D scene structure and affordance estimations from human activity alone.
in Chapter 3. The predicted scene affordance is then applied to generate an approximation
of the 3D scene geometry. An overview of the proposed approach is presented in Figure
4.1. Whilst a number of approaches have previously utilised 360◦ imagery to estimate
complete scene structure [130, 136], the proposed approach uniquely utilises only human
activity without further analysis of the visual scene. Whilst this forgoes potentially useful
data, the novel application of human activity permits a unique and otherwise inaccessible
understanding of the complete scene as regions not visible from the static sensor are accessed
by humans within the scene.
As in Chapter 3, utilising the top-down scene representation to record captured human
activity provides a unique insight into understanding the visible and occluded scene. Con-
sidering the perspective of a 360◦ sensor within the scene, a large number of occlusions are
possible due to the generally cluttered nature of indoor scenes. Whilst these spherical sensors
are capable of observing a full 360 degree field of view, they still suffer full-, partial- and self-
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occlusions from objects and structure about the scene. Whilst the idea of analysing human
activity to overcome such occlusions has been examined in Chapter 3, the approach proposed
in this chapter introduces the ability to predict the affordance of occluded and unoccluded
scene regions from human activity recorded in the same activity map representation.
Throughout a scene capture, the poses of humans within an indoor scene are recognised
and localised from 360◦ video frames; the 360◦ image representation is introduced in Section
4.3.1. After aligning the scene to a Manhattan frame, the visual geometry of the 360◦ sensor
is utilised to estimate the relative distance of each recognised pose from the spherical sensor.
The action performed by each pose is estimated as one of three action classes and the resultant
pose data is projected into activity maps representing the complete scene from a top-down
perspective; this process is described in Section 4.3.2. Detailed in Section 4.3.3, a deep fully
convolutional encoder-decoder network is trained on a synthetic dataset of these activity maps
to predict a complete scene affordance labelling from the same top-down perspective. Finally,
by applying scene structure constraints to the predicted affordance map, an approximation of
the complete 3D scene geometry is constructed together with the predicted affordance labels,
as detailed in Section 4.3.4.
4.3.1 Spherical Image Representations
The input video stream is captured by a Ricoh Theta S 360 capture device [94], recording a
full 360◦ view around the sensor. The imagery, captured by two fish-eye sensors recording
180 degree arcs that are internally stitched together, presents the recorded world in a spherical
representation with each captured spherical pixel sθ ,φ ,r comprising an azimuth (horizontal
angle, θ ), elevation (vertical angle, φ ), and radius (r) coordinate; as there is no depth
information, each pixel is registered at a uniform radius r from the sensor. An example of
this captured spherical representation can be seen in Figure 4.2.
Captured spherical imagery is commonly projected into planar coordinates to provide
an equirectangular image of the captured scene. Whilst this equirectangular representation
tolerates distortions at the image poles due to the spherical projection, it permits accessible
visualisation and facilitates the application of established image processing techniques to
each frame. An equirectangular image represents 360 degrees horizontally and 180 degrees
vertically, with each equirectangular pixel ex,y representing an equivalent point sθ ,φ ,r in
spherical space. This projection, utilised later in Section 4.3.2, is performed by:
sθ =
ex− (nw/2)
2πnw
, sφ =
ey− (nh/2)
πnh
(4.1)
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Ricoh Theta S 360 sensor Spherical frame captured by the 360 sensor
Equirectangular image projected from the spherical frame
Fig. 4.2 360◦ image representations. Spherical image frames (top right) captured by the
Ricoh Theta S (top left) are projected into an equirectangular image representation (bot.).
The equirectangular image represents 360◦ horizontally and 180◦ vertically, providing a
complete field of view.
where nw and nh are the total number of pixels along the width and height of the equirectan-
gular image, and ex and ey are the x and y equirectangular pixel coordinates of the point to be
projected.
4.3.2 Representing Complete Scene Human Activity
To predict affordances across the complete scene, the movement of humans and the actions
they perform are recognised and projected into a top-down scene activity map representation.
This representation follows a definition similar to that introduced in Chapter 3, recording
belief of human occupancy for different actions within a scene over the duration of a capture.
The actions utilised in this work, the activity projection process, and the differences in the
activity map representation from the previous chapter are discussed in Section 4.3.2.2.
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Fig. 4.3 Relative depth estimation. The depth of two poses of the same person is estimated
from the geometry of the spherical sensor. The depth dpose is determined from a relationship
between a reference length lre f assumed constant for each person and their detected pose
elevation sposeφ . Note that as no absolute scene lengths are known in the proposed approach,
this estimation determines the depth of each pose relative to other poses of the same person.
First however, the 3D scene position of humans recognised throughout a scene capture
must be determined. In major difference to Chapter 3, the single static 360◦ sensor utilised
in this work has no depth information available to it; this presents a challenge in projecting
monitored activity into the top-down activity map representation as the 3D position of
recognised human poses cannot be directly determined. As such, an approach estimating the
relative depth of recognised human poses from the capture sensor is proposed and described
in Section 4.3.2.1.
4.3.2.1 Estimating Relative Human Pose Depth
To map captured human activity to the activity map representation, the position of people
visible within the 360◦ video capture is estimated in 3D scene space. As no depth data
is available from the 360◦ sensor, the 3D position of each person is estimated using the
spherical geometry of the capture device.
As shown in Figure 4.3, the proposed process determines the relative depth dpose of a
predicted pose from the capture sensor with a geometric relationship between the predicted
spherical elevation sposeφ of the pose and a per-person reference length lre f . This relationship
is defined by:
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dpose =
lre f
tan(sposeφ )
. (4.2)
The approach assumes that the spherical elevation sposeφ of a pose is dependent solely
on the distance of that human pose from the sensor. The approach also assumes that for
each person, the length lre f between their predicted standing pose height and the height of
a plane at spherical elevation sφ = 0 will remain constant throughout a capture. However,
as demonstrated in this section, these assumptions can vary dependent on alignment of the
spherical sensor to the scene, the action of predicted poses, and the body part selected to
represent the pose height and elevation. As such, these variations are mitigated through scene
alignment, pose prediction, and action recognition processes.
To perform the proposed depth estimation approach, the captured scene is first aligned to
a Manhattan scene frame. Human poses are then recognised in each equirectangular frame
and pose actions are categorised to determine the standing poses utilised by the technique.
Recognised poses are projected back into spherical coordinates where spherical geometry is
utilised to estimate the relative depth dpose of each pose. Note that as the depth estimation
technique utilises a reference length lre f assumed constant for each person but varying
between different people, a single human actor is utilised in this work to realise the potential
of the proposed approach; the approach could be adapted to multi-person captures through
person tracking and reference length estimation techniques in future work.
Manhattan World Alignment
To ensure that the reference length lre f remains constant for each person as they move
about the scene, the captured video stream is first aligned to a Manhattan scene frame. This
alignment process is performed to establish that a plane lying at spherical evaluation sφ = 0
is parallel to the ground or floor plane of the scene. As seen in Figure 4.4, misalignment of
this sφ = 0 plane to the scene ground plane will result in the per-person reference length lre f
varying perversely dependent upon pose distance from the capture sensor. As this length is
assumed to be constant for each person during pose depth estimation, scene alignment is
performed to ensure this variation does not occur.
The 360◦ sensor is placed in vertical alignment during the capture process but slight
misalignment will likely require adjustment. This adjustment is performed by the approach of
Zhang et. al [136] in a similar fashion to scene alignment performed in Chapter 3 but adapted
to spherical imagery: straight scene edges are detected in perspective images projected from
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(a) Not aligned (b) Aligned
Fig. 4.4 Manhattan axis alignment. (a) The 360◦ sensor is not aligned to a Manhattan scene
axis causing a plane at sφ = 0 to not be parallel to the scene floor; as such, lre f perversely
varies. (b) The sensor is aligned to the principle scene axis causing lre f to remain constant
for standing poses of the same person throughout the capture.
Fig. 4.5 Manhattan frame alignment. The non-aligned capture (left) is aligned to the
principle scene axis (right).
the spherical capture and are projected back into spherical space to be applied to vote for
vanishing point directions; line segments are paired into orthogonal triples and the triple with
the maximum sum of votes is selected as the vanishing point directions. All line segments
are rotated to these determined vanishing point directions to align the scene to the Manhattan
scene frame. After this alignment, the plane at spherical elevation sφ = 0 will be parallel to
the ground plane of the captured scene as illustrated in Figure 4.4. An example of the scene
alignment in an equirectangular frame can be seen in Figure 4.5.
Human Pose Prediction
The skeletal poses of people active within the captured scene are recognised from equirectan-
gular video frames, estimating 2D equirectangular image coordinates ex,y for each detected
skeletal joint. As no depth information is available from the 360◦ sensor, the 3D position
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Fig. 4.6 Human pose prediction. Human poses are recognised in each captured equirectan-
gular frame using Convolutional Pose Machines [126] (left). A selection of poses recognised
throughout a capture are shown for visualisation (right).
of the pose joints cannot be accurately estimated and so only the 2D image coordinates are
estimated. As convolutional neural networks have come into prominence in recent years,
significant advances in human pose estimation performance have been observed. Convolu-
tional Pose Machines (CPMs), introduced by Wei et al. [126], have demonstrated accurate
and reliable pose estimation across a wide variety of challenging scenes, with the notable
ability to detect multiple people simultaneously and to successfully adapt to varying pose
distances, sizes, and postures.
To recognise activity recorded over the complete 360◦ field of view, CPMs are applied to
detect human poses in each equirectangular frame of the captured video stream. Although
pole distortions are present in the equirectangular frames and the pose prediction approach
is not trained on equirectangular image data, the robust estimation approach is capable of
effective and reliable pose predictions throughout the complete scene as seen in Figure 4.6.
Each predicted pose supplies 2D equirectangular image coordinates ex,y for each of the 18
joints in the utilised skeleton body model; the COCO18 body model [73] utilised in this work
provides joint localisations for the neck, nose and left and right ears, eyes, shoulders, elbows,
wrists, hips, knees, and ankles. Each set of 18 predicted skeletal joints J are combined into
a set of skeletal poses P predicted over the whole capture; each pose set P represents the
poses of a single person about the scene.
Reference Body Joint Selection
The proposed approach estimates a pose’s depth based upon a predicted spherical elevation
sposeφ and a reference length lre f . A universal body joint is selected as a reference point for
each pose from which each component is determined across all poses P .
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Fig. 4.7 Body part selection. The neck is selected as the body part to represent the pose for
depth estimation due to its stability during pose actions (right). The selection of other joints
can lead to variations in lre f (left).
In this work, the neck joint is selected as this reference point due to its positional stability
relative to other body joints as seen in Figure 4.7. Whilst a person is standing or walking
throughout a scene capture, their neck joint remains at a height roughly constant above the
floor. The majority of other body joints will experience unpredictable or cyclic motion when
the person moves about the scene: knees and feet demonstrate periodic motion as the person
walks throughout the scene; hands and elbows have diverse movement patterns; the position
and depth of hips and shoulders vary as a body rotates; and the head can move erratically.
Through observation and experimentation, the neck joint is determined to be a stable body
joint that is largely invariant to such body motions; it does suffer some cyclic up-down
movement as a person walks but this is negligible relative to other body parts. Additionally,
as discussed in Chapter 3, the neck joint generally resides above scene objects and structure
that clutter indoor scenes so has the additional advantage of being predominantly unoccluded
from the sensor’s vision throughout the scene.
From this choice of the neck joint, the pose elevation sposeφ becomes equivalent to s
neck
φ
and the reference length lre f represents the height difference from the plane at elevation
sφ = 0 to the height of the neck joint. However, this definition of lre f is only true when
the predicted pose is standing or walking; when a pose moves to sitting, lre f will vary so
that pose depth dpose cannot be accurately estimated. As such, to estimate only the depth of
standing poses, the pose action is determined.
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Fig. 4.8 Recognising pose action. The depth of a sitting pose cannot be estimated as the
action causes variation in lre f (left). Only the depth of standing poses can be estimated as
lre f remains constant (right).
Fig. 4.9 Action recognition features. The hip to knee height difference lhip-knee and the
neck to knee height difference lneck-knee are applied as features to classify standing and sitting
poses.
Action Recognition
As discussed, only standing or walking actions are considered when estimating the depth
of a pose as actions that effect the elevation sneckφ of the predicted neck joint will result in
incorrect estimation of pose depth due to varying the reference length lre f . This is visualised
in Figure 4.8, where the sitting pose causes a variation in lre f ; by the estimation of pose
depth dpose presented in Equation 4.2, this variation would result in an incorrect decrease in
depth. As such, to ensure that sitting actions are not considered during depth estimation, a
binary SVM classifier is trained to differentiate standing and sitting actions; five features are
derived from predicted body joints to train the classifier.
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Fig. 4.10 Action classification results. Example of standing poses (red) and sitting poses
(green) identified by the trained SVM classifier.
Four features are created that exploit the variation in height difference between certain
body joints when a pose is standing to when it is sitting. For example, when a person is
sitting, their hip is close to the same height as their knee; when that same person is standing,
their hip will exist at a height decidedly above the height of their knee; this is visualised in
Figure 4.9. As such, two feature lengths are defined: hip height to knee height difference
lhip-knee and neck height to knee height difference lneck-knee . These features are applied
to both the left and right body parts to create four features for each recognised pose. An
additional feature is determined as the predicted equirectangular y coordinate of the pose
neck joint enecky ; whilst this trains the classifier based on the height differences of the single
utilised actor, it provides a recognition performance increase to help realise the proposed
approach.
The features are determined from the 2D equirectangular joint coordinates predicted
during pose estimation. For each pose J , each of the 18 body joints has an equirectangular
image coordinate height ey. These joint heights are normalised between [0,1] to retain
information on joint height differentials whilst removing ambiguity due to varying pose sizes;
this provides ny for each joint height. The five features are then determined by:
f = [ nLhipy −nLkneey , nRhipy −nRkneey , nnecky −nLkneey ,
nnecky −nRkneey , enecky ]
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Approach Standing Sitting Average
Four-feature 0.9875 0.8594 0.9235
Five-feature 0.9998 0.9949 0.9974
Table 4.1 Action classification results. Standing and sitting classification results for SVM
classifiers trained on the height difference features (Four-feature) and on the height differ-
ences plus the equirectangular neck pose height (Five-feature). Evaluation metric is the
percent of correctly identified poses to all poses.
The classifier is trained and tested on sets of 10000 poses each, with each pose annotated
with the binary action class labels sitting or standing to be applied to the action recognition
task. Results of the classifier are presented in Table 4.1 and Figure 4.10.
When the classifier is applied to determine pose action throughout a capture, action
boundaries are found when a pose moves from standing to sitting and from sitting to standing.
Due to the binary nature of the trained classifier, finer actions that could describe these
regions such as standing-up or sitting-down are not recognised. To remove ambiguity around
these transitions so that pose depth estimation is not affected by the changing elevation, a
number of frames either side of a detected transition are not utilised during depth estimation;
in this work, through experimentation, 15 transition frames are discarded.
Standing Pose Depth Estimation
After these steps have been performed, the poses P of an individual recognised throughout
a capture each have a sitting or standing action label ({Psitting,Pstanding} ⊆ P) and each
pose has estimated joint estimations J in equirectangular image coordinates ex,y. The neck
coordinate of a predicted pose ({eneckx,y } ⊂ J ) is utilised as the reference joint for that pose
and is projected into the spherical domain by Equation 4.1 to provide spherical coordinates
sneckφ ,θ ≡ eneckx,y . The reference length lre f represents the scene space height difference between
the pose neck joint and the elevation sφ = 0 plane; due to the principle scene axis alignment,
lre f is assumed constant for all standing poses Pstanding. As such, and as no absolute lengths
are known, lre f can be set at a reference length (i.e. lre f = 1 for all Pstanding) to simplify the
geometric depth dpose estimation relationship from Equation 4.2 to:
dpose =
1
tan(sposeφ )
for all Pstanding. (4.3)
This allows the depth dpose of a standing pose from the 360◦ sensor to be estimated
relative to other standing poses of the same person based upon the recognised neck joint
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elevation alone; this is performed for all Pstanding. Given that this person is standing, this
configuration relates a large predicted pose angle of elevation sposeφ to a person being close
to the camera (i.e. sposeφ is large so dpose is small) and a low elevation to that person being
further away (i.e. sposeφ is small so dpose is large).
Estimated Depth Quantisation Noise
However, as a person moves further away from the sensor and their tracked elevation angle
decreases, the number of equirectangular image pixels representing equal elevation loss
also decreases. An increase of elevation by one pixel at low elevations levels represents a
larger change in dpose than a one pixel increase at higher elevations, introducing a significant
quantisation noise as a person moves away from the camera sensor; this is a characteristic of
the spherical image representation. To suppress this noise, a sequential list of the estimated
pose depths dpose is created for all Pstanding:
dposes = {dpose|dpose ∈ Pstanding}
A moving average filter is applied to this list to smooth the estimated depths, reducing
the effect of the quantisation noise as seen in Figure 4.11. This is performed by:
d f ilteredn =
1
n f
n f−1
∑
k=0
dposesn−k ,
where n f is the filter length and d
f iltered
n is the smoothed estimated depth to be determined.
In this work, n f = 15 is utilised through experimentation. This smoothing has the additional
benefit of reducing any jitter noise from the prediction of the neck joint coordinates used
during the depth estimation process. The dpose for each Pstanding is then set as the newly
filtered value within d f iltered .
4.3.2.2 Projecting to Activity Maps
Following the representation introduced in Chapter 3, human activity occurring throughout
the scene is projected into top-down scene activity maps M. As with the previous chapter,
the representation records the belief of human occupancy in each scene region in range
[0,1] for different actions occurring within the scene. As the 360◦ sensor is being utilised in
this chapter, providing a full field of view of the scene and determining the relative depth
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Fig. 4.11 Smoothing quantisation noise. The spherical geometry causes quantisation noise
during depth estimation (left). Estimated standing pose depths are smoothed to reduce this
effect in the projected activity maps (right).
of each pose, the scene activity maps are compiled from a central reference point where
the sensor is located. This allows each recognised standing pose to be localised at any
position surrounding the sensor as determined by the 360◦ field of view. In this setup, poses
can be projected into the activity map using a polar coordinate system, representing any
standing pose as a distance and angle from the sensor reference point with a polar activity
map coordinate pposed,θ . Having determined the pose depth dpose and predicted the spherical
coordinates sposeθ ,φ of the pose from the reference neck joint in Section 4.3.2.1, the activity
map polar coordinates of any standing pose becomes:
pposed,θ = [dpose, s
pose
θ ] ∀ Pstanding
where sposeθ is the spherical azimuth angle of the predicted pose neck joint. This is visualised
in Figure 4.12.
Considered Actions
In this work, nact = 3 actions are considered to be mapped into separate scene activity
maps: standing/walking, sitting, and interacting. The activity maps recording occupancy
of these three actions are termed Mstand , Msit , and Minteract for clarity. Whilst these three
coarse action classes do not account for fine-grained human actions, they are applicable to
understanding the structure and functionality of a space at a scene level. The walking action
is a clear indicator of functionally walkable space: if a human walks or stands in a space, that
region must be clear of any scene object providing functional affordance other than walkable.
Regions of believed sitting actions strongly relate to functionally sittable scene regions:
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heavy localisation of sitting occupancy is a strong indicator that an object with a specialised
sittable surface exists there. In this work the interacting action is defined as any interaction
between a human and a flat horizontal surface, such as the placing of an object on a bookshelf
or working at a table. This action is considered to recognise scene objects that provide this
flat functionally interactable surface; whilst a broad category, this affordance surface is a
common feature of remaining furniture archetypes such as tables, cabinets, and bookshelves
and so relates to the structural affordance of the scene. This interactable affordance surface
class can be considered analogous to a place-on-able affordance surface class, in which the
surface affords objects to be placed upon it. In this work, the interacting action is defined to
occur concurrently with either a sitting or standing action.
To realise the proposed approach, actions involving a pose interacting with a scene
surface are currently manually annotated: state-of-the-art action recognition works predict
too fine-grained actions; determining a simple recognition solution proved challenging; and -
as the main focus of this work is to investigate scene understanding from human activity -
designing a specialised action recognition framework is beyond the scope of this work. Whilst
removing any real-time element, this method allows the potential impact of the proposed
scene understanding framework to be investigated and evaluated. However, note that the
introduced activity map representation is robust to error in action recognition as human
activity is integrated over long time intervals; as such, in future work, an action recognition
framework could be adapted and utilised in this work. Additionally, in afterthought, it is
theorised that removing consideration of the interacting action would not significantly effect
understanding performance as relevant scene surfaces would instead be predicted as structural
regions.
As such, for the introduced test captures described in Section 4.4.1, interacting poses
are labelled through per-frame study of each capture. When an acted pose is observed to be
interacting with a flat horizontal scene surface, such as making contact with it or placing an
object on it, the pose is annotated as interacting where:
{P interacting,Pnot-interacting} ⊆ P.
The interacting pose action labels are applied independently of the sitting and standing
pose action, as the interacting action can occur concurrently with a pose either sitting or
standing. Following the sitting or standing classifier introduced in Section 4.3.2.1, sitting
and standing poses are already labelled:
{Psitting,Pstanding} ⊆ P.
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Fig. 4.12 Activity map projection. The estimated pose depth and spherical elevation angle
are projected into top-down scene polar coordinates pposed,θ for each pose, with the 360
◦ sensor
C centrally placed as the polar reference location. The Cartesian activity map coordinates
cposei, j of each pose are then determined to project the pose into the activity map.
Projecting Recognised Poses to Scene Activity Maps
To project recognised activity to the activity maps Mstand , Msit , and Minteract , a scale factor
sact is introduced to be applied to each estimated depth. This scale factor spreads the
estimated depths so they can be placed in individual cells Mi, j of the activity maps; without
this factor, depths estimated from similar spherical elevations would be projected into the
same activity map regions. The scene activity maps are then initialised as nm×nm arrays
where:
nm = 2sact maxPstanding
(dpose)+ sact .
This definition determines the activity map size nm as double the maximum scaled
estimated depth plus a magnitude of the scale. This is done so all the estimated depths
can fit within the maps as the reference location of the polar coordinates is placed centrally
within the activity maps; the addition of sact allows belief of occupancy around the farthest
estimated depths to be applied. In this work, sact = 10.
As with the previous chapter, a Gaussian distribution representing belief of human
occupancy around a detected pose is applied when projecting a pose to the activity maps.
This distribution represents the size of the human and their motion, such as the width of their
shoulders and areas their extremities could move into. The mean µ of this distribution is
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placed at Cartesian activity map coordinates cposei, j , with a standard deviation σ derived from
the average neck to shoulder spherical azimuth difference over all poses:
σ = sact× meanPstanding(dpose)×meanP (mean(||s
neck
θ − sLshoulderθ ||, ||sneckθ − sRshoulderθ ||)).
With poses P labelled with sitting/standing and interacting/not-interacting action labels,
each pose is projected with such a Gaussian into the top-down activity maps:
• All standing poses Pstanding are projected into Mstand at Cartesian pixel coordinates
ci, j determined from polar coordinates pposed,θ by:
ci, j = [sactpposed cos(p
pose
θ )+
nm/2 , sactpposed sin(p
pose
θ )+
nm/2] for all Pstanding.
• As discussed in Section 4.3.2.1, the depth of determined sitting actions cannot be
estimated. As such, poses detected as sitting Psitting are projected into Msit at the
Cartesian activity map coordinates ci, j of the last known standing action before the
pose was sitting. Whilst this does not estimate the exact sitting position of that pose, it
is assumed that in reality a person moves from standing to sitting at the same location.
• As interacting actions occur concurrently with either sitting or standing actions,
P interacting poses are projected into Minteract at Cartesian coordinates ci, j of the concur-
rently occurring sitting or standing action.
Following this process for all recognised poses, the scene activity maps Mstand , Msit ,
and Minteract now provide belief of occupancy for each action about the scene. Each map is
combined into single multi-channel activity map Mact for further processing. An example of
this projection over the duration of a capture can be seen in Figure 4.13.
4.3.3 Scene Affordance Prediction
The scene activity maps produced through analysis of human poses in Section 4.3.2 localise
belief of human actions in the scene. To gain an improved understanding of the scene, a
convolutional encoder-decoder network is trained to segment regions of scene affordance and
structure from these activity maps, localising potential scene objects and recognising their
affordance type from the top-down scene perspective as seen in Figure 4.14. This trained
model allows human poses detected in the 360◦ capture to be mapped to affordance regions,
providing details of scene structure and of affordance surfaces from human activity alone.
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Fig. 4.13 Activity map projection over time. Neck poses recognised throughout a capture
(left; light to dark points over time) are projected into the top-down activity map Mact repre-
sentation (right; blue=walking, purple=sitting, green=interacting) to build an understanding
of belief of human occupancy about the scene.
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Fig. 4.14 Affordance segmentation from human activity. A model is trained to predict an
affordance segmentation Aa f f (right; blue=walkable, teal=sittable, yellow=interactable,
red=structure) from an activity map Mact (left; teal=walking, purple=sitting, yel-
low=interacting) recording belief of human action throughout the scene.
The affordance prediction network is trained on a synthetic dataset of simulated human
activity maps and their ground-truth affordance map counterparts with each being derived
from a dataset of 3D scene models.
Mapping human activity captured throughout the complete indoor scene to an affordance
segmentation provides a unique insight into the structure and functionality of the scene.
Utilising the top-down scene perspective supports the understanding of scene regions oc-
cluded from the 360 sensor that is otherwise unavailable. As humans explore occluded and
unoccluded regions and perform actions within them, they are exploiting scene objects and
the affordance provided by them. The model trained in this section learns this mapping,
so that recognised actions can be applied to create an understanding of scene affordance;
this mapping takes an activity map Mact as input and predicts an affordance segmentation
Aa f f . The aim of the affordance prediction is to localise structural, walkable, sittable, and
interactable scene regions. The synthetic dataset created to train the affordance prediction
model is introduced in Section 4.3.3.1. The affordance segmentation model and its training
are described in Section 4.3.3.2.
4.3.3.1 Synthetic Dataset Creation
The affordance prediction model is trained on a synthetic dataset of human activity maps
Mact and their ground truth scene affordance counterparts Aa f f . Synthetically creating these
input-output pairs allows the segmentation network to be trained to predict scene affordances
without the need to compile a large number of activity maps from real-scene captures. The
generation of the synthetic dataset is visualised in Figure 4.15.
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The synthetic dataset is derived from the SUNCG indoor scene dataset [115] which
contains over 45000 3D CAD models of constructed houses, each containing a number of
rooms such as living rooms, bedrooms, and kitchens. These room models come complete
with semantically annotated 3D object models within each room, as seen in Figure 4.15a.
The dataset is designed to train scene understanding tasks on scene images rendered from the
3D scene models and was originally utilised for predicting the completion of occluded scene
regions [115]. However, whilst the dataset is commonly applied to generate synthetic images
of indoor scenes, in this work the dataset is adapted to provide a diverse set of top-down
scene affordance maps as the desired output to the affordance segmentation model; these
maps are termed Aa f f . Human activity is then simulated within these ground truth affordance
segmentations to provide an activity map representation Mact equivalent to that produced
from real human activity in Section 4.3.2. These synthetic Mact/Aa f f pairs are then applied
to train the segmentation model to predict scene affordances from human activity occurring
within a scene.
Generating Ground Truth Affordance Maps
To generate the synthetic training dataset, each room from each 3D house model in the
SUNCG dataset is processed into a top-down scene affordance map. To achieve this, each
3D room model is voxelised [82] to provide a semantically labelled volumetric occupancy
representation of the scene, similar to the volumetric occupancy maps introduced in Chapter 3.
Rather than representing only free and occupied space however, these maps represent integer
class labels for the semantic objects within the SUNCG dataset. An example of the 3D scene
models can be seen in Figure 4.15a and this semantically labelled voxelised scene in Figure
4.15b.
To allow the segmentation model to learn an affordance mapping for walkable, sittable,
and interactable surface types, the semantically labelled voxelised scene is mapped into affor-
dance class labels. The semantic object classes within the SUNCG models are consolidated
into five object-affordance class: unlabelled (i.e. regions outside of the scene), structure (e.g.
walls, pillars), sittable (e.g. chairs, sofas), walkable (i.e. floor), and interactable (e.g. tables,
cabinets). Miscellaneous semantic object classes such as lamps, computers and televisions
are not relevant to these affordance classes and so are not considered. The remaining semantic
classes, largely scene furniture objects, are mapped into these five affordance classes based
upon their supplied affordance as seen in Figure 4.15c.
Each affordance labelled volumetric scene map is then projected into the top-down
perspective to create the ground-truth scene affordance map Aa f f as seen in Figure 4.15d.
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(a) SUNCG 3D scene model (b) Semantic 3D occupancy (c) Affordance 3D occupancy
(d) Synthetic affordance map Aa f f (e) Simulated activity map Mact
(a) SUNCG 3D scene model (b) Semantic 3D occupancy (c) Affordance 3D occupancy
(d) Synthetic affordance map Aa f f (e) Simulated activity map Mact
Fig. 4.15 Synthetic dataset creation. Semantic volumetric occupancy maps (b) derived from
the SUNCG dataset (a) are mapped into volumetric affordance maps (c) which are projected
into top-down affordance maps Aa f f (d; blue=walkable, teal=sittable, yellow=interactable,
red=structure). Human activity is simulated from this affordance map to create synthetic
activity maps Mact (e; teal=walking, purple=sitting, yellow=interacting).
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In this projection, each pixel of Aa f f is taken as the mode affordance class in each vertical
voxel column of the labelled volumetric map. In this work, only scenes with more than 10%
total walkable space are considered to consider more realistic scenes only.
Each produced affordance map Aa f f is applied a random rotation of 0, 90, 180, or
270 degrees to vary the synthetic data. As upwards of 200000 room models already exist
within the SUNCG dataset, no additional data augmentation was performed. Any number
of additional augmentation techniques could be applied to further increase the size of the
training dataset; in this work the quantity of rooms was considered enough to provide
adequate data diversity.
Simulating Human Activity Maps
Activity maps Mact are simulated from the synthetic ground truth affordance maps Aa f f to
create synthetic input data to train the model upon. To simulate human activity within the
scene, a selection of points within walkable labelled scene regions are randomly picked,
representing areas of a scene that a simulated human has stood or walked on. In this work, the
number of points sampled is in a range 20-80% of the total number of ground truth walkable
pixels and the same pixel can be picked more than once; this range is selected to ensure
the scene is sufficiently explored by the simulated activity and is not too fully explored as
is unlikely to happen in a real scene. This process provides localisations within the scene
where a simulated human has stood, without the need to simulate realistic human motion.
A more realistic human motion simulation was investigated using the A* search algorithm
[49] to determine natural paths between randomly selected points, but the process resulted in
comparable activity maps whilst requiring additional computation.
To create the synthetic activity maps, regions of sittable and interactable actions are
determined from the sampled walkable points and the ground-truth affordance maps. Regions
of sittable affordance surfaces within Aa f f are morphologically dilated to create an overlap
with the sampled walkable action points. A random selection of these overlapped walkable
points are appropriated to instead represent sittable points; this simulates how the real activity
maps are compiled in Section 4.3.2, with the localisations of sitting actions placed at the
location of the last known standing action. An identical process is applied to the interactable
affordance regions.
A Gaussian distribution is applied with a mean at each sampled point to produce the
synthetic activity maps. This distribution allows each action point to represent the belief of
human occupancy surrounding the simulated person in the same manner as the real activity
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maps. The simulation of these human activity maps is augmented by different standard
deviations σ to apply the Gaussian distribution with to each scene. The standard deviation is
randomly selected in a range 1-5% of the minimum scene dimension size to provide a variety
of belief of occupancy sizes in the training data. An example of the simulated activity maps
can be seen in Figure 4.15e; further examples can be seen in qualitative results in Figures
4.21 and 4.22 and in Appendix B.
These augmentation techniques could again be enhanced to provide additional training
data. However, through this dataset creation approach, 168000 simulated human activity map
and synthetic ground truth scene affordance map pairs are created; 152000 as the training set
and 8000 each as the test and validation sets.
4.3.3.2 Training the Affordance Prediction Model
The creation of the synthetic dataset allows a model to be trained to segment a scene
affordance map Aa f f from a map of believed scene activity Mact . SegNet, an encoder-
decoder network introduced for efficient and effective semantic segmentation, is trained to
perform this affordance segmentation.
The SegNet network, introduced by Badrinarayanan et al. [4], utilises an encoder-decoder
architecture to capture the spatial context between classes whilst delineating objects of
varying scales. The encoder component learns low resolution feature maps through training
whilst the decoder learns to map these features back to the input resolution; an example of
this architecture is visualised in Figure 4.16. The encoder follows the architecture of the
first 13 convolutional layers of the VGG16 network [111], with the fully connected layers
removed to retain higher resolution feature maps whilst reducing the number of training
parameters. Each layer within the encoder network performs convolutions followed by batch
normalisation, rectification, max pooling and sub-sampling to produce a low resolution
feature map representation. The decoder network contains 13 layers which correspond to the
13 encoder layers, with each layer up-sampling the learnt low resolution feature maps into
sparse maps which are convolved into dense feature maps using a trained filter; a soft-max
classifier is then applied to predict the output segmentation. The significant novelty of the
SegNet architecture is the application of max-pooling indices computed in each layer of the
encoder network to efficiently upsample low resolution feature maps into sparse feature maps
in the corresponding decoder layers. By passing these stored max pooling indices from the
encoder to decoder networks, the non-linear feature map upsampling does not need to be
learnt; this reduces the number of required training parameters and allows efficient inference
and end-to-end training whilst maintaining segmentation accuracy. Significantly, the use
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Fig. 4.16 Segmentation architecture. A 5 layer example of the SegNet encoder-
decoder network [4] trained to predict top-down scene affordance (right; blue=walkable,
teal=sittable, yellow=interactable, red=structure) from maps of believed human activity (left;
teal=walkable, purple=sittable, yellow=interactable). Image adapted from [4].
of stored max-pooling indices also helps overcome the loss of spatial resolution introduced
during the max-pooling and sub-sampling steps and so retains object boundary detail as is
important within segmentation tasks.
The network is trained on the training set of 152000 simulated activity maps to predict
a segmentation of scene affordance. Each activity map/affordance map pair is resized and
padded to the network input resolution of 360×480; the simulated activity maps provide
the network input, the ground-truth affordance maps the ideal output. The desired output
of the segmentation is then a 360×480 affordance map containing per-pixel integer labels
predicting: unlabelled regions (i.e. outside of the scene), structural regions (e.g. walls),
walkable surfaces (i.e. the floor), sittable surfaces (e.g. chairs, sofas), and interactable
surfaces (e.g. tables, cabinets, bookshelves). Following the activity map representation, the
network output predicts scene affordances from the top-down scene perspective.
Following [4], the network is trained using stochastic gradient descent with a learning
rate fixed at 0.1 and a momentum of 0.9. A batch-size of 4 images is used to train the network
on 4 random images at a time. Pixel-wise cross-entropy loss is applied as the cost function
across all pixels within a batch; affordance classes are weighted across the training dataset to
ensure this cost is balanced.
During training the network is tested every 5000 iterations on a validation set of 8000
images until the model converges. The highest performing model on the validation set is
selected; this model was trained over 27000 epochs on the synthetic training dataset. This
trained segmentation network allows the belief of human actions recognised throughout a
capture and recorded from a top-down scene perspective to be mapped into object affordance
labels from the same top-down perspective over the complete scene.
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4.3.4 Complete 3D Affordance Labelled Scene Reconstruction
A 3D representation of the scene is approximated from the compiled human activity and
predicted affordance segmentation. The proposed approach produces a voxel grid repre-
sentation of 3D scene occupancy to reveal complete scene structure whilst classifying 3D
affordance regions with the predicted affordance segmentation. The reconstruction technique
applies scene structure constraints on the predicted affordance segmentation to generate the
3D approximation, with no consideration of additional visual scene information.
For each processed scene, the segmentation network trained on the synthetic dataset
in Section 4.3.3 is applied to the scene activity map to predict a top-down affordance
segmentation Aa f f . Each affordance segmentation pixel Aa f fi,k is predicted as an integer
affordance class label ιunoccupied , ιstructure, ιwalkable, ιsittable or ιinteractable. However, as the
network is trained on synthetic data, inaccurate prediction of spotty interactable regions is
segmented when applying the model to activity monitored in captured scenes. Introducing
the network to activity maps from real human activity during training would likely reduce
this effect, but to mitigate its effect in this work the body occupancy constraints utilised in
Chapter 3 are applied to regions of standing activity: where standing occupancy is believed,
no interactable scene surfaces can exist. This constraint is applied to the predicted affordance
map by:
Aa f fi,k = ιwalkable for all {i,k} that Aa f fi,k = ιinteractable and Mstandi,k > t
where i,k represent the affordance and activity map pixel coordinates, ιwalk and ιinteract
represent integer labels for walkable and interactable scene regions, Mstand represents the
activity map of believed standing actions, and t is a threshold value applied to the scene
activity map. The threshold is applied as in Chapter 3 to consider only belief of standing
occupancy above the threshold; in this work t = 0.15. As seen in Figure 4.17, the application
of this constraint demonstrates a cleaner scene affordance segmentation whilst not reducing
structural scene understanding.
The 3D approximation is constructed by applying scene structure constraints to the
predicted affordance surfaces. The constraints assume an estimate to the height of a predicted
affordance surface based upon its class: walkable scene regions are assumed to be the floor
and so at floor level, interactable scene regions are assumed to fall at standard table height,
and sittable scene regions are assumed to fall at standard chair heights. Scene walls are
approximated as scene regions where predicted structure labels do not exist within the interior
of walkable regions, i.e.:
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Fig. 4.17 Cleaning affordance prediction noise. The body occupancy constraints intro-
duced in Chapter 3 are applied to remove noise from the predicted affordance map (left) and
create an affordance map with reduced spotty noise (right).
Aa f fi,k = ιwall for all {i,k} that Aa f fi,k = Lstructure and Bwalki,k = 0
where Bwalk is a binary map of predicted walkable scene regions with any holes filled in.
Walls are assumed to be maximum scene height and remaining structure regions are
assumed at the same height as interactable scene regions. Whilst these assumptions are
general approximations for reconstruction, evaluation of the reconstruction in Section 4.4.4
demonstrates the plausibility of the approximation.
As the 360◦ sensor recognises no absolute depth and only relative reference lengths are
utilised, the absolute size of a predicted affordance scene segmentation cannot be estimated
(i.e. each pixel of Aa f f represents a scene region of unknown absolute size). As such, the 3D
approximation of scene structure is produced within a 3D voxel gridV of size 360×ny×480
to align with the affordance prediction network output size. Each voxel within V is initialised
as empty space (i.e. ιunoccupied) so that the reconstruction can be formed from the predicted
affordance and structure constraints. Each voxel can take one of six integer labels referring
to the occupancy and affordance class of that volumetric region: ιunoccupied , ιwalkable, ιsittable,
ιinteractable, ιstructure, and ιwall . The 3D scene approximation is constructed within V by
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applying the structure constraints as so:
Vi, j,k = ιwall for all {i, j,k} that Aa f fi,k = ιwall,
Vi, j,k = ιwalkable for all {i, j,k} that j = 1 and Aa f fi,k = ιwalkable,
Vi, j,k = ιsittable for all {i, j,k} that 1 < j ≤ ny/3 and Aa f fi,k = ιsittable,
Vi, j,k = ιstructure for all {i, j,k} that 1 < j ≤ ny/2 and Aa f fi,k = ιstructure,
Vi, j,k = ιinteractable for all {i, j,k} that 1 < j ≤ ny/2 and Aa f fi,k = ιinteractable,
where i, j,k are 3D coordinates of voxels within V where i= [1, ...,360], j = [1, ...,ny], and
k = [1, ...,480] and so i,k represent corresponding pixel coordinates on the aligned top-down
affordance map Aa f f . In this work, ny is set to 100.
These steps set voxels within V to the predicted affordance class using the structural
constraints: the lowest layer of voxels is set as the floor, voxels up to a third the height of
the room in sittable regions are set to sittable voxels; voxels up to half the room height in
structure and interactable regions are set to those classes; and wall region voxels are set up to
the maximum scene height. Through applying these steps, the 3D structure of the scene is
approximated based on scene affordance predicted from captured human pose estimated in
360◦ images; examples of these reconstructions can be seen in qualitative results in Section
4.4.2.
4.4 Evaluation
In this section the proposed approach to complete scene understanding from analysis of
human activity alone is evaluated. Both the affordance prediction network and 3D scene
approximation components are evaluated, assessing each on the dataset of synthetic scenes
and a small dataset of real scenes.
The evaluation datasets are introduced in Section 4.4.1 with qualitative results from
the application of the proposed approach presented in Section 4.4.2. Quantitative results
for affordance prediction and 3D approximation are discussed in Sections 4.4.3 and 4.4.4
respectively.
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# scenes captured 3
scenes living room, office 1, office 2
# frames of recognised
human activity
77743 (59279 walking,
18464 sitting, 16761 interacting)
avg. scene dimensions 4.49m×5.85m×2.47m
# annotated 3D objects 36 (17 sittable, 14 interactable, 5 structural)
avg. annotated object size 0.749m×0.882m×1.204m
Table 4.2 360◦ Human Activity dataset stats.
4.4.1 Evaluation Datasets
The proposed approach is evaluated upon datasets of real and synthetic scenes. Both datasets
are released to be used by the research community.
4.4.1.1 360 Human Activity Dataset
To the best of the author’s knowledge, no current approaches consider human activity within
spherical video captures towards the goal of affordance segmentation or 3D reconstruction.
Relevant algorithms considering complete scene reconstruction from spherical imagery rely
on single panoramic images of the scene without people, resulting in no existing datasets for
comparative evaluation. A small number of spherical timelapse video captures exist online in
the form of casual photography but these do not incorporate any form of affordance or 3D
reconstruction ground truth annotation. To this end, a dataset of spherical captures containing
human activity within real indoor scenes is introduced, complete with measured 3D ground
truth annotations.
The scene captures are recorded with the Ricoh Theta S 360◦ sensor to monitor acted
human activity for between 14-17 minutes at 30 frames per second. The human activity
consists of a human actor walking into available space and utilising sittable and interactable
surfaces to provide data for the scene; the walkable, sittable, and interactable surfaces utilised
are as defined in Section 4.3.2.2. This acted scene exploration is undertaken to simulate
long-term activity occurring within real scenes from people living their day-to-day lives;
over time, it is assumed that the whole scene space would be explored and exploited. Two
office scenes and one living room scene are recorded in this manner to evaluate the proposed
approach upon. An overview of the scene statistics can be seen in Table 4.2; images of the
captured scenes can be seen in the qualitative results in Section 4.4.2.
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The dimensions of the scenes and the size and position of object bounding boxes within
them are manually measured and annotated as a ground truth 3D reconstruction. Each
annotated object is manually classified with an affordance label to permit evaluation of the
affordance prediction model. Note that for this dataset, the ground truth reconstruction
and affordance map must be manually aligned with the predicted affordance map and 3D
approximation to support its evaluation. This is due to the estimation of relative depth in the
proposed solution; the absolute size of the scene and its objects cannot be estimated by the
proposed approach.
4.4.1.2 Synthetic Scene Dataset
Also pertinent to the evaluation of proposed approach is the test dataset of synthetic affordance
and activity maps created concurrently with the affordance prediction training dataset. The
creation of this dataset is detailed in Section 4.3.3.1. This dataset provides 8000 unique
ground truth 3D scene reconstructions and corresponding scene affordance maps for each
simulated activity map, allowing evaluation of the proposed affordance segmentation and 3D
approximation approaches.
4.4.2 Qualitative Results
The proposed approach is applied to each of the captured scenes in the 360 Human Activity
dataset to predict complete scene affordance and approximate a 3D reconstruction of the
scene. The qualitative results of this application are presented in Figures 4.18, 4.19, and
4.20 to visualise the proposed approach. Qualitative results of the approach applied to the
synthetic dataset are presented in Figures 4.21 and 4.22. Further synthetic dataset results are
presented in Appendix B.
4.4.3 Evaluation of Scene Affordance Segmentation
To evaluate the performance of the scene affordance prediction network trained in Section
4.3.3.2, the model is applied to activity maps compiled from the captures of human activity
using the 360◦ sensor and activity maps simulated from the synthetically created ground
truth affordance maps.
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Predicted 3D scene approximation (left) and ground truth 3D scene reconstruction (right)
Captured activity map (left), predicted affordance map (middle), ground truth affordance
map (right).
Fig. 4.18 Qualitative results on 360 Human Activity Dataset office scene 1. The pro-
posed approach is applied to predict a scene affordance map (bottom middle; blue=walkable,
teal=sittable, yellow=interactable, red=structure) from a compiled human activity map (bot-
tom left; teal=walking, purple=sitting, green=interacting). The predicted scene affordance
map is applied to produce a 3D scene approximation (middle left).
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Predicted 3D scene approximation (left) and ground truth 3D scene reconstruction (right)
Captured activity map (left), predicted affordance map (middle), ground truth affordance
map (right).
Fig. 4.19 Qualitative results on 360 Human Activity Dataset office scene 2. The pro-
posed approach is applied to predict a scene affordance map (bottom middle; blue=walkable,
teal=sittable, yellow=interactable, red=structure) from a compiled human activity map (bot-
tom left; teal=walking, purple=sitting, green=interacting). The predicted scene affordance
map is applied to produce a 3D scene approximation (middle left).
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Predicted 3D scene approximation (left) and ground truth 3D scene reconstruction (right)
Captured activity map (left), predicted affordance map (middle), ground truth affordance
map (right).
Fig. 4.20 Qualitative results on 360 Human Activity Dataset living room scene. The pro-
posed approach is applied to predict a scene affordance map (bottom middle; blue=walkable,
teal=sittable, yellow=interactable, red=structure) from a compiled human activity map (bot-
tom left; teal=walking, purple=sitting, green=interacting). The predicted scene affordance
map is applied to produce a 3D scene approximation (middle left).
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Simulated activity map
Predicted affordance (top)
& 3D approximation (bot.)
Ground truth affordance (top)
& 3D reconstruction (bot.)
Fig. 4.21 Qualitative results on the synthetic dataset. Scene affordance is predicted
(middle; blue=walkable, teal=sittable, yellow=interactable, red=structure) from simulated
human activity maps (left; teal=walking, purple=sitting, yellow=interacting). Ground truth
affordance and reconstruction shown right.
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Simulated activity map
Predicted affordance (top)
& 3D approximation (bot.)
Ground truth affordance (top)
& 3D reconstruction (bot.)
Fig. 4.22 Qualitative results on the synthetic dataset. Scene affordance is predicted
(middle; blue=walkable, teal=sittable, yellow=interactable, red=structure) from simulated
human activity maps (left; teal=walking, purple=sitting, yellow=interacting). Ground truth
affordance and reconstruction shown right.
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4.4.3.1 Methodology
The test set of simulated activity maps is evaluated to validate the effectiveness of the trained
model on the synthetic dataset. As the simulated activity maps applied as input to the network
are derived from the synthetic ground truth affordance maps representing ideal output, it
is likely that this evaluation will perform well. However, the evaluation is performed to
ensure that it performs well across the different scenes and to provide a baseline evaluation to
compare against. Evaluation is performed on the synthetic test set created in Section 4.3.3.1.
The set comprises 8000 simulated activity map and synthetic ground truth affordance map
pairs; the trained affordance segmentation network is applied to each simulated activity map
to provide a prediction of the complete scene affordance.
Evaluation upon the real scene dataset assesses how well the affordance segmentation
network trained on synthetic data adapts to the complexity of real human activity analysis.
It is challenging to simulate real human activity accurately and capturing a large dataset
of observed long-term human activity for network training is time-consuming. If it can be
shown through this evaluation that the affordance segmentation model trained on simulated
activity maps can effectively predict scene affordance from real human activity then this
large-scale data capture becomes unnecessary. The affordance segmentation network is
applied to activity maps compiled from human activity captured in 360◦ video as described in
Section 4.3.2 and the predicted affordance segmentation is compared to a manually annotated
ground truth segmentation.
Due to the novel nature of the introduced top-down complete scene affordance segmen-
tation problem addressed in this work, no appropriate state-of-the-art solutions exist for
direct performance comparison. Whilst many models have been trained to predict per-pixel
semantic segmentations from captured scene images, to the best of the author’s knowledge
no approaches attempt to predict an affordance segmentation from a top-down perspective
from human activity alone. To provide some comparative evaluation, performance of an
approach segmenting affordance surfaces from RGB scene images is additionally presented
as the most closely known related work. Note that this task is distinctly disparate from the
approach proposed in this work as it predicts affordance from captured RGB scene images,
but provides a baseline for current scene affordance segmentation approaches; this task is
examined further in Chapter 5. The results presented by this state-of-the-art work of Roy and
Todorovic [97] are from application of their segmentation approach to RGB scene images in
the NYU v2 Depth dataset [109]; again these results are presented to provide comparison
only.
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4.4.3.2 Evaluation Metrics
Evaluation is performed across all four of the affordance classes: walkable, sittable, in-
teractable, and structure. Due to the manual ground truth alignment required to allow
assessment of real scene captures, only pixels within the ground truth scene are considered
in the evaluation process. Four accepted semantic segmentation metrics are considered for
the prediction performance evaluation: pixel accuracy, mean accuracy, mean Intersection
over Union (IoU) and frequency weighted IoU [76]. Pixel accuracy calculates the percent of
correctly classified pixels regardless of class; mean accuracy calculates the average per-class
percent of correctly classified pixels; mean IoU is the average per-class IoU, i.e. the average
per-class ratio of correctly classified pixels to total ground truth and predicted pixels; and
frequency weighted IoU is the average per-class IoU weighted by the number of pixels within
that class.
The IoU performance of each class is also utilised separately to compare the per-class
affordance segmentation results. Each predicted affordance class is separated into a binary
image representing the predicted segmentation of that class with 1, otherwise 0; the inter-
section over union is calculated between each predicted binary map and its ground truth
counterparts to determine the IoU metric for each class by:
IoUc =
Pc∩Gc
Pc∪Gc
where IoUc is the IoU of class c, Pc is the binary image of predicted affordance for class c,
and Gc is the binary ground truth affordance for class c. As this metric penalises false positive
prediction, it provides a stricter measure of per-class affordance segmentation performance.
4.4.3.3 Results
Quantitative results are presented in Tables 4.3 and 4.4. Qualitative results were presented
earlier in Figures 4.18, 4.19 and 4.20 for the captured dataset and Figures 4.21 and 4.22 for
the synthetic dataset. Further qualitative synthetic dataset results are presented in Appendix
B.
In the results and discussion, affordance segmentation results on the synthetic dataset are
termed Proposed-Syn-AffSeg and results on the 360◦ dataset are termed Proposed-360-AffSeg.
Results of the most closely related work are presented as SceneImg-NYU [97].
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Scene Pix. Acc. Mean Acc. Mean IU Freq. IU
Proposed-Syn-AffSeg 0.967 0.953 0.889 0.943
Proposed-360-AffSeg 0.779 0.529 0.431 0.696
Table 4.3 Affordance segmentation results on synthetic and real scenes.
Scene Walkable Sittable Interactable Structure
Proposed-Syn-AffSeg 0.9685 0.9671 0.9696 0.8965
Proposed-360-AffSeg 0.7978 0.2425 0.3635 0.2424
SceneImg-NYU [97] 0.6674 0.3444 0.6001* -
Table 4.4 Per-class affordance segmentation performance. *result shown is for the reach-
able affordance class utilised in the previous work [97].
4.4.3.4 Discussion
As expected, affordance segmentation upon the synthetic dataset (Proposed-Syn-AffSeg) is
shown to perform exceptionally well as presented in Tables 4.3 and 4.4. The high performance
of the strict per-class segmentation metrics demonstrates that the network trained to achieve
this task has effectively learnt a mapping from simulated human activity to top-down scene
affordance segmentation. However, the synthetic dataset creation process utilised in this
work does not generate largely varying data; as seen in Figures 4.21 and 4.22, sitting actions
are found directly surrounding sittable surfaces, interacting actions surround interactable
regions, and walking actions fill the remaining space. Due to the uniformity of the generated
dataset, it is unsurprising to see the model perform so effectively. Introducing more variety
and randomness into the dataset generation process would create a more challenging dataset,
but it is likely that the mapping from simulated activity to scene affordance would still be
effectively predicted.
However, applying the model trained on synthetic data to the captured real scenes
(Proposed-360-AffSeg) exposes a significant drop in affordance segmentation performance.
This is expected when considering the segmentation network is trained on simulated human
activity information as a domain gap is established between the synthetic and real data. The
activity simulation technique utilised in this work does not realistically simulate human
activity as can be seen when comparing synthetic and captured activity maps (e.g. the
activity map in Figure 4.18 compared to those in Figure 4.21). The simulation process was
introduced to create a resemblance of human activity efficiently over a large set of data without
precisely imitating real activity; it is likely that improving this activity simulation process
would enhance real scene affordance segmentation performance. Whilst it is challenging to
reproduce the complexities of human activity, the activity map projection from a central polar
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reference location introduced in Section 4.3.2.2 could also be assumed to improve similarity
to real scene captures.
Due to the difficulty in capturing a large number of indoor scenes containing human
activity complete with measured 3D ground truth affordance annotations, the utilisation of
the simulated dataset was required. In ideal circumstances, a large dataset of real scene
activity could be captured to re-train the model or to fine-tune the synthetically trained
network. It is likely that this process would significantly improve segmentation performance
on real scenes, as the model would be trained on complex, real, activity data. To help
alleviate this large-scale data capture requirement, domain adaption techniques could also
be implemented to bridge the gap between the synthetic and real activity maps. Domain
adaption approaches including similarity learning, domain alignment and adversarial and
generative adversarial learning aim to train a model that performs well on data related to
but different from the training data. To improve this work, future works could investigate
the application of such techniques to adapt the simulated human activity maps to align with
the activity maps projected from real human activity captures. Whilst extra captures of real
human activity may be required to realise this adaption, its use could significantly enhance
performance of complete scene affordance segmentation from captured human activity alone.
Although the gap between the synthetic and real datasets is recognised, qualitative
prediction results presented in Figures 4.18, 4.19, and 4.20 still display comprehensible
segmentations of the complete scene as compared to the ground truth annotation. Whilst the
predictions do display obvious segmentation inaccuracies, key scene objects are identified
with their affordance labelled. It appears that the scene extremities prove particularly
challenging for the affordance segmentation model: it is believed that this is due to the
quantisation noise introduced by the spherical sensor as illustrated earlier in Figure 4.11;
whilst the estimated depth smoothing reduces this effect, human activity information in these
regions is intrinsically more sparse due to the quantisation effect. However, despite this noise
and given the dataset domain gap, intricacy of real human activity and complexity of pose
and action recognition, to present comprehensible complete scene affordance and structure
segmentation from human activity alone is surprising. As no visual scene information
is currently utilised in this approach, its introduction could be investigated to augment
and enhance complete scene understanding performance; this is partially investigated in
Chapter 5.
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4.4.4 Evaluation of 3D Scene Approximation
The approach proposed to construct a complete scene 3D approximation is evaluated on
the synthetic and real datasets. The approach applies structure constraints to the recognised
affordances to approximate the height of a scene object based upon its affordance class. This
is known to create an imprecise reconstruction of the scene but the concept is designed to
create a good approximation of scene structure; evaluation on the technique aims to determine
whether this is the case.
4.4.4.1 Methodology
To determine how the proposed 3D approximation performs, the proposed approach is applied
to both predicted and ground truth affordance maps in the real and synthetic datasets. The
approach is applied to the ground truth affordance maps to determine an upper performance
bound that the introduced structural approximations can achieve. As these 3D approximations
will be derived from ground truth affordance segmentations, any affordance prediction error
will not permeate through to the reconstruction and so can verify the effectiveness of the
proposed structural approximations. The approximation technique is then applied to the
predicted scene affordance maps to determine the effect on reconstruction performance of
any affordance segmentation inaccuracies propagating to the 3D reconstruction.
As no similar approaches are known to exist for comparative evaluation, these variants
are compared to a 3D approximation utilising only human activity and not the predicted scene
affordance. This approach utilises the body occupancy constraints introduced in Chapter 3
with human activity maps applied to carve a binary volumetric occupancy map V ; this map
is initialised to the same dimensions used for 3D approximation in Section 4.3.4 but is
initialised to occupied. In areas of believed standing activity (i.e. Mstand > t) the volumetric
map is carved to the floor; in areas of believed sitting activity (i.e. Msit > t) the volumetric
map is carved from a third of room height to room height; in remaining areas surrounded
by believed standing activity the volumetric map is carved from half room height to room
height. Whilst this work is designed to be applied to human activity recorded from a static
depth sensor, not the 360◦ sensor, the approach is adapted to provide a comparison baseline.
4.4.4.2 Evaluation Metrics
Evaluation validates reconstruction accuracy upon the affordance labelled 3D volumetric
occupancy output, with three voxel-level metrics utilised: precision, recall and Intersec-
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tion over Union (IoU). These metrics, introduced in Section 3.4.3.2, ignore the affordance
segmentation of the labelled reconstruction, clustering all voxels into a single class repre-
senting occupied and unoccupied space. This is done to allow comparison to the carving
technique introduced in Chapter 3 which utilises no affordance segmentation, only applying
captured human activity. Following standard practise [31], only voxels within the ground
truth affordance annotation are considered in the evaluation metrics
4.4.4.3 Results
Quantitative results are presented in Table 4.5. Qualitative results of the 3D approximation
were presented earlier in Figures 4.18, 4.19, and 4.20.
In the results and discussion, the proposed approximation technique is termed Proposed-
AffordGT when applied with the ground truth affordance map and Proposed-AffordPred
when applied with the predicted affordance map. The approach utilising only human activity
as in Chapter 3 is termed Chpt3-Motion. Results on the synthetic dataset are appended -Syn
and results on the real dataset are appeneded -Real.
4.4.4.4 Discussion
Applying the proposed 3D approximation technique to ground truth affordance maps
(Proposed-AffordGT) demonstrates the maximum possible reconstruction performance by the
proposed approach. The approach utilises constraints applied to different affordance classes,
estimating scene structure heights from the object affordances. Examining the quantitative
results in Table 4.5 it can be seen that this approach produces a good approximation of the
3D scene structure. Whilst it was known from the outset that the approximation could not
generate a perfect reconstruction, it is shown to produce a strong estimation of the 3D scene.
This shows that the imperfect constraint estimations can be applied to represent the scene
well, and that gaining an understanding of top-down complete scene affordance can provide
an estimation of 3D scene structure.
As expected, a drop in performance is noted when comparing 3D approximations utilising
the ground truth affordance maps (Proposed-AffordGT) with those utilising the predicted
affordance maps (Proposed-AffordPred). This fall correlates to the imperfect nature of the
affordance prediction process that was discussed during evaluation in Section 4.4.3: as the
proposed 3D approximation technique utilises the scene affordance map, inaccuracies in the
affordance segmentation process are propagated to the produced 3D approximation. Whilst
this is demonstrated on the synthetic dataset (i.e. Proposed-AffordGT-Syn vs. Proposed-
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Method Prec. Recall IoU
Proposed-AffordGT-Syn 0.713 0.894 0.783
Chpt3-Motion-Syn 0.231 0.243 0.859
Proposed-AffordPred-Syn 0.430 0.759 0.506
Proposed-AffordGT-Real 0.799 0.904 0.726
Chpt3-Motion-Real 0.375 0.329 0.723
Proposed-AffordPred-Real 0.457 0.486 0.305
Table 4.5 3D reconstruction results on synthetic (-Syn) and captured (-Real) datasets.
AffordPred-Syn), it is particularly apparent on the real scene dataset (i.e. Proposed-AffordGT-
Real vs Proposed-AffordPred-Real). As noted during evaluation of the segmentation model,
the network is trained on simulated human activity that does not precisely represent real hu-
man captures; this leads to reduced performance when applying to the real scene dataset. This
performance drop is permeated to the 3D approximation results, although a comprehensible
representation of the 3D scene structure is still produced as seen in Figures 4.18-4.20.
Comparing quantitative results of the 3D approximation approach proposed in this chapter
(Proposed-AffordPred) against the use of human activity introduced in Chapter 3 (Chpt3-
Motion) demonstrates that the introduction of the complete scene affordance segmentation can
improve 3D scene structure reconstruction. Note that the motion-only approach initialises the
volumetric occupancy to occupied, resulting in high IoU performance. Whilst the work from
the last chapter is specifically designed to allow reconstruction of occluded scene regions, the
work in this chapter shows that the introduced activity map representation can additionally be
applied to determine an understanding of scene affordance. This scene affordance prediction
can then provide further novel cues towards complete scene reconstruction, without any use
of visual scene information other than to recognise human activity.
4.5 Conclusions
The work in this chapter detailed an approach to understand complete scene affordances
from analysis of human activity alone. Human activity is captured and recognised in long-
term 360◦ video streams, with human poses estimated using state-of-the-art pose predictors.
Using the geometry of the 360◦ sensor, the recognised human poses are projected into a
top-down scene activity representation recording belief of occupancy for walking, sitting,
and interacting pose actions. A synthetic dataset of these human activity maps is created
from the SUNCG dataset of 3D indoor scene models; the synthetic dataset is applied to
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train a fully convolutional neural network to predict affordance surfaces from the top-down
scene perspective. This proposed affordance segmentation approach is applied to predict
comprehensible complete scene affordance on a dataset of real scenes from human activity
analysis alone.
Evaluation of the proposed system shows that the trained model is capable of recognising
scene structure and affordance from human activity data. When applied to human activity
captured in real scenes, the affordance prediction model trained on simulated activity data
predicts a comprehensible segmentation of real scene affordance. Prediction inaccuracies
are introduced due to the intricacies of human movement, but major scene objects and their
affordance are represented through the segmentation process. Additionally, the proposed
reconstruction method, which applies structure constraints upon the recognised affordances, is
shown to provide a good approximation of the 3D scene structure. The solution is designed to
produce an approximate reconstruction, with evaluation showing that a decent representation
of the 3D scene and its affordances can be predicted from human activity alone.
This idea, that human activity can be analysed to enhance scene understanding tasks,
has been considered before; simulated human poses have been utilised to predict human
workspaces in real scenes [45]. However, the unique top-down representation used to record
human activity from 360◦ video introduced in this work allows a significant and novel
understanding of the complete scene and its affordances. The representation overcomes
occlusion challenges common to standard image-analysis based understanding approaches,
inherently applying human body shape constraints to infer occluded affordance surfaces. To
motivate further research towards human-centric complete scene understanding, both the
synthetic and real-scene dataset are released and available to the research community.
The prediction network created in this work is trained on a dataset of simulated human
activity. Evaluation shows that a significant performance decrease is found when applied to
real human activity captures, which could be improved. Ideally, a large dataset of time-lapses
within real scenes with 3D ground truth annotations would be captured, recording humans
utilising the full extent of a room and its affordances for a long period of time. Training
the model upon this dataset would yield improved affordance prediction, but the dataset
capture and annotation would be costly. Alternatively, the simulation of human activity in
the synthetic dataset could be improved. Although difficult, attempting to reproduce the
intricacies of real human movement and action in the simulation could help mimic the real
scene data and enhance trained prediction performance. Finally, domain adaption techniques
such as domain alignment and adversarial training could be utilised to reduce the gap between
the simulated and real human activity map representations. Through such processes, the
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affordance segmentation model could be aligned to more accurately predict complete scene
affordance from captured human activity.
Whilst the proposed solution provides a unique understanding of complete scene affor-
dance and structure, the produced representation cannot be directly associated with visual
information captured by the 360◦ sensor. As the relative depth of human poses is estimated
and no absolute depth information is available, there is no aligned link between the predicted
scene affordance representation and the captured scene image. Considering applications such
as robotics and healthcare that may benefit from such an affordance segmented complete 3D
scene approximation, attaining such a relation to the captured visual scene information may
be important. Determining this association is investigated in Chapter 5, where the segmenta-
tion of complementary affordance surfaces predicted from the capture sensor perspective is
considered.

Chapter 5
Affordance Surface Segmentation from Video
of Human Activity in Indoor Scenes
5.1 Introduction
As demonstrated in Chapters 3 and 4, monitoring human activity within an indoor scene
can provide powerful cues towards understanding that space. Such cues have been shown to
supply a unique insight into a scene that is challenging through analysis of the visual scene
alone, overcoming challenges such as object occlusions and helping to predict affordance
scene regions. Whilst this has largely been displayed on synthetic human poses in literature,
the work in previous chapters demonstrates its effectiveness when applied to captures of
humans within real scenes. However, the application of monitored activity in this manner
requires some form of action recognition to predict and localise actions occurring within
each scene region. As with many computer vision tasks, human activity recognition has seen
great improvements in recent years but still remains a complex and challenging problem.
Overcoming the need to perform this action recognition when utilising human activity
towards understanding a scene allows a reduction in complexity and potential performance
gains. The work in this chapter investigates the application of human activity towards a
functional surface segmentation task, determining whether behaviour analysed in this manner
can be applied to improve understanding as seen in previous chapters.
The work in Chapter 4 introduced an approach to recognise scene affordances from
human activity, providing a plan view and 3D approximation of the scene affordances as
output. Understanding the scene from this plan view is useful towards many potential
applications, but does not relate the representation to the captured visual scene information;
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there is no link between the captured scene image and the predicted affordance regions.
In applications such as healthcare and security, ascertaining a scene-plan to scene-image
relationship may provide valuable insights into the current and potential usage of different
scene regions and extend system functionality. Additionally, linking the 3D scene affordance
information with 2D scene image affordance predictions could create a more robust scene
understanding framework, allowing the two components to develop and build off of each
other.
The work in this chapter aims to predict object affordance surfaces in captured scene
images. This involves detection of functionally walkable, sittable, and interactable scene
surfaces, a task similar to semantic segmentation but with incomplete image labels requiring
more specific localisation; where a semantic segmentation solution would segment a whole
chair, the affordance surface problem looks to specifically segment the sittable surface
of that chair. Towards this goal, this chapter introduces an approach combining human
activity monitored over a long-term capture with visual scene information, recognising that
human interaction with the affordance surfaces may help localise those surfaces. Human
activity within a scene is recognised through pose prediction and composed into body part
heatmaps, representing the frequency of visitation by certain human body parts to regions of
the 2D scene image. Captured visual scene information is paired with this human activity
representation as segmentation input. Pixel-wise affordance surface segmentation models are
trained on this unified visual capture plus human activity data to segment scene surfaces and
label their supplied affordance. A new dataset of indoor scene time-lapses is introduced to
motivate and support the segmentation of affordance surfaces visible within scene images
using the visual information and monitored long-term human activity. The dataset is annotated
with affordance surface segmentations, allowing a convolutional encoder-decoder network to
be trained for the segmentation task.
Literature related to affordance surface segmentation is studied in Section 5.2. The
proposed affordance surface segmentation approach is detailed in Section 5.3 and the utilised
dataset is introduced in Section 5.4. The approach is evaluated in Section 5.5 and conclusions
drawn in Section 5.6
5.2 Background
In recent years scene level functional affordance prediction approaches have derived from the
more common task of semantic segmentation, focusing solutions on recognising relationships
between the scene and potential agents within the scene. Semantic segmentation approaches
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predict dense pixel-wise semantic regions and classify them with an object class label; the
introduction of deep learning to this task has seen a plethora of approaches applied to the
problem [4, 14, 72, 95]. Recent affordance segmentation approaches have followed suit,
adapting semantic segmentation frameworks towards pixel-wise affordance surface predic-
tion [78, 97]. Through prediction of dense but incomplete affordance surface segmentations,
the work of Roy and Todorovic [97] is most closely related to the approach proposed in this
chapter. Their approach utilises deep multi-scale models trained to predict depth, surface
normal, and semantic segmentation cues from RGB images [26]; these predicted cues are
combined and applied towards affordance surface segmentation through an additional multi-
scale architecture. In contrast to their work, the model proposed in this chapter does not
require these inferred latent mid-level cues, instead predicting affordance surfaces directly
from an integrated RGB scene image and human activity representation.
Human-object interactions have largely been studied towards interaction event recognition
[12, 87] and object-level affordance prediction [60, 125] whilst study of human activity has
been applied to teach robots to interact with varying scene objects [5, 6]. At a scene level,
hallucinated poses are often utilised to predict affordance within scene images [45, 85, 140]
or to generate synthetic scene models [79, 88, 100]. However, there has been limited use of
captured human activity towards the pixel-wise affordance prediction task. Delaitre et al. [23]
do study captured human activity towards scene-level understanding goals, introducing a
functional object descriptor to capture deducted human-object interaction cues to assist
soft semantic segmentation. The work presented in this chapter hopes to overcome the
necessity of deriving these human-object interaction cues, learning an end-to-end solution
that integrates human activity information into the affordance segmentation problem.
5.3 Predicting Affordance Surfaces from Visual Scene and
Long-Term Human Activity Information
This section proposes an approach to predicting a pixel-wise affordance surface segmentation
from visual scene and human activity information. Given a time-lapse recording of long-term
human activity captured from a single static RGB sensor, the approach predicts the affordance
class of surfaces within the scene as seen in Figure 5.1. The approach recognises the major
flat functional surfaces present on common furniture items, such as the sittable surface of a
chair or the interactable surface of a table. The segmentation provides per-pixel labelling of
these surfaces on the captured scene image, determining their position, composition and size
from the camera’s perspective.
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(a) (b) (c)
Fig. 5.1 Overview of the proposed approach. (a) A time-lapse of human activity occurring
within an indoor scene is captured (top), a single frame of the time-lapse is extracted to
represent the visual scene information (bottom). (b) Human poses are predicted in the scene
time-lapse, creating heatmaps of believed body joint occupancy for each frame (top); these
heatmaps are combined over the duration of the capture to represent the human activity
information (bottom). (c) The scene image and combined heatmaps are joined and applied as
input to a segmentation network trained on a dataset of human activity time-lapses to segment
affordance surfaces from the capture perspective (top); the ground truth segmentation is
shown (bottom; blue=walkable, teal=sittable, yellow=interactable).
Every indoor scene utilised by a human on a regular basis possesses at least one affordance
surface, creating a functional relationship between the scene and a person. Predicting the
functional class and localising the position of such surfaces helps establish an understanding
of the scene and how humans may interact with it. Recognising the functional rather than
semantic make-up of a scene helps understand the potential uses of that space, localising
regions where a human may sit, place an object, or walk about. The proposed approach
investigates the application of human activity towards this segmentation task; as functional
surfaces are designed to support human activity, human activity may assist recognition of
such surfaces. The approach monitors human activity over long-term time-lapse captures
from online sources, combining the recognised activity with visual scene information to
segment such surfaces.
A deep fully convolutional encoder-decoder network is trained on visual scene and
human activity data derived from a time-lapse capture of an indoor scene. Human poses are
recognised per frame to identify regions of likely human occupancy about the scene; these
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regions are consolidated into a single belief of body part occupancy heatmap per joint type
over the length of the capture. This approach represents human activity throughout the scene
over the whole capture as a single heatmap per joint type. The visual scene is represented as
a single RGB frame selected from the time-lapse, which is combined with the human activity
heatmaps as the segmentation network input; this process is described in Section 5.3.1. As
described in Section 5.3.2, the convolutional network is trained on this combined input to
directly segment affordance surfaces, aiming to categorise each surface with an affordance
class based on the visual scene information and the human activity data.
5.3.1 Representing Visual Scene and Human Activity Information
To segment affordance surfaces from a captured time-lapse, the visual information of the
scene and the human activity present within that scene are combined into a single network
input. Combining the two components allows the network training to learn from both simul-
taneously, directly incorporating the visual information traditionally utilised in segmentation
processes with the potential cues provided by human activity.
As humans move about and interact with a scene, they may move objects and so modify
the composition of the space. The proposed approach aims to understand the captured
scene at a single point in time, utilising a single frame of the captured time-lapse in the
segmentation framework. As described in Section 5.3.1.1, this allows the approach to gain an
understanding of the scene whilst the objects within it are static; the selected frame represents
the visual scene information at that instance in time.
However, as humans move about the scene they naturally explore and interact with the
major scene elements. This movement of humans within the scene over time can provide
unique cues towards understanding that have been demonstrated in Chapters 3 and 4. As
such, whilst a single frame is applied to represent the visual scene information, human
activity information is consolidated over the long-term capture. The produced representation,
described in Section 5.3.1.2, presents long-term human activity in a single image, to be
combined with the visual scene information.
Finally, to be applied to the training and evaluation of the segmentation model, the visual
scene and human activity representations are combined. This is described in 5.3.1.3.
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Fig. 5.2 Visual scene information. A single frame (red border) from each scene time-lapse
capture is selected to represent the visual scene information of that capture. Three example
time-lapses are shown (top, middle, bottom).
5.3.1.1 Visual Scene Information
To represent the visual scene information of a captured time-lapse, a single frame of the
time-lapse is selected. As humans move about a scene, the frame selected to represent
the time-lapse can change dramatically: people can move to occlude certain objects, more
people can enter the scene, and objects can be displaced. Selecting a single frame gains an
understanding of the scene at that time instance, to be applied to the segmentation model;
the model can be applied to multiple time-lapse frames to gain an understanding at different
instances as required.
Given a set of time-lapse frames F , the affordance surface segmentation approach selects
a single frame at random to represent the visual scene information image as seen in Figure
5.2; the selected frame is termed I. As detailed in Section 5.3.2.3, the training dataset
is augmented by selecting multiple unique (due to human activity) frames for each scene
time-lapse; these are also selected at random. The selected frame I is taken directly as its
RGB image to be combined with the human activity information. The frame is resized to
the network input size of 360×480 but no further processing is performed as is common for
modern convolutional neural network segmentation networks.
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5.3.1.2 Human Activity Information
To determine whether monitored human activity can be applied to enhance pixel-wise
affordance surface segmentation performance, captured activity is processed to provide an
additional prior to the segmentation model. This processing allows the human activity to be
combined with the visual information typically used in semantic segmentation frameworks,
aiming to augment segmentation performance with the additional information.
As described in Section 5.4.1.3, human poses are recognised in each frame of a captured
time-lapse using Convolutional Pose Machines [126]. As with Chapters 3 and 4, the pre-
diction framework produces an estimated scene image localisation of 18 individual body
joints J for each detected person: left and right ears, left and right eyes, nose, left and
right shoulders, neck, left and right elbows, left and right hands, left and right hips, left and
right knees, and left and right feet. As part of the pose estimation process, heatmaps H are
produced which represent the belief of occupancy for each joint in each scene image pixel in
a range [0,1]; these heatmaps are integrated into the pose prediction process to estimate the
individual joint positions [126]. In this setup, heatmap regions directly surrounding predicted
joint positions will have high belief values which tapers off farther from the localised joints.
A unique heatmap H is created for each of the 18 body joints in each time-lapse frame,
examples of which can be seen in Figure 5.11. In this work, these body joint heatmaps
are applied to represent human activity information throughout a scene time-lapse in the
affordance segmentation approach.
Clustering Body Part Heatmaps
To condense the dimensions of the human activity data, heatmaps for related joint types are
clustered into body region heatmaps, representing areas of the body rather than specific joints.
To create the clustered heatmap HC, the per-pixel max value is taken over each of the joint
heatmaps H relevant to that body part:
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HLhip HRhip HC-hips
HL f oot HR f oot HC- f eet
HLhand HRhand HC-hands
HLshoulder Hneck HRshoulder HC-shoulders
HLeye Hnose HReye HC-head
Fig. 5.3 Joint heatmap clustering. Heatmaps of joint likelihood H are clustered into five
body part heatmaps HC per time-lapse frame. The joints are clustered into body part heatmaps
for the hips, feet, hands, shoulders, and head (all shown right).
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where HC- are the clustered heatmaps, H are the body part heatmaps, and i, j represent the
pixel coordinates of those heatmaps. This clustering process is performed per frame, creating
the five clustered body part heatmaps HC-head,HC-shoulders,HC-hands,HC-hips, and HC- f eet for
each frame of a captured time-lapse. Each clustered heatmap is resized to the segmentation
network input size 360×480. Examples of this clustering process can be seen in Figure 5.3.
Whilst designed to reduce the dimensionality of human activity data, this process also
removes ambiguities upon the left and right body parts during model training. Towards the
task of segmenting affordance surfaces, it is hypothesised important to know that a particular
joint has existed near a potential surface, but not whether it was the left or right body joint.
Delineating left and right body parts from each other is a challenge that continues to affect
pose prediction systems; this is mitigated by this clustering.
Combining Clustered Heatmaps Over Time
Considering human activity towards understanding a scene at a specific time instance provides
the unique opportunity to incorporate dynamic elements into the framework. Segmentation
approaches typically consider only a single scene image, disregarding how the scene is
interacted with over time. As humans move about an otherwise static scene, their interactions
and movements at each time instance are relevant to the whole capture. As such, whilst the
visual scene information is drawn from a single time-lapse frame, human activity information
is combined over a number of frames within a capture to provide novel understanding cues.
Each time-lapse frame F ∈ F has five clustered heatmaps HC, one for each of the
body regions. These clustered heatmaps for each frame are combined with the respective
clustered heatmaps from a selection of other frames, creating the long-term human activity
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Fig. 5.4 Combining heatmaps over a selection of time-lapse frames. Frames from mul-
tiple points throughout the capture are combined into a single heatmap for each body part.
This represents the human activity occurring throughout a capture as a single image for each
body part.
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information utilised in the affordance surface segmentation model. A set of frames {H ⊂F}
to combine clustered body part heatmaps over is first selected. Detailed further during dataset
augmentation in Section 5.3.2.3, different frame set selections H are made during model
training to augment the training dataset. When testing the model, all available time-lapse
frames are utilised (i.e. {H ⊆ F}).
As seen in Figure 5.4, the heatmaps for a selected set of frames H are combined for each
clustered body region. The mean body part heatmap HH over all selected frames H is taken
to produce the combined heatmaps; these are normalised in the range [0,1].
HH-bodyPart = mean
∀H
(HC-bodyPart)
where HH-bodyPart is the heatmap for body part bodyPart combined over the selected set of
frames H.
Following this process, five heatmaps HH-head , HH-shoulders, HH-hands, HH-hips, HH- f eet
represent the human activity occurring over a long-term captured time-lapse; different
variations of these heatmaps can be created by selecting a new set of frames H to combine.
5.3.1.3 Joining Visual Scene and Human Activity
The selected visual scene image I and human activity information representations HH- are
combined into a single array to be applied to segmenting affordance surfaces. Joining the
two representations together allows the training process to learn priors from both information
components simultaneously and directly, without the need for multiple trained models per
segmentation framework. When human activity is not utilised, the selected RGB time-lapse
frame I is taken directly as the 480×360×3 input array. When human activity information
is utilised, the utilised body part heatmap HH-bodyPart is appended to the selected RGB scene
image I to create an 480×360×4 input array.
5.3.2 Predicting Affordance Surfaces
Multiple affordance surface segmentation models are trained to combine visual scene in-
formation with varying forms of human activity; these variations are discussed fully in
the experiments in Section 5.5. The SegNet encoder-decoder architecture [4] is applied
to train these models as seen in Figure 5.5. The models are trained to segment pixel-wise
affordance labelled surfaces from ground truth annotations. As input they take a single frame
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Fig. 5.5 Segmentation network training. The SegNet encoder-decoder architecture
is trained to segment affordance surfaces (right; blue=walkable, teal=sittable, yel-
low=interactable) from time-lapse frames and human activity heatmaps combined over
the time-lapse duration (left). See Chapter 4 for SegNet architecture details.
of a captured time-lapse; when human activity is utilised, a heatmap representing human
activity throughout that time-lapse is appended to this scene image. The SegNet segmentation
architecture is trained using the same network parameters as detailed in Section 4.3.3.2.
5.3.2.1 Training on NYU v2 Dataset
During experiments, some segmentation models are trained on the NYU v2 Dataset [109] to
validate the proposed approach against the state-of-the-art. In this case, ground truth affor-
dance surface annotations for walkable and sittable surfaces are taken from the affordance
segmentation work of Roy and Todorovic [97]; interactable affordance surface segmentations
are manually annotated to supplement their labels, allowing the work proposed in this chapter
to be applied to the NYU dataset. Note that the sittable surface annotations provided with
the NYU dataset are defined as any horizontal surface that could support sitting - including
surfaces such as table tops that could be sat upon but are not designed to be - whereas sittable
surfaces annotated for the introduced Human Activity Dataset recognise only surfaces that
were designed to support sitting - such as the sittable surface of a chair. Following [97],
795 training images are augmented through standard translations, flips, and rotations to
triple the amount of scene image/ground truth segmentation pairs. The SegNet segmentation
architecture is trained on this set until convergence. As no human activity information is
available in this dataset, only the scene image is applied to the segmentation. The trained
models are evaluated on the remaining images in the test set; these are horizontally flipped to
double the test dataset size.
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5.3.2.2 Training on the Human Activity Time-Lapse Dataset
To evaluate the introduction of human activity to the affordance surface segmentation problem,
segmentation models are trained on the Human Activity Time-Lapse Dataset introduced
in Section 5.4. These models are trained on the consolidated visual scene and human
activity representation, allowing network weight training to learn from both components
simultaneously.
The dataset is split into a training set of 463 dataset episodes and a test set of 137 episodes.
Applying the dataset augmentation detailed in Section 5.3.2.3, these sets are expanded to
4630 training image pairs and 1370 test image pairs. Unique sets are created for each of
the body regions selected to represent human activity: the heatmaps clustered for the head,
shoulders, hips, hands, and feet body regions are separately combined with the visual scene
information to make five unique training and test sets. To permit training and testing of these
expanded visual scene plus human activity information network inputs, the sets are each
loaded into a Lightning Memory-Mapped Database (LMDB) file [17]. The SegNet network
is adapted to accept the LMDB file as input, allowing the combined human activity and
visual scene representation to be trained upon.
5.3.2.3 Human Activity Time-Lapse Dataset Augmentation
When introducing human activity to the segmentation task, unique dataset augmentation
opportunities are presented. Over a given time-lapse, many individual frames representing
the visual scene are present, and human activity occurs over an extended period of time.
These aspects allow the dataset to be augmented beyond the standard procedures. In this
manner, ten unique augmentations are created for each given time-lapse.
Visual Scene Augmentation
A single time-lapse frame I is selected to represent the visual information of a captured
scene. The selected frame represents the scene throughout the time-lapse duration, but any
selected frame may be unique due to human activity occurring within the scene as seen in
Figure 5.6. When humans are present within a frame, they occlude the scene behind them;
any two consecutive frames can hide different scene elements as a human moves in front of
them. As detailed in Section 5.4, each time-lapse capture has a single ground truth surface
annotation AGT for all frames within the time-lapse; as well as occluding the scene, the
human movement also occludes this ground truth segmentation.
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Fig. 5.6 A sample of frames from a recorded time-lapse. Notice how each frame is unique:
the movement of humans within the scene occludes different scene regions from the sensor
at each time instance.
human
segmentation (P)
ground truth
annotation (AGT )
human seg.
masking
GT annotation
masked regions
removed from
GT annotation (AI)
Fig. 5.7 Visual scene information augmentation. A convolutional neural network is applied
to each scene frame to segment human bodies (left). The segmentation is applied to the
ground truth affordance surface annotation (middle-left) to mask regions of the annotation
(middle-right). Masked areas are removed from the ground truth annotation (right) to create
a unique ground truth annotation per frame of human activity.
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As displayed in Figure 5.7, this dynamic scene aspect is utilised to augment the training
dataset. The unique time-lapse frames provide novel images for the network to train from;
the ground truth annotation AGT representing an ideal affordance surface segmentation for
an entire time-lapse is modified to correlate with these unique frames, removing surface
annotations when they are occluded by human movement. A DeepLab v3 [13] convolutional
model trained on the PASCAL VOC 2012 dataset [29] to segment semantic regions is applied
to each time-lapse frame. As the dataset contains annotated segmentations of people, the
network is capable of predicting a mask P of people visible within a scene image. This human
segmentation is applied to remove surfaces from the ground truth annotation in regions where
people are detected - i.e. in regions where people are seen to occlude the scene surface - by:
AIi, j = ιempty for all {i, j} that Pi, j = ιperson and AGT ̸= ιempty
where AI is the uniquely generated ground truth affordance surface annotation for selected
frame I, ιempty is an integer label representing scene regions without a surface annotation,
ιperson is an integer label representing the recognised people segmentation, and {i, j} are the
pixel coordinates of the relevant images.
Modifying the annotated ground truth in this way provides a unique ground truth affor-
dance surface annotation AI for each time-lapse frame in which human activity is recognised;
this unique ground truth is paired with the utilised time-lapse frame I to create a unique
input-output pair.
Human Activity Augmentation
Human activity from multiple frames throughout a scene time-lapse is combined to represent
human activity throughout the whole capture. This allows activity occurring in different scene
regions at different points throughout the capture to be represented together in a single image.
The selection of frames combined into this representation provides a unique opportunity for
dataset augmentation.
To produce uniquely combined clustered heatmaps HH, different sets of time-lapse
frames {H ⊂ F} to be combined are selected. As human activity occurs uniquely within
each frame, combining different frame selections H produces a new combined heatmap HH
each time. Three types of frame selection are made for each scene time-lapse: all frames
within the time-lapse; a random selection of frames within the time-lapse; or a selection of
frames directly surrounding the chosen visual scene frame I. The ten variations selected to
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selection # frames
all frames all
all frames all
surrounding 60
surrounding 180
random 50
random 50
random 100
random 100
random 200
random 200
Table 5.1 Human activity augmentation. Different frames of human activityH are selected
to augment each scene time-lapse ten times.
all frames random (200) random (100) surrounding (60)
HH-hands
HH- f eet
Fig. 5.8 Augmented body part heatmaps. Uniquely combined heatmaps representing long-
term human activity are produced for each captured time-lapse. Selecting different frames
throughout the capture to combine allows augmentation of the human activity within the
training dataset.
augment the dataset with in this work are shown in Table 5.1, with examples of the uniquely
combined heatmaps presented in Figure 5.8.
Using all frames combines heatmaps from all frames over the whole capture; this
captures all human activity that has occurred within the recorded scene. When random is
utilised, a random selection of the chosen number of frames is taken from all time-lapse
frames; this represents a spread of human activity that has occurred throughout the time-lapse.
For surrounding, the chosen number of frames is taken from both sides of the frame I
selected to represent the visual scene information, so surrounding-60 combines 120 frames,
60 from either side of the selected scene image; this captures information about the human
activity occurring around the time instance of the selected frame.
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The five augmented body part heatmaps combined over time are then determined by:
HH-bodyPart = mean
H
(HC-bodyPart)
where this is performed for each clustered heatmap HC-head , HC-shoulders, HC-hips, HC-hands,
and HC- f eet . For each selection of frames H, this process produces a set of five unique clus-
tered heatmaps HH-head , HH-shoulders, HH-hips, HH-hands, and HH- f eet . Choosing different H
variations from Table 5.1 allows the clustered heatmaps to be augmented.
Final Augmentation
Using these augmentation techniques, ten unique augmentations are created for each captured
time-lapse. Ten time-lapse frames are randomly selected to represent the visual scene
information I, and ten selections of human activity frames are made as shown in Table
5.1 to create unique clustered heatmaps HH- to be paired with them. Following standard
augmentation practices, a random selection of five of these visual scene/human activity
augmentation pairs are horizontally flipped. Following this procedure, the Human Activity
Time-Lapse Dataset is expanded to 5560 unique input-output image pairs to be utilised in
network training and evaluation.
5.4 Human Activity Time-Lapse Dataset
To investigate how human activity captured within an indoor scene can be applied to under-
stand that scene, a dataset of such human activity is created. Due to the demanding process
required to record long-term human activity captures, the work in Chapters 3 and 4 utilises
synthetic datasets or small datasets of short captures. However, it is determined in those
approaches that long-term human activity capture can provide unique and useful insight into
indoor scene understanding tasks, assisting in the functional segmentation and reconstruction
of such spaces. To motivate further research in this area, a new dataset of long-term human
activity within indoor scenes is created and annotated with functional surface segmentations
to pursue understanding tasks.
The dataset is created to stimulate the use of real human activity to understand indoor
scenes. Many datasets exists towards indoor scene understanding but these largely consist
of single-shot images [109] or moving sensor captures [117] and regularly do not include
long-term human activity. Datasets including human activity are largely towards the goal
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of action recognition [104, 127] or people tracking [2]. Whilst these could be potentially
adaptable, they generally consist of short action sequences, adopt camera angles that do not
emulate the static sensor challenge [70], or do not emulate long-term day-to-day living. An
RGB time-lapse dataset was introduced by Fouhey et al. [32] and extended by Delaitre et
al. [23] to realise their scene understanding work, but many of the videos they utilise are no
longer available online. Additionally, the available videos within their dataset largely utilise
perspective cameras; the majority of videos introduced in this chapter utilise fish-eye cameras
to emulate the distortions presented in 360◦ capture. Affordance surface segmentations could
be annotated on the available time-lapses presented in their dataset to augment the data
presented in this chapter.
The dataset provides video captures containing long-term human activity in a selection
of unique and varying indoor scenes. The videos are collected from online sources and are
processed to remove edited video components and to separate individual scenes. To assist
model training towards functional scene understanding, affordance surfaces are annotated
in each video frame to label regions of walkable, sittable and interactable surfaces. This
establishes a task similar to semantic scene segmentation but at a finer scale, aiming to
segment the affordance surface provided by each object rather than to segment the complete
object. It is hypothesised that, as people interact with the annotated functional surfaces
in their day-to-day lives, exploiting the recorded human activity will assist the affordance
surface segmentation task.
As detailed in Section 5.4.1, videos of human activity within indoor scenes are selected
and collected from publicly available uploads on YouTube [41]. The selected videos are
processed into individual “episodes” based on video content, before pose recognition is
applied to determine human activity. The dataset is then annotated as described in Section
5.4.2, providing ground truth affordance surface segmentations for training and evaluation.
Statistics of the created dataset are presented in Section 5.4.3.
Note that for ethical reasons, the dataset does not directly provide the sourced time-lapse
videos, instead providing an online ID to access the original upload. Details on how to apply
the pose prediction framework to predict anonymised human poses and body part occupancy
regions are then provided together with the ground truth affordance surface annotations and
episode frame lists.
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5.4.1 Human Activity Time-lapse Dataset Creation
Videos of human activity within indoor scenes are selected and collected from publicly
available uploads on YouTube [41] as detailed in Section 5.4.1.1. Videos are selected from
online sources as a necessity to dataset creation. Manually capturing a similarly large
dataset for model training would require a costly and time-consuming process; the long-term
captures, with many active humans across a large selection of scenes, would take a long time
to record and require many constantly active human actors. As such, relevant videos are
collected from online sources as there is a large and diverse selection of readily available
user-uploaded content to choose from.
After the relevant videos are selected, they are pre-processed as described in Section
5.4.1.2. Due to the user-generated nature of the uploaded videos, many contain title sequences
and banners edited into the content that need to be removed to be suitable for training and
evaluation. Additionally, many of the videos contain a number of captures from varying
camera angles or from different indoor scenes edited into a single video; to be added to the
dataset, these are split into individual “episodes”, each of a single camera angle or indoor
scene.
A pose recognition system is then applied to each separated episode, determining the
human activity occurring within each scene to be applied to the scene understanding process.
This process is described in Section 5.4.1.3.
5.4.1.1 Time-lapse Selection
The time-lapse captures are manually selected from videos publicly available on YouTube
[41]. The videos are required to be recorded from a single RGB sensor located within an
indoor scene in which some form of human activity is occurring. Time-lapses recorded by
both standard perspective and fish-eye sensors are selected, with no specific condition set
on sensor form. However, due to the nature of publicly available time-lapses, scenes are
predominately captured by fish-eye sensors. The selected videos are taken from cameras
positioned to record a large portion of the visible scene, not recording a specific small scene
region; this is done to emulate sensors placed for potential applications requiring scene
monitoring, such as security or smart home systems.
No hard constraints are set on the overall length of the selected videos, instead ensuring
that the video content contains adequate activity to be useful by only selecting videos with
more than 30 seconds of human activity; human activity is defined as one or more humans
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Christmas
birthday
wedding
office
tv watching
super bowl
house
dinner
" "
party
event
timelapse
living room
dining room
kitchen
bedroom
office
home
cafe
restaurant
dining hall
" "
work
tidying
cleaning
life
timelapse
Table 5.2 Examples of search terms used to find time-lapses for the Human Activity
Time-lapse Dataset. Search terms consist of a string from the first and second columns
followed by "timelapse".
moving about and interacting with a scene. Due to the unknown time-lapse capture settings
and the varying frames-per-second utilised during capture, this limitation was made to ensure
enough frames of human activity were present for each scene. Additionally due to these
unknown settings, the overall real time represented by a selected time-lapse is unknown; no
limitation was set on this.
To perform the selection, various search terms are applied in YouTube to discover the
dataset videos. To cover a broad variety of scenes, search terms include a number of different
locations that contain continuous human activity such as offices, living rooms, kitchens, halls
and cafes. To ensure enough human activity is occurring, searches also included activities
that could occur within the scene such as meals, meetings, and parties; example search terms
can be found in Table 5.2. Details of scene and activity types present within the dataset can
be seen in the dataset statistics later presented in Table 5.3. 94 videos are selected in this
manner; examples of the scenes and activities can be seen in Figure 5.9. The selected videos
are downloaded at the highest available resolution to be processed for the dataset.
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Fig. 5.9 Example scenes within in the dataset. A scene of day-to-day activity and TV
watching in a living room (top), a get together with board games (middle), and work in an
office environment (bottom).
Preprocessing
To facilitate further processing of the selected time-lapses, each downloaded video is sepa-
rated into its individual video frames. As the dataset videos are captured by varying sensors,
each frame is also resized and padded to an equal size of 480×360.
5.4.1.2 Episode Splitting
Many of the downloaded videos need to be split before they can be applied to understanding
tasks. Some videos contain multiple captures from different scenes or varying camera angles
edited into a single video, whilst others have been post-processed to incorporate title and
transition sequences. Videos containing object movement due to human interaction are also
split to simplify ground truth object annotation. Examples of these situations can be seen
in Figure 5.10. As the dataset is created to assist understanding tasks that capture a single
scene from a single stationary view point, these edited videos are separated into a similar
representation.
When such post-processed edits are present, the downloaded videos are manually split
into clips termed “episodes”. Each episode consists of a time-lapse of a single scene captured
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(a)
(b)
(c)
Fig. 5.10 Separating videos into episodes. (a) A single downloaded video contains 3
different indoor scenes edited into a single video; the captures are from the same home, but
are in unique rooms so are split into separate episodes. (b) Title sequences for the beginning
(top-left) and end (bottom-right) of a video are present due to post-processing; a scene
transition title (top-right and bottom-left) is also edited in between recorded clips. These
are removed by separating the captures in-between into individual episodes. (c) Throughout
a long-term capture the position of furniture changes due to human interaction; the video
is split into separate episodes when object movement is found to simplify the annotation
process.
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from a single static view point, with no transitions or title sequences. The splitting process
separates individual scenes and removes the noisy post-processed content, providing episodes
containing only human activity captured within indoor scenes. As each user-generated video
has a varying level of post-processing, each video may create a different number of episodes.
Additional episodes are separated to assist the dataset annotation process described in
Section 5.4.2. Some furniture objects incorporating affordance surfaces are observed to move
due to human activity: people may move chairs to sit in them, pull tables into accommodating
positions, and nudge furniture as they interact with it. To require only a single frame of
manual surface annotation per episode, time-lapses are split into separate episodes when
such significant object movement is seen. The single annotated frame can then be transferred
as the ground truth annotation to each frame of that episode.
The splitting process is accomplished by sequentially examining each frame of each
downloaded video. When a title or transition sequence, new scene or viewpoint, or a
significant object relocation is observed, the time-lapse is split into separate episodes. The
frames surrounding the split-point are placed into the relevant episode; unusable frames at
the split-point, whether one or more frames, are discarded. Through this process, the 94
videos in the dataset are separated into 556 individual episodes.
5.4.1.3 Pose Recognition
To understand and apply human activity within a captured scene, human poses are recognised
in each dataset episode. Following the work in Chapter 4, Convolution Pose Machines [126]
are applied to determine reliable and accurate skeletal human poses in each episode frame.
The robust pose prediction supplied by the system allows multiple poses to be recognised
across the varied scenes, capture angles, and capture sensors present within the dataset.
Examples of detected poses can be seen in Figure 5.11.
The pose prediction approach is applied to each resized frame of each dataset episode,
supplying estimated 2D joint localisations of each skeletal pose within a frame. Using the
COCO body model [73], the pose predictor supplies 2D image coordinates for each of the 18
body joints: nose, eyes, ears, neck, shoulders, elbows, hands, hips, knees and feet. Each set of
estimated joint coordinates is supplied with the dataset, allowing understanding approaches
incorporating human activity to be explored. The pose prediction process utilises heatmaps
indicating the belief of location for each body part; the belief maps are iteratively refined
during prediction and estimated skeletal poses are formed from them. The heatmaps for
each body part on each time-lapse frame are included in the dataset. Reliably estimating
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scene image HLshoulder HLhip HL f oot
predicted poses HRshoulder HRhip HR f oot
scene image HLshoulder HLhip HL f oot
predicted poses HRshoulder HRhip HR f oot
scene image HLshoulder HLhip HL f oot
predicted poses HRshoulder HRhip HR f oot
Fig. 5.11 Poses predicted in scene time-lapses. Poses are predicted using Convolutional
Pose Machines [126] in each frame of each separated episode (left). Heatmaps presenting
the belief of joint occupancy are produced by the pose estimation for each detected joint;
example heatmaps for the left and right shoulders, hips, and feet are displayed on the right.
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body poses in this manner allows human activity to be applied to scene understanding tasks
without the need for time consuming per frame pose annotation.
5.4.2 Dataset Annotation
The dataset is introduced to be applied to the prediction of affordance surfaces, characterised
as flat surfaces within a scene that afford a function to a human. As discovered in Chapter 4,
such surfaces - typically present on everyday furniture items such as tables, cabinets, and
chairs - strongly relate to the overall geometry of an indoor scene whilst simultaneously
describing how a person may interact with it. Following the previous chapter, three affordance
surface classes are considered and annotated on the introduced dataset to encompass the
common structural affordance elements of an indoor scene:
• Walkable: a horizontal surface at ground level that allows a person to comfortably
stand or walk upon it. This is commonly the floor of the scene, which may be on
multiple levels with a step between. To permit a person walkable action upon the
surface, the surface must have free space directly above it; no objects can be present in
that region for it to remain walkable.
• Sittable: a horizontal surface that is designed to comfortably support a person sitting
upon it. The surface lies at an appropriate height above the floor and has free space
above it to permit sitting actions. Common examples include the sittable surface of
chairs and sofas. The surface of chairs pushed under tables are not considered or
annotated as the space above the surface is not free, and so does not permit sitting
actions.
• Interactable: a horizontal surface that permits day-to-day objects to be placed upon it.
This category represents surfaces such as the flat surface of a table or the shelves of a
bookshelf. The surface can be at any height and is not dependent upon which items
can be placed on it.
These categories are chosen to represent the common structural but functional items
that make up the geometry of a scene. Walkable surfaces are present in all scenes, and
represent a large area of the scene plan. Sittable surfaces are generally present within indoor
scenes as they are common in areas of human activity. The interactable surface category
covers the board range of remaining structural furniture items, labelling the many semantic
object classes with a single functional affordance surface. To assist the segmentation task,
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scene image overlaid annotation ground truth annotation
Fig. 5.12 Examples of the ground truth affordance annotations supplied with the
dataset. Walkable (blue), sittable (teal), and interactable (yellow) surfaces are annotated to
be applied to the affordance surface segmentation task.
an additional background class is utilised to represent scene regions not labelled with an
affordance surface class. Examples of the annotated surfaces can be seen in Figure 5.12.
The ground truth affordance surfaces are annotated manually for each episode within
the dataset. As each episode has been split to contain a single scene captured from a static
sensor, it is not necessary to annotate each frame of an episode individually as seen in Figure
5.13. A single frame is annotated with the affordance surfaces within the scene; this frame
is then transferred to the other episode frames to decrease total annotation time. As human
bodies moving about the scene occlude scene surfaces and make annotation difficult, the
episode frame with the least amount of human activity is selected for annotation. When
human activity is still present and occludes some scene surfaces, the occluded surfaces are
annotated in surrounding frames (where the human activity has moved to not occlude that
surface) and transferred to the single frame.
Special consideration is taken for certain surfaces that are known to support human action
but are occluded from the sensor view. An example of this is the back of a chair obscuring its
sittable surface from the sensors - it is known there is a sittable surface present, but it cannot
be seen. As the dataset is designed to investigate whether application of human activity can
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Fig. 5.13 Transferring annotated frames. As downloaded videos have been split into
episodes when significant object movement is seen, a single ground truth affordance surface
segmentation (left) can be annotated for all frames within an episode. Three unique example
frames are shown for each episode (right). Notice how each ground truth surface annotation
is unique as objects have been moved within the scene.
improve scene understanding, such surfaces are annotated with their relevant affordance class
if it can be reasonably estimated. An example of this can be seen with the chairs in Figure
5.13; their affordance surface is obscured by the chair back but they are still annotated. This
recognises that the addition of human information the dataset is designed to investigate may
provide unique cues towards occluded surface prediction.
However, known affordance surfaces that are obstructed from performing their potential
functionality are not annotated. This situation commonly occurs if items have been placed on
the surface (e.g. a box on a chair) or another scene element blocks immediate functional access
(e.g. a chair pushed under a desk). This choice is made as the surface is not immediately
accessible to afford a human action; if the obstruction is removed and the surface becomes
functionally accessible, it is then annotated. This highlights a significant distinction between
semantic and affordance labelling tasks: an object’s class is semantically constant whilst its
affordance may change due to scene development.
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# downloaded videos 94 (80 train, 14 test)
# unique scenes/viewpoints 112
# episodes 556 (463 train, 93 test)
# frames with ground
truth affordance surfaces 385328
total # annotated surfaces
7063 (3593 sittable, 1157 walkable,
2313 interactable)
avg. # of surfaces
annotated per episode
12.7 (6.5 sittable, 2.1 walkable,
4.1 interactable)
avg. # pixels per episode 2014100
avg. # pixels
annotated per episode
461460 (63993 sittable, 251000 walkable,
146460 interactable)
# recognised human poses 2518227
scene types
living rooms, dining rooms, kitchens,
bedrooms, offices, seminar rooms,
cafes, halls
activity types
day-to-day living, eating,working,
watching/birthday/dinner/office/house parties,
watching tv, video/board gaming
Table 5.3 Human Activity Time-lapse Dataset statistics.
5.4.3 Dataset Statistics
Following creation, the introduced dataset provides time-lapses of varied indoor scenes
capturing long-term human activity from a static sensor. The dataset consists of 112 unique
scenes that have been collected from 94 downloaded videos; these unique scenes have been
separated into 556 individual episodes based upon object movement and user generated
titles as described in Section 5.4.1.2. 15% of the downloaded videos are taken as the test
set leading to training and test sets of 463 and 93 episodes respectively. A single ground
truth segmentation of walkable, sittable, and interactable affordance surfaces is annotated for
each episode; this single segmentation is manually annotated and represents the ground truth
affordance surfaces for all frames of that episode. During augmentation for understanding
tasks, this single annotation is augmented into unique ground truths for each episode frame
by a process described in Section 5.3.2.3. Detailed dataset statistics such as number of
annotated surfaces per episode and number of annotated pixels are presented in Table 5.3.
The dataset represents long-term human activity in the form of 2D pose coordinates in
each time-lapse frame as well as body part heatmaps representing joint occupancy likelihood.
With additional ground truth annotations, this human activity data could be applied to further
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understanding tasks such as semantic segmentation, layout estimation, and object recognition.
The dataset is released to motivate further research into the application of human activity
towards such scene understanding tasks.
5.5 Experiments
The proposed approach is evaluated to investigate its performance against the state-of-the-art
and to examine how the introduction of human activity assists segmentation performance.
The first experiment, detailed in Section 5.5.2, determines how well the proposed af-
fordance surface segmentation model performs against the state-of-the-art. The solution
proposed in this chapter introduces a simplified approach to affordance surface segmentation
over the state-of-the-art [97], requiring fewer intermediate steps before segmentation is
performed. This experiment determines whether the proposed solution contributes a reliable
and accurate alternative to the previous approach, providing a simpler system to investigate
the introduction of human activity analysis upon.
The second experiment investigates the introduction of human activity to the affordance
surface segmentation problem. Multiple segmentation models are trained on the introduced
Human Activity Time-Lapse Dataset, one for each of the utilised body joint types. These
are compared with each other and to a model trained only on the visual scene information to
determine the effectiveness of the introduced activity. It is hypothesised that the introduced
joint heatmaps will enhance segmentation performance against visual information alone; this
is evaluated in Section 5.5.3.
Finally, the proposed solution is tested on the dataset of 360◦ captures introduced in
Chapter 4. The affordance surface segmentation approach proposed in this chapter was first
considered to create a relationship between the scene-plan affordance surfaces predicted in
Chapter 4 and the captured scene image; initial tests towards this goal are examined in this
experiment.
5.5.1 Evaluation Metrics
To evaluate the affordance surface segmentation performance and following previous work
[97], the Intersection over Union (IoU) of the ground truth affordance surface annotation and
the predicted surface segmentation is compared as the evaluation metric. Given an affordance
surface prediction, each affordance class is separated into a binary image representing regions
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of predicted affordance in that class with 1, otherwise 0. The IoU between the predicted and
ground truth affordances is then determined separately for each affordance class by:
Ic =
Pc∩Gc
Pc∪Gc (5.1)
where Ic is the IoU of class c, Pc is the image of predicted surfaces for class c, and Gc is
the ground truth affordance surfaces of class c. As with the dataset augmentation procedure
(Section 5.3.2.3), a segmentation of people within a scene is removed from both the ground
truth and predicted affordances before the IoU metric is applied.
As the estimated affordance surfaces do not predict a dense scene segmentation, the
segmented background class is not considered in the evaluation. As such, these per-class
IoU metrics provide a stricter understanding of segmentation performance than metrics
traditionally used in semantic segmentation tasks.
5.5.2 Validation with Visual Scene Information
To validate its performance without the introduction of human activity information, the
affordance surface segmentation approach proposed in this chapter is evaluated against the
state-of-the-art using visual scene information only,
As discussed in Section 5.2, the most closely related work of Roy and Todorovic [97]
derives mid-level cues from the NYU v2 Dataset [109] to segment affordance surfaces. They
apply a multi-scale convolutional network to extract these mid-level cues from each scene
image, predicting scene depth, surface normals, and a coarse semantic segmentation [26]. The
mid-level cues are combined in feed forward fashion to predict a per-pixel affordance surface
segmentation. They augment the NYU dataset, commonly applied to semantic segmentation
tasks, with affordance segmentations to realise their work; note that they include lyable and
movable affordance classes which are not considered in this work. As described in Section
5.3.2.1, additional ground truth segmentations for interactable surfaces are augmented to
evaluate the work proposed in this chapter.
The approach proposed in this work investigates the direct prediction of affordance
surfaces from the available visual scene information, without the additional inference of such
mid-level cues. The mid-level cues can not be directly adapted to the proposed approach
due to the introduction of human activity in the indoor scenes: the trained models do not
effectively perform due the human activity and new depth-based models could not be trained
due to no ground truth depth data. As such, the SegNet architecture [4], traditionally applied
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to semantic segmentation tasks, is utilised to provide compact affordance surface prediction
without the need to extract additional information.
The utility of this proposed approach is evaluated against the related work in this ex-
periment, determining whether the system provides a good baseline to introduce human
activity analysis from. The experiment additionally investigates the overall performance
difference for the affordance surface segmentation task between the introduced Human
Activity Time-Lapse Dataset and the NYU v2 Dataset utilised in the previous work.
5.5.2.1 Methodology
In this experiment, three segmentation models are trained on visual scene information alone,
disregarding human activity data to allow direct comparison to the previous work. The first
model is trained as in Section 5.3.2.1 to segment affordance surfaces from RGB images
in the NYU v2 Dataset [109] using the ground truth affordance annotations for walkable,
sittable, and interactable surfaces. The segmentation model is trained on this dataset to
predict affordance surfaces from the RGB visual scene information alone.
The second model is trained on the introduced Human Activity Time-Lapse Dataset to
predict affordance surfaces from a single frame of each scene time-lapse. The human activity
information is not utilised in this model, only including the RGB image as the network input
to allow comparison to the previous approach. The SegNet architecture is trained to predict
the walkable, sittable, and interactable scene surfaces from a single RGB scene image using
the ground truth annotations provided during dataset construction. As described in Section
5.3.2.3, the dataset is augmented by taking a number of frames from each scene time-lapse,
and removing human body segmentations from the ground truth annotations.
The final segmentation model initialises training on the Human Activity Time-Lapse
Dataset from the model trained on the NYU dataset. This pre-trains the network weights with
the mappings learnt from the NYU dataset. Whilst the NYU dataset contains more regularly
captured indoor scene images, the weights learnt from segmenting affordance surfaces in
those images should assist inference performance on the Human Activity Time-Lapse Dataset
when fine-tuned on it.
Each of the trained models is tested on both the NYU dataset and the introduced Human
Activity Time-Lapse Dataset to evaluate their relative performances. Due to the introduction
of the human activity and the varied camera angles and capture sensors, the new Human
Activity Time-Lapse Dataset is considered more challenging than the NYU dataset. The
performance difference between the two datasets is compared.
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Table 5.4 Affordance surface segmentation results. The models are tested on both the
NYU dataset (a) and Human Activity Time-Lapse Dataset (b).
walkable sittable interactable average
Mid-level cues (NYU) [97] 0.6774 0.3444 0.6001* 0.5406
Proposed-trainedNYU 0.6325 0.6480 0.3720 0.5508
Proposed-trainedHumAct 0.2965 0.0568 0.1464 0.1665
Proposed-trainedHumAct(ptNYU) 0.3543 0.1550 0.1630 0.2241
(a) Evaluation on the NYU dataset. *result shown is for the reachable affordance surface utilised in
the previous work.
walkable sittable interactable average
Proposed-trainedNYU 0.2929 0.0570 0.2098 0.1866
Proposed-trainedHumAct 0.5297 0.1528 0.2997 0.3274
Proposed-trainedHumAct(ptNYU) 0.5464 0.1825 0.3418 0.3569
(b) Evaluation on the Human Activity Time-Lapse Dataset
5.5.2.2 Results
Quantitative performance of the trained affordance surface segmentation models are presented
in Table 5.4, evaluating the three models on both the NYU and Human Activity Time-Lapse
Datasets. Throughout the results and discussion, the model trained on the NYU dataset will be
termed Proposed-trainedNYU, the model trained on the Human Activity Time-lapse dataset
will be termed Proposed-trainedHumanAct, and the NYU pre-trained, Human Activity
fine-tuned model is termed Proposed-trainedHumAct(ptNYU). Qualitative results on the
NYU dataset are displayed in Figure 5.14; Human Activity Time-Lapse Dataset results are
presented in Figure 5.16.
5.5.2.3 Discussion
Evaluation upon the NYU dataset demonstrates that the proposed approach is capable of
segmenting affordance surfaces on-par with the state-of-the-art. The approach proposed in
this chapter is designed to allow the introduction of human activity data to investigate its
benefit to the affordance segmentation task. To achieve this, an approach not requiring the
extraction of mid-level cues is utilised. Roy and Todorovic [97] infer mid-level cues from
RGB scene images before applying their segmentation approach, allowing the segmentation
to recognise affordance surfaces effectively. Table 5.4a shows that the proposed approach
trained on the NYU dataset can perform similarly, without the extra inference steps. Walkable
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scene image &
ground truth Proposed-trNYU Proposed-trHumAct
Proposed-trHumAct
(ptNYU)
Fig. 5.14 Affordance surface segmentation results. Comparison of segmentation results
on the NYU dataset for the model trained on the NYU dataset (Proposed-trainedNYU), on the
Human Activity Time-Lapse Dataset (Proposed-trainedHumAct), and the NYU pre-trained,
Human Activity fine-tuned model (Proposed-trainedHumAct(ptNYU)). Blue=walkable,
teal=sittable, yellow=interactable.
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frame: 63 126 188 238
frame: 7 16 48 56
Fig. 5.15 Affordance segmentation over multiple frames. Comparison of segmentation
results of the Proposed-trainedHumAct affordance prediction model tested on multiple frames
of the same time-lapses from the Human Activity Time-Lapse Dataset. The results show a
variation in performance as human activity occurring within the scene creates unique visual
scene information per frame.
surfaces are recognised similarly, with a slight benefit to the previous work. Sittable surfaces
are recognised well by the proposed approach, significantly outperforming the mid-level cue
method. The table presents reachable segmentation results for the previous approach (*), the
most closely related class to the introduced interactable affordance class; both focus on scene
regions that a person may reach and interact with. However, the reachable segmentations are
more broad, also including large surfaces such as scene walls that can be reached by a person;
this may lead to the significant advantage seen over the proposed approach segmenting
interactable surfaces.
As expected, the proposed model trained on the NYU dataset (Proposed-trainedNYU) is
identified as the best performing on the NYU dataset out of the proposed models. The data
seen during training of this model most closely relates to the NYU test data, providing similar
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rgb ground truth trainedHumAct
trainedHumAct
(ptNYU)
Fig. 5.16 Affordance surface segmentation results of the proposed approach applied
to the Human Activity Time-Lapse Dataset. Results for the model trained solely on the
Human Activity Time-Lapse Dataset (trainedHumAct) and the model first pre-trained on
the NYU dataset (trainedHumAct(ptNYU)) are presented alongside the scene image and the
ground truth affordance segmentation. Blue=walkable, teal=sittable, yellow=interactable.
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scene images from which to infer the affordance surfaces. When the models trained on the
Human Activity Time-Lapse Dataset are tested on the NYU data, a significant performance
decrease is seen; this can be seen in the qualitative NYU results presented in Figure 5.14.
Whilst focusing on the same task, the two datasets vary greatly in their recorded content:
the NYU dataset captures set-up scene images at regular heights from the same sensor; the
Human Activity Time-Lapse Dataset captures in-use scenes from a multitude of sensors
and capture angles, with human activity constantly modifying the scene. As such, it is
expected that models trained on the Human Activity Time-Lapse Dataset will not perform
as effectively when tested on the NYU dataset; same for the vice-versa. This is further
established in Table 5.4b, where models trained on the NYU dataset do not perform as well
when applied to the Human Activity Time-Lapse Dataset.
Still, a performance decrease is seen between the two datasets when utilising models
trained on those datasets. Results for all models tested on the Human Activity Time-Lapse
Dataset (Table 5.4b), fall below the Proposed-trainedNYU model tested on the NYU dataset
(Table 5.4a). This is again due to the difference between the two datasets. The introduced
Human Activity Time-Lapse Dataset provides very challenging scenes to segment: the human
activity constantly occurring throughout the scenes regularly occludes the scene surfaces
attempting to be predicted, which is not an issue in the NYU dataset. Also, the scenes are
generally captured from further away, providing less dense affordance surface information
from which to predict from. The difference in performance presented between the two
datasets represents these challenges.
However, it is seen that the model pre-trained on the NYU dataset before fine-tuning on
the Human Activity Time-Lapse Dataset (Proposed-trainedHumAct(ptNYU)) demonstrates
the best affordance surface segmentation performance on the Human Activity Time-Lapse
Dataset. This is due to the additional data the model are seen during its training process.
The pre-training allows the model to initially learn network weights for the same task but
on a different dataset; this allows the fine-tuning process to adapt the learnt weights to
the new dataset, having seen a significantly larger number of scenes. Whilst the Human
Activity Time-Lapse Dataset allows novel augmentation due to the human elements, it is
still a relatively small dataset. Considering the additional NYU scenes during pre-training
provides more data for the model to learn from, resulting in a more accurate segmentation
model that is more robust to the challenging scenes.
Given the challenges of the dataset, qualitative results presented in Figure 5.16 still
present well segmented Human Activity scenes. The walkable surfaces are generally well
recognised, though it is seen to extend over some object boundaries. Sittable surfaces can
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be segmented clearly, even in challenging scenes with occluding people and many objects.
However, some sittable surfaces are missed completely in the segmentation, with no predicted
surfaces in the relevant object region. The broad interactable class of affordance surfaces
provides many possible object surfaces to segment. These are regularly segmented well
but the surface boundaries can be misestimated in the process, resulting in leakage of the
segmented surface into other surfaces or object, some of which do not provide any affordance.
It is believed that if the Human Activity Time-Lapse Dataset were extended to include a
larger number of scenes, the segmentation performance on these challenging scenes would
increase.
Finally, it is worth noting the predicted segmentations visualised in Figure 5.15 where the
trained model is applied to multiple frames of the same time-lapse. Due to human activity,
each presented time-lapse frame is unique; this results in unique predicted segmentations
produced for each frame, which vary in their performance. The dataset augmentation
introduced in Section 5.3.2.3 was designed to reduce this effect, but it still presents a
challenge, one that is not considered in most segmentation solutions.
5.5.3 Cues from Human Activity Information
The dataset introduced in Section 5.4 is created to investigate the introduction of human
activity towards affordance segmentation tasks. The approach proposed in Section 5.3 is
designed to incorporate such human activity into an affordance segmentation task, investigat-
ing whether direct application of human activity without adaption can enhance segmentation
performance. As with the literature, the work in Chapters 3 and 4 has shown that analysis of
human activity can provide unique and powerful cues towards understanding the structure
and semantics of a scene; it is hypothesised that the activity representation utilised in this
work can provide similarly beneficial cues towards scene understanding tasks. To validate
this hypothesis, models trained to predict affordance surfaces utilising variants of human
activity information are evaluated against each other and against a baseline incorporating no
human activity.
5.5.3.1 Methodology
In this experiment, five affordance surface segmentation models are trained, each incorpo-
rating the localisations of different body parts. The five models represent the combining of
visual scene information with the five human body part groups utilised in this work: head,
shoulders, hips, feet, and hands. This allows the performance of models including each
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activity component to be compared against each other and against the model trained in Sec-
tion 5.5.2 which applies only the visual scene information. As the visual scene information
only model has been evaluated and determined comparable to the state-of-the-art in the first
experiment, investigating the inclusion of human activity components can determine whether
its application could improve upon best known performance.
Each model combines visual scene information with the different components of human
activity as described in Section 5.3. Human activity information is combined over a time-
lapse capture from belief heatmaps produced during pose prediction in each time-lapse frame.
A single time-lapse frame is selected to represent the visual information of the scene; this is
joined with human activity information as the network input. The dataset of these combined
segmentations inputs is augmented by the approach detailed in Section 5.3.2.3. The models
employ the SegNet segmentation architecture [4] to train a convolutional encoder-decoder
network on the this joint input to directly predict an affordance surface segmentation. Each
of the five models is trained with a different body part component, allowing comparison
between each in evaluation.
Following the findings during evaluation in Section 5.5.2, each of the five models are
trained twice: once on the Human Activity Time-Lapse Dataset only, and once using weights
pre-trained on the NYU Dataset to fine-tune on the Human Activity Time-Lapse Dataset.
Due to the additional data seen by this fine-tuning approach, is it expected to perform better
than the non-fine-tuned variation. However, there is no human activity available in the NYU
dataset to pre-train on, so the performance enhancements seen from the pre-training may be
diminished.
5.5.3.2 Results
Quantitative results comparing the segmentation models incorporating different body part
activities are presented in Table 5.5; both pre-trained and non-pre-trained models are dis-
played. Qualitative results of the models trained with different body parts can be seen in
Figures 5.17-5.19. Further qualitative results can be found in Appendix C. The qualitative
results are predicted using the set of pre-trained models.
5.5.3.3 Discussion
The results presented in Table 5.5a seem to suggest that the human activity representation
applied in the proposed approach does provide useful cues towards affordance surface
segmentation. The prediction of each affordance category is shown to improve when the
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scene image ground truth Proposed-noHumAct
Proposed-head Proposed-shoulders Proposed-hips
Proposed-hands Proposed-feet
Fig. 5.17 Results for affordance segmentation models utilising different body parts in
the segmentation process. Utilised body part heatmap is shown above each predicted
segmentation. Blue=walkable, teal=sittable, yellow=interactable.
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scene image ground truth Proposed-noHumAct
Proposed-head Proposed-shoulders Proposed-hips
Proposed-hands Proposed-feet
Fig. 5.18 Results for affordance segmentation models utilising different body parts in
the segmentation process. Utilised body part heatmap is shown above each predicted
segmentation. Blue=walkable, teal=sittable, yellow=interactable.
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scene image ground truth Proposed-noHumAct
Proposed-head Proposed-shoulders Proposed-hips
Proposed-hands Proposed-feet
Fig. 5.19 Results for affordance segmentation models utilising different body parts in
the segmentation process. Utilised body part heatmap is shown above each predicted
segmentation. Blue=walkable, teal=sittable, yellow=interactable.
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Table 5.5 Affordance surface segmentation results for models incorporating activity of
different human body parts. Each set of results is for a different body part (e.g. Proposed-
hands), compared to the baseline which utilises no human activity (Proposed-noHumAct).
(a) shows results for the non-pre-trained models, (b) presents pre-trained model results.
walkable sittable interactable average
Proposed-noHumAct 0.5297 0.1528 0.2997 0.3274
Proposed-hands 0.5410 0.1566 0.3143 0.3373
Proposed-hips 0.4815 0.1705 0.3424 0.3315
Proposed-feet 0.5454 0.1404 0.3083 0.3314
Proposed-head 0.5211 0.1495 0.3232 0.3313
Proposed-shoulders 0.5035 0.1588 0.3121 0.3248
(a) Evaluation of models with no pre-training.
walkable sittable interactable average
Proposed-noHumAct 0.5464 0.1825 0.3418 0.3569
Proposed-hands 0.5451 0.1852 0.3378 0.3560
Proposed-hips 0.4909 0.1810 0.3535 0.3418
Proposed-feet 0.5466 0.1927 0.3351 0.3581
Proposed-head 0.5029 0.1703 0.3500 0.3411
Proposed-shoulders 0.5359 0.1723 0.3472 0.3518
(b) Evaluation of models pre-trained on the NYU dataset.
human activity representation is included, indicating that the trained models learn novel priors
from the activity information; this is particularly apparent with the inclusion of hip or feet
information into the framework. However, overall, the results indicate that the application of
human activity in the proposed representation is inconsistent, particularly when comparing
between the pre-trained and not pre-trained models.
Examining results for models trained only on the Human Activity Time-Lapse Dataset in
Table 5.5a, it is apparent that human activity information has marginally enhanced overall
segmentation performance. Excluding shoulders, each body part presents an increase in
the average affordance segmentation performance, but the development is not significant.
Studying the inclusion of the hips and feet body parts however, more significant advancements
can be discerned: activity of human hips is shown to boost recognition of sittable and
interactable regions, with interactable surfaces enhanced considerably, and feet activity
improves upon prediction of walkable surfaces. Examining the relationships between these
body parts and affordance surfaces, those results could have been expected: feet walk on
walkable surfaces and hips sit on sittable surfaces, and so help to segment them. Unfortunately,
both of these body parts also present decreases in performance for the other affordance classes;
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they cannot be applied individually to improve performance comprehensively. Interestingly
though, the inclusion of hand activity does show comprehensive performance gains, resulting
in the highest average performance of all models.
In some aspects, models pre-trained on the NYU dataset (Table 5.5b) show similar
conclusions to those not pre-trained. Overall performance increases with the introduction
of human activity, particularly, again, with the feet. However the performance gains are
less significant than those recognised in the non-pretrained models. During the pre-training
process, models will learn weights for the affordance segmentation task from a large selection
of scenes on the NYU dataset. When fine-tuned on the Human Activity Time-Lapse Dataset,
those weights are adapted to the new task, including the human activity information, on
a smaller dataset. Having been trained on more scenes, the model is already capable of
predicting affordances well, as seen in Section 5.5.2. It is hypothesised that this additional
training process makes the activity information less significant to the affordance prediction;
the model does not learn priors from the human activity that are expressive enough to
significantly aid the segmentation process.
Qualitative results presented in Figures 5.17-5.19 (and in Appendix C) present similar
inconsistencies in the application of human activity in the proposed manner. Segmentation
results for models utilising the additional body part representation can produce enhanced
predictions, localising affordance surfaces that were not estimated without the use of body
parts (see Figure 5.17: estimation of additional sittable surfaces when body parts are utilised
vs. no body parts) or creating tidier segmentations with less surface leak (see Figure 5.18: hips
vs. no body parts). However, the inclusion of body parts can also introduce segmentations of
phantom affordance surfaces or reduce the precision of some surface segmentations.
Overall, the inclusion of human activity using the representation proposed in this chapter
has been shown to aid segmentation performance, but not consistently. When trained on
the Human Activity Time-Lapse Dataset alone, cues from the activity representation result
in enhanced performance. However, the effectiveness of this is reduced when the model
is pre-trained on a larger number of scenes that don’t incorporate the activity information.
Extending the Human Activity Time-Lapse Dataset to include a larger number of scenes,
complete with additional activity information, would likely reduce this discrepancy, allowing
the model to train on more varied activity data.
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5.5.4 Applying to 360 Degree Captures
The affordance surface segmentation proposed in this chapter is applied to the 360◦ human
activity captures introduced in Chapter 4. The work introduced in this chapter was motivated
through a desire to determine a relationship between the top-down scene affordance predicted
in Chapter 4 and the captured visual information about the scene. If accurate affordance
segmentation can be performed in both representations, associations may be able to be
made between surfaces localised in the 3D space and within the scene image towards
supporting indoor scene applications. Whilst the work presented in this chapter only initiates
investigation into this idea, results are presented on the 360◦ data to motivate further work in
this area.
5.5.4.1 Results
The segmentation models trained to incorporate different body parts are applied to perspective
images projected from the equirectangular 360◦ video capture. Examples of the output
segmentation are presented in qualitative results in Figures 5.20-5.23.
5.5.4.2 Discussion
Examining the qualitative results shows that the trained models are capable of predicting
affordance surfaces from 360 degree video frames and monitored human activity. However,
the predicted surfaces are imprecise and noisy, often with additional surfaces being recognised
where they do not exist. When the models are presented with scenes more representative
of the training data, involving sofas, tables, and chairs as in Figures 5.20 and 5.22, decent
prediction of the affordance surfaces is demonstrated. The noisy elements within these
segmentations could likely be improved through introduction of additional training data as
was discussed in the previous experiments. Figures 5.21 and 5.23 present scenes varying
from the example training material, with large portions of the scene image displaying the
table that the sensor sits upon and minimal floor or other affordance surfaces visible. This
leads to noisy and inaccurate prediction, but the key affordance surfaces can be recognised
within the predictions utilising certain body parts.
Some impact from inclusion of human activity can be seen when examining the segmen-
tation variations between different body parts. Interestingly, and corresponding to findings
in the previous experiment, utilisation of the hands body part seems to demonstrate good
segmentation, recognising the full extent of the table in Figure 5.21 and delineating surfaces
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successfully in Figures 5.20 and 5.22. Within Figures 5.20 and 5.22, application of human
activity information can be seen to segment sittable surfaces occluded by the person within
the image: when no human activity information is utilised, the full extent of this surface is
not predicted; when body part heatmaps are included, the segmentations can “see through”
the human through cues from long-term human activity.
5.6 Conclusions
In this chapter, an approach to affordance surface segmentation was proposed to investigate
the benefit of including long-term human activity in the segmentation pipeline. A new dataset
of long-term human activity captured within a variety of indoor scenes was introduced
with ground truth affordance surface annotations, allowing the proposed solution to be
trained and evaluated. The dataset collects scenes with varied human activity from online
sources, with annotations specifically designed to analyse long-term human activity towards
affordance segmentation. The new dataset is applied to train models capable of predicting
pixel-wise affordance surface segmentations from combined visual scene and human activity
information. Human poses are predicted to recognise human activity in each time-lapse
frame; heatmaps describing the belief of joint occupancy for five human body parts are
combined over each time-lapse capture to represent the long-term human activity. This
representation is combined with the visual scene information to train individual segmentation
models for each body part, allowing comparison between the human activity variants and
against a segmentation approach utilising no human activity.
Evaluation of the segmentation models show that the proposed approach is capable of
predicting affordance surfaces from the visual scene information on-par with the state-of-the-
art solution. The encoder-decoder architecture [4] applied to the affordance segmentation
problem predicts clearly defined affordance surfaces in the NYU dataset [109], providing a
surface segmentation approach without the need to utilise derived mid-level cues. Results on
the Human Activity Time-Lapse Dataset reveal the challenges of the introduced time-lapse
captures, as a performance drop is noticed when compared to the NYU results. The dataset
introduces time-lapses from significantly varying scenes, camera angles, camera sensors,
and activity content; it is a diverse dataset that makes accurate prediction challenging.
Still, predictions on these challenging scenes show comprehensible affordance surface
segmentations, recognising scene regions that humans can functionally utilise.
The human activity representation introduced in the proposed approach is seen to have
some impact on affordance surface prediction performance. The inclusion of the feet and hip
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scene image ground truth Proposed-noHumAct
Proposed-head Proposed-shoulders Proposed-hips
Proposed-hands Proposed-feet
Fig. 5.20 Results for affordance segmentation models utilising different body parts
on 360◦ activity captures. Utilised body part heatmap is shown above each predicted
segmentation. Blue=walkable, teal=sittable, yellow=interactable.
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scene image ground truth Proposed-noHumAct
Proposed-head Proposed-shoulders Proposed-hips
Proposed-hands Proposed-feet
Fig. 5.21 Results for affordance segmentation models utilising different body parts
on 360◦ activity captures. Utilised body part heatmap is shown above each predicted
segmentation. Blue=walkable, teal=sittable, yellow=interactable.
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scene image ground truth Proposed-noHumAct
Proposed-head Proposed-shoulders Proposed-hips
Proposed-hands Proposed-feet
Fig. 5.22 Results for affordance segmentation models utilising different body parts
on 360◦ activity captures. Utilised body part heatmap is shown above each predicted
segmentation. Blue=walkable, teal=sittable, yellow=interactable.
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scene image ground truth Proposed-noHumAct
Proposed-head Proposed-shoulders Proposed-hips
Proposed-hands Proposed-feet
Fig. 5.23 Results for affordance segmentation models utilising different body parts
on 360◦ activity captures. Utilised body part heatmap is shown above each predicted
segmentation. Blue=walkable, teal=sittable, yellow=interactable.
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body parts show particular performance gains, presenting understanding improvements for
walkable surfaces with feet inclusion, and sittable surfaces with hip inclusion. However, when
the proposed models are pretrained on the NYU dataset, the performance gains from body
part inclusion drops. Training on the larger dataset proves more beneficial to segmentation
performance than the inclusion of human activity; as the Human Activity Time-Lapse Dataset
is relatively small, the impact of the learnt human activity cues are marginal. Extension of the
Human Activity Time-Lapse Dataset should improve segmentation consistency when human
activity information is included, but the proposed approach is still capable of predicting
affordance surfaces with the limited data.
The dataset introduced in this chapter provides a unique opportunity to apply human
activity information towards scene understanding tasks. The proposed long-term human
activity representation is shown to benefit affordance surface prediction, but not significantly.
In future work it may be interesting to study new human activity representations that extract
specific activity features before inclusion in the segmentation process, further investigating the
work of Delaitre et al. [23] and the activity cues realised in this thesis. To this end, the dataset
is released to the public to encourage work in this area. The dataset is provided recognised
human activity and manually annotated per-frame affordance surface segmentations.
Whilst it was not studied in depth in this chapter, investigating the association between the
top-down scene affordance prediction realised in Chapter 4 and the scene image affordance
surface predictions segmented in this chapter may prove interesting. The works provide
two potential surface segmentations for each scene, each utilising a representation from a
different perspective. Understanding the link between these two representations may provide
useful cues towards applications monitoring human activity within indoor scenes.
Chapter 6
Conclusions and Future Work
The primary objective of this thesis was to investigate the application of human activity
analysis towards enhancing indoor scene understanding solutions. Examination of relevant
literature revealed an interesting but small sub-group of works that investigate human-scene
interaction cues towards scene-level understanding, with most research focused towards
activity recognition and object-level function prediction. The work within this thesis has built
upon the idea that analysis of humans active within indoor scenes can enhance understanding
of those spaces. In the following sections, the core contributions of this thesis towards this
overarching goal are discussed with commentary on their limitations and suggestions for
future work.
6.1 Occluded Scene Reconstruction
In Chapter 3, human activity was applied to expose the full extent of self occluding scene ob-
jects and reveal partially- and fully-occluded regions of scene structure. The approach utilised
room layout estimation and 3D human joint predictions to project human activity occurring
over time into a top-down scene perspective, recording belief of human action throughout
the scene over the duration of a capture. The activity map representation was applied with
body occupancy constraints to carve a volumetric scene occupancy map initialised from a
single frame of captured depth, contributing the ability to reveal the occupancy of occluded
scene regions from humans recognised in the visible scene. As demonstrated on a dataset
of captured human activity, an object detection solution designed to exploit the exposed
occluded occupancy introduces the novel ability to detect self-, partially-, and fully-occluded
scene objects from a single static sensor within an indoor scene. Whilst significant progress
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has been seen in occluded scene region prediction through application of deep networks and
large training datasets, such models cannot detect the structural occupancy of objects that are
entirely occluded from the capture sensor perspective. By utilising humans as active sensors
within the scene, the approach proposed in this chapter demonstrates the ability to achieve
this challenging task whilst simultaneously exposing the extent of partially occluded scene
objects.
The proposed approach establishes a novel application of human activity analysis toward
occluded region reconstruction in indoor scenes, realising an underutilised human activity
cue that could be further exploited in future work. The primary limitation of the proposed
approach is its utilisation of acted human activity, employed to mitigate the influence of
human movement intricacies when demonstrating the potential of long-term activity analysis.
As the approach applies geometric body occupancy constraints, direct adaption of the
presented contribution to long-term activity captures can be achieved through introduction of
an action recognition solution refined to categorise sitting and standing poses across multiple
persons; as the presented object detection framework utilises the carved volumetric occupancy
map, it should successfully adapt to new captures. Introduction of a updated state-of-the-art
3D joint prediction framework could also be considered to improve precision of occluded
occupancy estimation; this could be applied with a finer-scale volumetric occupancy map
to reconstruct refined occluded scene detail. Finally, future work could consider applying
the introduced human activity cues to augment modern scene completion models trained
to predict occluded scene occupancy. Such completion models present precise occlusion
prediction surrounding visible scene objects through large training datasets; the proposed
application of human activity could complement these models through visible object extent
estimation and fully occluded object detection.
6.2 Complete Scene Affordance Prediction
The work presented in Chapter 4 extended the utility of the human activity representation
introduced in Chapter 3, exploiting the representation to predict scene-level affordances
across the complete scene. A large dataset of simulated human activity maps was generated
from annotated 3D scene models to train a convolutional segmentation architecture that
predicts complete scene affordance from human activity alone. To apply the model to
activity recognised in captured scenes, human poses predicted in 360 degree video were
projected into the activity representation utilising geometric depth estimation. As shown
through evaluation, employing the model on this projected activity map achieves noisy but
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comprehensible complete scene affordance prediction, contributing functional understanding
from human activity analysis alone. To the best of the author’s knowledge, this is the first
approach utilising captured human activity alone to predict scene-wide affordance and the first
approach predicting scene affordance from the top-down scene perspective. The top-down
functional prediction, depicting the affordance of visible and occluded scene regions, was
also applied to approximate 3D scene geometry, demonstrating the potential cues functional
understanding can provide towards structural understanding.
Whilst introducing complete scene affordance prediction and structure approximation
from human activity captured in 360◦ video, acted human activity was again utilised to
demonstrate the potential cues human activity can provide. Extending the proposed approach
to genuine long-term activity captures will require the integration of person tracking or
reference length estimation techniques to project the activity of multiple people into a single
activity map. As with the work in Chapter 3, the introduction of a state-of-the-art action
recognition framework capable of predicting the utilised coarse human actions should also
be considered if applying the approach to real-world applications. However, as the activity
map representation integrates belief of human occupancy over long-term time intervals,
consolidating activity recognised from multiple people should increase robustness to pose
and action recognition imprecision during affordance prediction. Future work could also
consider integrating the proposed application of human activity analysis with state-of-the-
art image-based 360◦ understanding approaches. Whilst the work in Chapter 5 initiates
investigation into visual scene affordance segmentation correlating with the introduced top-
down affordance representation, additional study could realise associations between modern
full field of view structure estimation techniques and the approaches proposed in this thesis.
6.3 General Scene Affordance Surface Segmentation
The work in Chapter 5 investigated the application of monitored human activity towards gen-
eral scene affordance surface segmentation. Human activity occurring throughout long-term
captures was recognised to generate heatmaps representing belief of body part occupancy
within the captured scene images. Body part heatmaps were combined over the duration
of a capture to represent long-term human activity cues; these were integrated with visual
scene information to train an affordance surface segmentation model. A dataset of time-lapse
human activity captures with ground truth affordance surface annotations was introduced to
train the segmentation model, training multiple models to investigate the benefit of utilising
varying body parts. Though the impact is not substantial, evaluation on the introduced dataset
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demonstrates that the proposed inclusion of human activity cues can enhance affordance sur-
face segmentation performance. The approach also demonstrates that semantic segmentation
architectures can be directly applied to predict incomplete affordance surface segmentations
without direct adaption to the sparse affordance annotations.
An obvious avenue to enhance the impact of the proposed activity cues may be to augment
the introduced Human Activity Time-Lapse dataset with additional scenes and ground truth
affordance surface annotations. Deep learning frameworks have consistently demonstrated
effective performance across varying challenges through introduction to substantial train-
ing datasets; annotation of additional training scenes will enhance the adaptability of the
proposed affordance prediction model and could significantly boost segmentation accuracy.
Future work could also study interactions between humans and the scene more explicitly
to determine distinct human activity cues towards functional surface segmentation. The
benefit of assembling features from recognised human poses was demonstrated by Delaitre
et al. [23] towards semantic scene segmentation; whilst the work in this chapter hoped
to overcome this requirement through end-to-end training on integrated visual scene and
human activity information, their proposals could be studied and expanded to exploit specific
activity priors. Finally, in line with all single-shot scene image understanding approaches,
the solutions proposed throughout this thesis are limited to understanding static scenes even
though dynamic human activity is utilised. Human-scene interactions that modify scene
structure such as a person moving a chair are not considered throughout scene understanding
literature and in the proposed approaches. Future work could investigate activity analysis
towards recognition of such scene modifications over long-term indoor scene captures; the
introduced Human Activity Time-Lapse dataset presents some examples of this challenge
that could be exploited towards this goal.
6.4 General Discussion and Ideas for Future Work
6.4.1 Cues from Semantic and Structural Understanding
Whilst the approaches proposed within this thesis have demonstrated the benefits of human
activity analysis towards functional scene understanding, alternate approaches considering
cues from 3D reconstruction and semantic segmentation solutions could be applied to aug-
ment the work. Modern indoor scene semantic segmentation approaches contribute effective
classification of scene objects with particularly well delineated object boundaries when
compared to the proposed applications of human activity. Similarly, detection approaches
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utilising 3D object model repositories can delineate scene objects whilst simultaneously
recognising their 3D pose and semantic class. Though suffering the occlusion challenges
that human activity analysis helps to overcome, future works could study such semantic or
structural predictions as a cue towards functional understanding: if an object has been recog-
nised, can its functional surface be determined? By utilising such intermediary predictions,
additional scene understanding representations become available that could be associated
with the human activity representations to augment understanding applications.
6.4.2 Use of Intermediary Pose Representation
In each of the proposed approaches, human poses are recognised as an intermediary cue
to be projected into an activity map representation. This allows human activity to be
applied towards structural and functional understanding tasks through the use of explicit
body occupancy constraints or trained segmentation models. Significantly, this adaption
of pose to activity map representation allows understanding of both visible and occluded
scene regions from varied input modalities as demonstrated throughout the thesis. However,
whilst state-of-the-art solutions demonstrate impressive performance, errors introduced by
the challenging pose prediction and action recognition tasks can easily propagate to the output
scene understanding representation. To overcome this, future functional understanding works
could consider end-to-end training directly from the visual capture of human activity; by
removing the pose and action recognition steps, error propagation could be reduced whilst
supporting adaption to additional and more fine-grained human activity action classes.
6.4.3 Static Environment
Although dynamic human activity information is utilised as a cue, the work within this thesis
follows the majority of scene understanding literature in assuming the indoor environment
is static with no moving elements. Realistically, as humans move about and interact with a
scene, they will move objects and so adapt the structure and functionality of the space. As an
interesting avenue for future work, the cues from human activity utilised in this work could
be expanded to study this implicit object movement towards enhancing understanding of
complex everyday indoor scenes. The Human Activity Time-lapse Dataset introduced in
this work provides a unique opportunity to investigate this problem, with dataset episodes
representing a scene with multiple instances of displaced objects.
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6.4.4 Alternate Sensory Input
The approaches proposed within this thesis utilise visual sensor input to generate human
activity maps towards indoor scene understanding. However, varying sensors including
wearable technology and distributed Internet of Things arrays have been applied to track
human activity and could be adapted to produce comparable or complementary activity
map representations. Wearable technologies can deliver fine-grained human movement
information through specifically designed accelerometer solutions or readily available mobile
phone devices; such data can capture the intricacy of human movement that is challenging
to monitor from visual capture alone and could be applied to improve action recognition
processes or help localise the occurring activity. Alternatively, distributed sensor arrays
can utilise solutions such as appliance monitors, WiFi tracking and proximity and pressure
sensors to determine human activity occurring throughout an environment at a larger scale;
this data could be utilised to confirm visual pose tracking or to recognise more fine-grained
actions such as the use of a home appliance. Whilst these sensors are often more obtrusive
and complex than visual sensor solutions, their utility towards improving and augmenting
complete scene functional understanding approaches could be studied in future work.
6.4.5 Complementarity of Humans as Active Sensors
The work in this thesis has demonstrated potential benefits of utilising humans as active
scene sensors towards scene-level structural and functional understanding tasks, with noted
contributions within occluded scene reconstruction and affordance surface segmentation.
However, though visual sensors were applied to capture the human activity information,
human activity was exploited as the primary source of information with minimal consider-
ation of the remaining visual scene information. The work in Chapter 5 demonstrated the
complementary relationship between captured human activity and the remaining visual scene
information - exploiting both components to improve the functional scene understanding
- but this was not built upon. Future works could further investigate this complementary
relationship, expanding scene understanding solutions to incorporate cues from active human
sensors as they naturally utilise indoor environments in their day-to-day lives. In particular,
the combination of fine-grained human activity analysis towards object-level understanding
with boarder scene-level understanding from visual scene information remains an interesting
avenue for future study. Additionally, cues from human activity analysis could be expanded
to complement other sensor setups such as distributed sensor arrays or mobile robot actors.
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6.5 Achievements Against Objectives
The overall goal of this research was to investigate the application of human activity analysis
towards enhancing indoor scene understanding. The achievements of this thesis against the
three main objectives are presented below:
• enhance state-of-the-art visual scene understanding performance through intro-
duction of human activity monitoring: evaluation in Chapter 3 demonstrated that
the proposed scene carving approach did not significantly enhance performance over
state-of-the-art occlusion completion models, but does provide comparable perfor-
mance through human activity analysis over training on extensive 3D model datasets.
Additionally, the proposed object detection solution introduces the significant ability to
detect fully occluded objects where state-of-the-art approaches cannot. Evaluation of
the baseline affordance surface prediction model introduced in Chapter 5 establishes
segmentation performance comparable to the state-of-the-art, without the requirement
of deriving additional mid-level cues. Though not considerable, introduction of hu-
man activity information then demonstrated segmentation performance improvement
over the baseline, indicating that human activity analysis can be applied to enhance
state-of-the-art affordance prediction techniques.
• introduce novel applications of human activity information to indoor scene un-
derstanding solutions: whilst human pose analysis has been applied to structural,
functional, and semantic understanding approaches before, the work within this thesis
utilised belief of occupancy representations to realise novel applications of human
activity information. The work in Chapter 3 introduced the ability to reveal occluded
scene regions and detect fully occluded scene objects from analysis of visible human
poses. Significantly, the approach presented in Chapter 4 contributed a novel represen-
tation of top-down scene affordance surfaces predicted from recognised activity alone;
this affordance prediction was applied to approximate 3D scene structure, demon-
strating the applicability of human activity cues toward both functional and structural
understanding.
• promote the versatility of human activity analysis across varying understanding
challenges and differing capture devices: the approaches presented in Chapters 3, 4,
and 5 each utilise different capture devices to apply human activity towards varying
understanding applications: Chapter 3 utilises depth and colour data to reconstruct
occluded scene regions; Chapter 4 applies 360◦ video capture to predict complete scene
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affordance; and Chapter 5 predicts pixel-wise affordance surfaces from monocular
video scene captures. The diversity of utilised capture devices across varying under-
standing objectives demonstrates the adaptability of human activity analysis towards
indoor scene understanding goals.
6.6 Contributions
The overall contributions of this thesis are concluded below:
• A human-centric approach to scene understanding challenges from single view video
of human activity within indoor scenes.
• Estimation of occluded scene structure and detection of self-, partially-, and fully-
occluded scene objects through activity analysis.
• A deep convolutional network trained to map observation of human pose and action to
complete scene affordance surface prediction and 3D scene approximation.
• Enhancement of affordance surface segmentation in general scenes through inclusion
of human activity information without explicit deduction of mid-level cues.
• Synthetic and real scene datasets motivating the application of human activity analysis
towards indoor scene understanding.
6.7 Final Remarks
Modern visual understanding approaches commonly apply large datasets of scene representa-
tions to train end-to-end solutions for understanding challenges. Extending these frameworks
to incorporate human activity analysis remains an open challenge: whilst there exist ac-
tion recognition datasets containing significant amounts of human activity, no similarly
large datasets exist with understanding annotations and human activity to train end-to-end
scene-level understanding solutions. Large scale and realistic simulation of synthesised 3D
human poses performing actions in 3D scene models could be investigated towards this end,
allowing understanding solutions to involve human activity in more general arbitrary scene
study. Work could also investigate the extension of explicit human-object interaction analysis
towards scene-level understanding, developing recognised fine-grained object details into a
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scene-wide representation. Whilst work has been introduced in this area, it remains an open
research problem and an avenue to build on the ideas presented in this thesis.
Everyday indoor scenes are designed toward the benefit of humans, and humans utilise
them everyday. Visually understanding such spaces simulates the understanding we as
humans assemble of these scenes and is an important step towards applications in health-
care, security, smart homes, and augmented reality. Study of related literature reveals that
human activity is commonly utilised towards human-object interaction and object affordance
recognition, but that surprisingly few approaches exploit human activity cues towards scene
level structural, semantic, or functional scene understanding tasks. With the proliferation
of modern human pose and action recognition technologies increasing the accessibility of
human activity detection, the potential benefits as demonstrated in this thesis can now be more
easily realised. It is the author’s hope that the contributions of this thesis - demonstrating
the applicability of human activity analysis across various sensors, understanding tasks, and
potential applications - can stimulate study of human activity analysis toward these goals.
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Occluded Region Reconstruction Results
A.1 Volumetric Occupancy Estimation
A.2 Visible and Occluded Object Detection
188 Occluded Region Reconstruction Results
Scene image Depth Proposed-Volu-nonCarved
3D model Rendered depth Ground truth
Voxelised scene Point cloud Ours-Carved
Synthesised Mstand Synthesised Msit Proposed-Volu-Carved-ero4
Fig. A.1 Volumetric carving of occluded office scene regions on synthesised data. The
proposed carving approach is applied to the initialised volumetric occupancy map (Proposed-
Volu-nonCarved) with synthesised activity maps (Mstand and Msit) to reveal occluded scene
information (Proposed-Volu-Carved). The activity maps are also eroded by four pixels before
carving to replicate inaccuracies in human activity recognition (Proposed-Volu-Carved-ero4).
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Fig. A.2 Volumetric carving of occluded office scene regions on synthesised data. The
proposed carving approach is applied to the initialised volumetric occupancy map (Proposed-
Volu-nonCarved) with synthesised activity maps (Mstand and Msit) to reveal occluded scene
information (Proposed-Volu-Carved). The activity maps are also eroded by four pixels before
carving to replicate inaccuracies in human activity recognition (Proposed-Volu-Carved-ero4).
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Fig. A.3 Volumetric carving of occluded office scene regions on synthesised data. The
proposed carving approach is applied to the initialised volumetric occupancy map (Proposed-
Volu-nonCarved) with synthesised activity maps (Mstand and Msit) to reveal occluded scene
information (Proposed-Volu-Carved). The activity maps are also eroded by four pixels before
carving to replicate inaccuracies in human activity recognition (Proposed-Volu-Carved-ero4).
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Fig. A.4 Volumetric carving of occluded office scene regions on synthesised data. The
proposed carving approach is applied to the initialised volumetric occupancy map (Proposed-
Volu-nonCarved) with synthesised activity maps (Mstand and Msit) to reveal occluded scene
information (Proposed-Volu-Carved). The activity maps are also eroded by four pixels before
carving to replicate inaccuracies in human activity recognition (Proposed-Volu-Carved-ero4).
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Fig. A.5 Volumetric carving of occluded scene regions on synthesised data.
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Fig. A.6 Volumetric carving of occluded scene regions on synthesised data.
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Fig. A.7 Reconstruction and detection of visible and occluded objects. A cabinet and two
sofas are detected by the proposed and previous approaches. The previous work detecting
objects from the depth surface alone (ObjDet-RGBD [72]) and the proposed approach
detecting objects from the revealed occluded scene information (Proposed-ObjDet-Carved)
are presented.
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196 Complete Scene Affordance Prediction Results
Activity map Mact Predicted A
a f f (top) &
3D reconstruction (bot.)
Ground truth Aa f f (top) &
3D reconstruction (bot.)
Fig. B.1 Qualitative results on the synthetic dataset. Scene affordance is predicted (mid-
dle; blue=walkable, teal=sittable, yellow=interactable, red=structure) from simulated human
activity maps (left; teal=walking, purple=sitting, yellow=interacting). Ground truth affor-
dance and reconstruction shown right.
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Fig. B.2 Qualitative results on the synthetic dataset. Scene affordance is predicted (mid-
dle; blue=walkable, teal=sittable, yellow=interactable, red=structure) from simulated human
activity maps (left; teal=walking, purple=sitting, yellow=interacting). Ground truth affor-
dance and reconstruction shown right.
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Fig. B.3 Qualitative results on the synthetic dataset. Scene affordance is predicted (mid-
dle; blue=walkable, teal=sittable, yellow=interactable, red=structure) from simulated human
activity maps (left; teal=walking, purple=sitting, yellow=interacting). Ground truth affor-
dance and reconstruction shown right.
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Fig. B.4 Qualitative results on the synthetic dataset. Scene affordance is predicted (mid-
dle; blue=walkable, teal=sittable, yellow=interactable, red=structure) from simulated human
activity maps (left; teal=walking, purple=sitting, yellow=interacting). Ground truth affor-
dance and reconstruction shown right.
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202 Affordance Surface Segmentation Results
scene image ground truth Proposed-noHumAct
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Proposed-Proposed-hands Proposed-feet
Fig. C.1 Results for affordance segmentation models utilising different body parts in
the segmentation process. Utilised body part heatmap is shown above each predicted
segmentation. Blue=walkable, teal=sittable, yellow=interactable.
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Fig. C.2 Results for affordance segmentation models utilising different body parts in
the segmentation process. Utilised body part heatmap is shown above each predicted
segmentation. Blue=walkable, teal=sittable, yellow=interactable.
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Fig. C.3 Results for affordance segmentation models utilising different body parts in
the segmentation process. Utilised body part heatmap is shown above each predicted
segmentation. Blue=walkable, teal=sittable, yellow=interactable.
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Fig. C.4 Results for affordance segmentation models utilising different body parts in
the segmentation process. Utilised body part heatmap is shown above each predicted
segmentation. Blue=walkable, teal=sittable, yellow=interactable.
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Fig. C.5 Results for affordance segmentation models utilising different body parts in
the segmentation process. Utilised body part heatmap is shown above each predicted
segmentation. Blue=walkable, teal=sittable, yellow=interactable.
